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This Annual Town Report is dedicated to the  
Students, Faculty, Staff and Alumni 
Of  
Georges Valley High School 
 
1964-2011 
 
On March 26, 1962 the voters of the Town of Thomaston voted to fund the construction 
of a 250 pupil high school to be built on a Town owned lot known as the ―Jordan Lot‖. 
 
The school was designed by Bunker and Savage in Augusta and the contract was 
awarded to Peachey Builders for the sum of $435,821.00.  The  open house was held from 
2-6 P.M. on December 4, 1963 with over 800 people attending, with the dedication speech 
being given by State Prison Warden Allen Robbins.  
 
Since the doors opened in September 1964, parents relatives and friends have looked on 
with pride as more than 3,385 graduates completed their high school education at this 
facility.   
 
As in most small communities throughout Maine the schools serve not only to educate our 
children but as a community gathering place and Georges Valley has been no exception, 
first as students we participated in school plays, concerts, Graduation Balls, Christmas 
Cabarets and Junior Proms.  Later we as parents attended the plays, concerts and even 
chaperoned the dances for our children.  
 
Many of us who played high school sports as students have watched with pride as our 
children have taken our places on those teams.  We have stood on the sidelines supporting 
the soccer, field hockey, softball, basketball and baseball teams wearing the green and 
white of the Georges Valley Buccaneers, cheering as over the years many of those teams 
brought to Thomaston the State Championships.  
 
Our hope is that the future student of Oceanside High will build great memories of the 
time they spend in the wonderful old facility. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Cover Photo: G.V.H.S. Class 2011 
Courtesy: Georges Valley Principal Larry Schooley 
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THANK YOU! 
Richard R. Robinson   
 
Richard Robinson a 1964 Graduate of George Valley High 
School and a hometown boy, went to work for the 
Thomaston Pollution Control Department on January 2, 
1991. He officially retired from the Town after 20 years of 
service. 
 
The Thomaston Board of Selectmen wishes to honor 
Richard R. Robinson for his many years of dedicated 
service to the Town of Thomaston. 
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IN MEMORY OF 
 
Whether they were working at the polls or one of the first to vote on election day, dishing 
up ice-cream, building a lobster trap, riding a lawn mower ―up-town‖, keeping an eye on 
the cemetery, driving our children to school, inspecting the plumbing or saying a friendly 
hello, we will surely miss them all.   
 
 
Frances Lawry    1922-2010 
Cecil Polky     1924-2010 
Corydon Adams    1919-2010 
Norma Dorman    1920-2010 
Cornelius ―Gary‖ Houtsma  1914-2010 
Earl Titus     1935-2010 
Ellen ―Blondie‖ Beattie   1927-2010 
Kendrick Dorman    1922-2010 
George Ames    1922-2010 
Russell Hickman    1918-2010 
Karl Brooks     1926-2010 
Willimenna Watts    1921-2010 
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MUNICIPAL 
TELEPHONE DIRECTORY 
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Town Office 
 
Town Manager     Valmore Blastow, Jr.  354-6107 
Tax Collector     Valmore Blastow, Jr.  354-6107 
Road Commissioner    Valmore Blastow, Jr.  354-6107 
Treasurer     Valmore Blastow, Jr.  354-6107 
General Assistance Administrator  Valmore Blastow, Jr.  354-6107 
Project Officer    Valmore Blastow, Jr.  354-6107 
Assessors Agent    David Martucci   354-6107 
Town Clerk     Joan Linscott    354-6107 
Registrar of Voters    Joan Linscott    354-6107 
Secretary/Office Coordinator  Louise Demers   354-6107 
Municipal Accounting Clerk  Jodell Benson   354-6107 
Pollution Control Billing    Ginny Messaline   354-6107 
Code Enforcement    Peter Surek    354-6107 
Building Inspector    Peter Surek    354-6107 
Plumbing Inspector    Peter Surek    354-6107 
Alternate Plumbing Inspector  Scott Bickford   354-6107 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Public Works/Pollution Control 
 
Public Work‘s Director   Jim Connon    354-2478 
Pollution Control Director   John Fancy    354-2136 
 
 
 
Pubic Safety Departments 
 
All Emergencies        911 
Police Chief     Kevin Haj    354-2511 
Fire Chief     Mike Leo    354-6345 
Ambulance Director    Alan Leo    354-6345 
Animal Control    Robert Robinson   542-5301 
Non-Emergency     Knox Dispatch   593-9132 
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Miscellaneous Departments 
 
Tree Warden     Peter Lammert   354-8000 
Recreation Director     Matt Judkins    354-6107 
Harbor Master    Gordon Mank, Jr.    975-6553 
Health Officer     Alan Leo       354-6345 
Librarian     Brian Sylvester     354-2453 
EMA Director    Valmore Blastow, Jr.  354-6107 
 
Selectmen 
 
William Hahn          14 Elliot Street, Thomaston  354-6796 
Lee-Ann Upham          21 Georges Street, Thomaston 354-6347 
Peter Lammert            17 Elm Street, Thomaston  354-8000 
Nancy Carter            34 Dunn Street, Thomaston  354-0410 
Jonathan Eaton    9 Gleason Street, Thomaston  354-2234 
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MUNICIPAL HOLIDAYS 
2011/2012 
If a holiday falls on a Saturday then the Town Office will be closed the Friday before. 
If a holiday falls on a Sunday then the Town Office will be closed the Monday after. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
          July 4th 
 
Veteran‘s Day 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                      Columbus Day 
Independence Day Monday July 04, 2011 
Labor Day Monday September 05, 2011 
Columbus Day Monday October 10, 2011 
Veteran’s Day Friday November 11, 2011 
Thanksgiving Break Thursday & Friday November 24-25, 2011 
Christmas Monday December 26, 2010 
New Years Day Monday January 2, 2012 
Martin Luther King Day Monday January 16, 2012 
President’s Day Monday February 20, 2012 
Patriot’s Day Monday April 16, 2012 
Memorial Day Monday May 28, 2012 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Thanksgiving 
 
 
Christmas 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                       President‘s Day 
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             MUNICIPAL OFFICERS 
& 
ADMINISTRATIVE  
                    EMPLOYEES 
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TOWN OF THOMASTON 
LIST OF CURRENT MUNICIPAL OFFICERS 2011 
 
 
BOARD OF SELECTPERSONS 
William Hahn, Chairman   Term Expires 2012 
Lee-Ann Upham , Vice-Chair  Term Expires 2011 
Nancy Carter     Term Expires 2012 
Peter Lammert    Term Expires 2011 
           Jonathan Eaton    Term Expires 2013 
 
 
 
TOWN MANAGER 
Valmore Blastow, Jr. 
 
TOWN CLERK 
Joan Linscott 
 
 
 
 
BOARD OF ASSESSORS 
Joan Linscott            Term Expires 2013 
A. Fred Wigglesworth                      Term Expires 2012 
Peter Lammert                   Term Expires 2011 
 
 
 
 
 
 
R.S.U. #13 BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
 
Jamie Doubleday    Term Expires 2011 
Arvilla Collins    Term Expires 2013 
Gregory Hamlin    Term Expires 2012 
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TOWN OFFICE STAFF 
 
 
Town Manager, Tax Collector, Road Commissioner 
 
Valmore Blastow, Jr. 
 
 
Town Clerk, Registrar of Voters, Village Cemetery Contact 
 
Joan Linscott 
 
 
Code Enforcement Officer, Plumbing Inspector 
 
Peter Surek 
 
 
Accounting Clerk 
 
Jodell Benson 
 
 
Secretary/Office Coordinator 
 
Louise Demers 
 
 
Pollution Control Bookkeeper 
 
Ginny Messaline  
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Boards 
Committees 
&  
Trustees 
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BOARDS 
 
 
 
 
PLANNING BOARD 
Joanne Richards, Chair     Term Expires 2012 
Melissa Reynolds, Vice-Chair    Term Expires 2012 
Joan Sanborn      Term Expires 2013 
William Wasson      Term Expires 2012 
James Carney      Term Expires 2011 
Jeff Creighton, 1st Alternate    Term Expires 2011 
Joe McGeady,  2nd Alternate    Term Expires 2011 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
BOARD OF APPEALS 
Anita Knowlton, Chair     Term Expires 2011 
Doug Erickson, Vice-Chair    Term Expires 2012 
Jeff Armstrong      Term Expires 2011 
William Dashiell      Term Expires 2012 
Steve Cohen      Term Expires 2013 
Paul Scalzone – 1st  Alternate    Term Expires 2013 
        2nd Alternate – Vacant 
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TRUSTEES 
 
 
ACADEMY BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
 
Henry Carey, Chair      Term Expires 2013 
Michael Mayo      Term Expires 2011 
Blake Donadlson      Term Expires 2011 
William Hahn      Term Expires 2012 
Thomas Mellor      Term Expires 2012 
Maxine Philbrook      Term Expires 2013 
Ted Mlynarski      Term Expires 2012 
 
WATTS BLOCK TRUSTEES 
 
Bill Hahn, Chair      Term Expires 2012 
Jim Cuthbertson      Term Expires 2011 
Eve Anderson      Term Expires 2011 
Olof Anderson      Term Expires 2013 
 
 
LIBRARY BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
 
Janet Bosworth, President 
Sheilagh Guyer, Secretary 
William Dashiell, Treasurer 
Kay Sylvester 
Diana Beach 
Marla McGeady 
Jude Thomas 
Nancy Hill 
Harold Willey 
 
VILLAGE CEMETERY BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
 
Bill Hahn  Lee-Ann Upham  Peter Lammert 
Nancy Carter  Joan Linscott   Rod Grindell 
Margaret McCrea    Sandra Jordan  Joanne Richards 
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COMMITTEES
 
BUDGET COMMITTEE 
Greg Hamlin  Expires 2012 
Barbara Whitney Expires 2012 
Daniel Breen  Expires 2011 
Mason Johnson, Jr. Expires 2011 
Tom Ross  Expires 2013 
Henry Carey  Expires 2013 
 
CDBG COMMITTEE 
Chris Rector 
Cabot Lyman 
Lee-Ann Upham 
 
CLAM COMMITTEE 
Clifton Weaver Expires 2011 
John Smith  Expires 2013 
Mark Colson  Expires 2012 
 
COMP. PLAN COMMITTEE 
Cindy Bertocci 
Margaret McCrea 
Peter Lammert 
 
CONSERVATION COMMISSION 
Victor Hotho 
Terri Esty-Rucevice 
Amy Hutchinson 
Philip Janes 
 
GATEWAY ONE COMMITTEE 
Jon Eaton 
Cindy Bertocci 
Ed Ludwig – Alternate 
James Connon – Public Works 
Valmore Blastow, Jr. 
Chris Rector 
 
PERSONNEL COMMITTEE 
Sandra Jordan Expires 2013 
Elizabeth Watts Expires 2011 
Henry Carey  Expires 2013 
Joan Sanborn Expires 2013 
Suzi Barbee, Alt. Expires 2012 
Nancy Carter  Selectboard 
 
HARBOR COMMITTEE 
Peter McCrea Expires 2013 
Jeff Armstrong Expires 2011 
Sandra Jordan Expires 2013 
Ron Defoe  Expires 2011 
Doug Theobalds Expires 2012 
Dwayne Hunt Expires 2013 
Joe McGeady, Alt. Expires 2014 
 
RECREATION COMMITTEE 
Beth Anthony  Expires 2013 
Darryl Townsend Expires 2012 
Carol Arsenault Expires 2011 
Scott Strong  Expires 2013 
Tara Moody  Expires 2013 
Todd Boynton Expires 2014 
Trina Johnson Expires 2011 
2- Alt. position vacant 
1- Student position vacant 
1- Senior Citizen position vacant 
 
REDEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE 
William Hahn, Chairman 
Ed Ludwig, Vice-Chair 
Chris Rector  
Cindy Bertocci 
Steve Little 
Sumner Kinney 
Davene Fahy 
Bill Martin 
Jeff Creighton 
Jeff Carty 
Thomaston Selectboard 
 
TRUST FUND COMMITTEE 
Valmore Blastow, Jr., Treasurer 
Jodell Benson, Accounting Clerk 
Jeff Creighton, Chairman 
Lee-Ann Upham, Selcetboard 
Nancy Carter, Selectboard 
William Dashiell  
 
SOLID WASTE COMMITTEE 
Peter Lammert 
William Curley 
Town of Thomaston
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170 Main Street,  
Thomaston, Maine 04861 
http://town.thomaston.me.us 
 
   
 
 
LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL 
 
 
 
To the Board of Selectmen and the Citizens of the Town of Thomaston: 
 
It is with pleasure that I submit the Annual Report of the activities and financial 
transactions for the past year. 
 
This report covers the operations of your Town for the Fiscal Year  
July 1, 2009 through June 30, 2010. 
 
The audit excerpts for the Fiscal Year July 1, 2009 through June 30, 2010 are 
included herein, and complete reports are available for your review at the Town 
Office as audited by Runyon, Kersteen and Ouellette, Auditors. 
 
I wish to thank all the employees, officials and citizens who have assisted me 
during the past year, as well as the Board of Selectmen for their continued 
support. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
Valmore G. Blastow, Jr. 
Town Manager 
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GENERAL 
GOVERNMENT 
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TOWN MANAGER’S REPORT 
 
Valmore Blastow, Jr.                            Town Manager 
 
It is with pleasure I submit the annual report to the citizens of Thomaston on behalf of the 
Board of Selectmen. 
 
The overwhelming issue for all municipalities continues to be the economic climate we all 
find ourselves in.  My Office has monitored and adjusted accordingly for the past several 
years to maintain as close to zero increases in the municipal appropriations as it relates to 
the tax increases for the citizens and property owners of Thomaston.   
 
The balancing act is between expenditures and revenues received with State Revenue 
Sharing and excise taxes being the larger revenue sources.  During this period the 
municipal mill rate committed to taxation is as follows: 
Municipal only            Total with Education  
and County 
 2006-2007   6.27 mills   20.10 
 2007-2008   5.28 mills   15.80 
 2008-2009   5.02 mills   14.95 
 2009-2010   5.17 mills   15.48 
 2010-2011   5.18 mills   15.77 
  
The excise tax receipts have been reduced annually from a high of $378,254.00 in 2006-2007 
down to an estimate of $350,000.00 for the 2011-2012 budget year.  The State Revenue 
Sharing continues to be an anomaly as the high estimate of $483,231.00 in 2008-2009 has 
dipped as low as $262,470.00 and is estimated at $264,495.00 for 2011-2012. 
 
The Knox County Assessment increased 1.8% for 2011 or $6,577.00 approximately equal to 
the 1% pay raise proposed in the 2011-2012 budget. 
 
The RSU #13 total budget: 
 2009-2010  $28,008,262.00 
 2010-2011  $25,497,424.00 
 2011-2012  $26,038,139.00 proposed 
 
However, the local property tax for each respective year indicates that substantial savings 
have occurred as approximately $2 million less is being expended with an $800,000 local 
increase, indicating the impact of State Aid reductions: 
   Local only 
 2009-2010  $21,085,974.00 
 2010-2011 $21,723,553.00 
 2011-2012 $21,832,171.00  proposed 
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The 2007-2008 compared budgets for just SAD #5 and #50 utilized for the consolidation 
merger totaled $10,753,049.00 and $9,652,436.00 respectively, totaling $20,405,485.00 local 
only plus G.P.A. from the state contribution of $5,711,821.00 which totaled $26,117,206.00.  
 
The 2007-2008 total for SAD #50 towns was $9,652,436.00:     
    Local   State 
Thomaston 29.619742%  $2,856,005.00  $1,761,330.00 
Cushing 25.376328%    2,448,987.00                  190,040.00  
St. George 45,003929%    4,340,723.00       0.00 
 
The 2011-2012  RSU #13 towns from SAD #50 are proposed to pay $9,824,560.00 to RSU 
#13, approximately only  $175,000.00 more four years later: 
     Local   State 
Thomaston    $3,100,968.00  $1,438,345.00 
Cushing      2,550,578.00       113,277.00 
St. George      4,017,838.00                  0.00 
 
The following goals were established by the Board of Selectmen for 2010-2011 as part of 
the ongoing goal process: 
 
1.  Stimulate Economic Growth: 
Objectives: 
 A.  Continue to support businesses that qualify for Pine Tree Zone benefits; 
 B.  Secure funding for the proposed $1.9 million sewer project at Wadsworth 
      Street, Brooklyn Heights, and Sunrise Street area; 
C.  Continue support of the infrastructure into Thomaston Green for   
      ultimate development; 
 D.  Develop potential project list through voter approved Downtown TIF 
                  District that  continues to evolve and becomes comprehensive in  
                  preparation for future Town Meeting approval; 
 E.  Continue supporting economic development on the East side of Town in  
                  the Thomaston  Economic Tract; 
 F.  Continue the feasibility and long range plan for Watts Hall; 
 G. Continue support of Gateway 1 and prepare to submit Comprehensive 
                 Plan and zoning amendments to future Town Meetings.  Continue the  
                 effort for an East/West Town road initiated over ten years ago and  
                 becoming a reality. 
 
 
2.  Strengthen the Community Core: 
Objectives: 
 A. Continue municipal facility long range plan;   
B.  Continue the restoration of existing sidewalks and the construction of new  
      sidewalks to complement the riverfront trail; 
 C.  Continue to fund future sidewalk construction and restoration; 
 D.  Continue to support the Many Flags proposal; 
Town of Thomaston
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E.  Erect new, aesthetically pleasing signage by the flagpole; 
F.  Continue support of cleanliness of public areas;        
G.  Continue support of a Thomaston farmers‘ market; 
H.  Support energy conservation measures; 
I.   Support and work with MDOT in initiating Project No. 1789.00 Route 1  
reconstruction from Warren to Pine Street and establish sidewalk and      
underdrain twenty year goal.    
                  Support $200,000 federal earmark request for stormwater upgrade from  
      Allis property  across Route 1, through Mall to School Street.  Further,  
     work with MDOT in rehabilitating or reconstructing the Wadsworth  
     Street Bridge over the St. George River. 
 
3.  Strengthen Municipal Services: 
Objectives: 
 A.  Support staff training and cross-training during the 2010-2011 fiscal  
                  year; 
 B.  Obtain written department goals for the 2010-2011 fiscal year as well as  
                  long-term (one-year and five-year) department goals/wish lists from the  
                  Town Manager; 
C.  Meet with each department head to discuss the above; 
D.  Continue monthly meetings with Department Heads and maintain the  
      Risk Management Safety Program; 
E.   Prepare for voluntary request of the Department of Labor to evaluate  
      Town departments. 
F.   Energy conservation related efforts: 
 1.  Complete the installation of solar panels on the Pollution Control  
                 Facility  
  2.  Continue to review a geothermal or another system at the  
                             Academy 
 3.  Continue to review the replacement of Town owned and public  
                 sodium streetlights with LED‘s as proposed by Northeast Electrical 
 4.  Continue discussion with Dragon Products and First Wind in  
                  regards to wind power at Dragon Products. 
 
The Board of Selectmen has been leading the charge in economic development from the 
Thomaston Green to the Rockland Town Line over the past eight years.  The results are 
beginning to show.  The latest discussions that may have traction is with parties to 
condominium Watts Hall, turn the municipal spaces to retail, and replace the Town Office 
and Police Department at the rear area.  This is all part of the ongoing Municipal Facilities 
Study. 
 
The Town of Thomaston Comprehensive Plan Committee outlined what Thomaston might 
look like in 2010.  The Committee requested the input by July 17, 2003 to see what changes 
have occurred.  The following article was distributed to Thomaston residents in our July 
2003 Newsletter: 
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In 2010 Thomaston will have: 
 
 A Main Street lined with trees and well maintained historic homes 
 ADA Accessible sidewalks along a rebuilt Main Street from Route 131 [Oyster River 
Road] to Route 131 [High Street] 
 An alternate east-west town road 
 A new Public Safety/Municipal Building 
 A mandatory solid waste recycling program 
 A compact village center surrounded by low density development and open space 
 A good mix of affordable housing and adequate elderly housing 
 A strong commercial/industrial base centered in the eastern end of Town. 
 A viable business district in the village center 
 A working waterfront with restrictions on non-marine related uses 
 Water quality in the St. George River which meets or exceeds classification standards 
and supports healthy commercial fisheries, wildlife, and a range of recreational uses 
 A walking trail from the Town Forest along the waterfront to the Mill River and 
Montpelier 
 A community Center and expanded Recreation Program 
 A quality consolidated school system with equitable funding formula 
 Mixed reuse of the former prison property which includes open space and a range of 
appropriate residential, commercial and municipal uses 
 A preserved and enhanced town historic district 
 
DO YOU AGREE???? 
 
 
January 11, 2010 
o Approved the agreement with Maine Public Employees Retirement System 
o Resignation of Karen Clarke from the Budget Committee 
o Established and promoted Timothy Hoppe to the position of Investigator with the 
Thomaston Police Department 
 
January 25, 2010 
o Appointed Paul Scalzone to the Board of Appeals 
o Approved and accepted Dragon Products‘ offer to upgrade force main on Fish 
Street 
o Approved two Federal Earmark Grant Application submissions for: 
1.  Thomaston Mill River Trail for $200,000 
      2. Thomaston western stormwater system upgrade completion at Mall and  
      School Street for $200,000 
o Approved Gateway 1 Grant Application along with the City of Rockland. 
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February 8, 2010 
o Appointed Tom Ross to the Budget Committee 
o Appointed Neil Pollis as the Shellfish Warden 
o Approved submitting to voters for the acceptance of Deer Run Street off Beechwood 
Street as requested by Habitat for Humanity 
 
February 22, 2010 
o Appoint Ron Defoe to the Harbor Committee 
o Approved agreement with the State of MaineDOT to install a water line and fire 
hydrant at Cross and Mechanic Streets 
o Awarded a $2,000 Dietz Scholarship to Alex Grierson for Veterinary Education 
pursuit 
o Accepted $77,273 Energy Efficiency Grant for solar panels on the Pollution Control 
Facility from the State of Maine 
 
March 22, 2010 
o Appointed Judd Thomas to the Library Board of Trustees 
o Proclamation for April as Sexual Assault Awareness Month 
o Acknowledged Devin Peters of Boy Scouts of America Troop 214 with a letter of 
appreciation for construction of picnic tables, benches, waste enclosures as an Eagle 
Scout project 
 
April 12, 2010 
o Municipal facilities Linscott property potential option agreement 
o Approved Lachman Architects for Downtown Block Façade CDBG concepts for 
$6,750 
 
April 26, 2010 
o Appointed Phillip Janes to the Conservation Committee 
o Approved low bid from Hi Way Safety Systems, Inc. for $2,964.44 to paint road 
striping 
o Completed Erin Street Cemetery wetland restoration with a low bid from Farley & 
Sons for $12,693 
o Approved amendment #1 to the Gateway 1 Startup Agreement 
o Approved the application for USDA Rural Development to replace the sewer 
collection system at Brooklyn Heights, Sunrise Terrace, Sunset and Wadsworth 
Streets 
o Used 2004 backhoe purchase to voters $40,000 with $17,450 unexpended winter 
road funds, $8,451 FEMA, $4,099 unexpended winter sand 
 
May 10, 2010 
o Approved the option agreement for purchase of the State Police Barracks with third 
party assignment with the State of Maine 
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May 20, 2010 
o Public Hearing for Slum and Blight Designation at the rear of the Business Block 
for CDBG funds for Streetscape project 
 
May 24, 2010 
o Dagon Products donation of labor and materials to reconstruct drainage swale on 
Dexter Street 
o HVAC geothermal system reviewed by the Friends of the Library 
o Approved International Salt for road salt and kept open the Paris Farmers Union 
bid for calcium chloride  
o Reroofed the southern section of the Academy Building with Trahan‘s  Exterior 
Renovations  
o Accepted the resignation of Ed Ludwig as an Alternate to Gateway 1 
 
June 14, 2010 
o Inter-Agency Cooperative Agreement with Knox County, Knox County Regional 
Commission, Rockland, Rockport, Camden and Thomaston 
o Winter sand bid awarded to Hartland 
o Fire Chief grant submission for $35,870 for Rapid Intervention Team equipment 
o Granite curb, flagpole, Knox Street island for $2,500 
o Put out to bid a 1992 backhoe and bushhog 
o Accepted $17,000 inflatable emergency rescue boat 
 
July 12, 2010 
o Honored employees of Lyman Morse for on site First Responder Aid to David 
Wyllie, Sr. who was seriously injured in an industrial accident 
o Congratulated Thomaston‘s Knox Suburban Little League Baseball Championship 
Team 
o Approved Efficiency Maine Solar Panel Grant for installation on the Pollution 
Control Facility 
o Approved Marriners‘ bid for paving part of Beechwood and Gleason Streets 
o Placed out to bid the 9,624 square foot Brooks lot on Dunbar Road and 1,221 square 
foot Wellman lot on Old County Road 
o Selectmen appointments to serve on the committees and boards, see list 
 
July 24, 2010 
o Thomaston Green Celebration 
 
July 26, 2010 
o Approved a lease agreement with Maine Marine Trades Association for space at the 
Academy 
o Initiated the process for a Quiet Zone at Green and Elliot Streets to restrict the 
train whistle as a Federal process 
o Appointments of committees and boards, see list 
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August 9, 2010 
o Approved the transfer of CDBG $75,000 loan from Timothy Payson to Robert 
Stafford and Patricia Sampson for property at 18-20 North Street 
o Accepted Urban/Rural Initiative Program funds for $25,000 
o Acknowledged the efforts of Town employees and Explorer Group for assistance in 
making the Thomaston Green Celebration on July 24th successful  
 
September 13, 2010 
o Discussed a potential WalMart application for construction 
o Approved the agreement with Denis Lachman Architects & Planners for 
Streetscape improvements design services under CDBG 
o Approved sidewalk reconstruction/paving on Gleason Street 
o Troy Smith, Recreation Director resigned 
o Becky Robinson of the Recreation Committee resigned 
o Designated October 2, 2010 as Green Sneakers Project Day as submitted by Carmen 
Lavertu 
 
September 27, 2010 
o Approved the installation of three dolphins at the Harbor Facility 
o Established annual Town Goals for 2010 and 2011 
o Approved installing safety sensors on Public Works and Fire Department overhead 
doors with MMA grant and  insurance dividend 
 
October 18, 2010 
o Goals 
 
October 25, 2010 
o Appointed William Dashiell to the Library Board of Trustees 
o  Negotiations with Teamsters Union Local #340 for third year wage reopener 
 
November 8, 2010 
o Set new sewer rate for commercial/industrial users using a quantity of volume 
proration 
o Accepted $300 from Coastal Opportunity in lieu of services 
 
November 9, 2010 
o Robert Coombs resigned as EMA Director 
 
November 22, 2010 
o Teamsters Local #340 Union negotiations 
 
December 13, 2010 
o Dwayne Hunt was appointed from an Alternate of the Harbor Committee to a 
member replacing Lee Prescott who passed away 
o Joe McGeady appointed Alternate to Harbor Committee 
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o Presentation of MDOT for Project 017890 Route 1 reconstruction between the 
Warren Town line to High Street and the establishment of a Town committee to 
work on same 
 
APPOINTMENTS AND RESIGNATIONS IN 2010 
The Board of Selectmen served on the following committees and boards: 
 
Personnel Committee   Nancy Carter      
 Inter-Local Clam Board   Jonathan Eaton     
 Solid Waste Committee   Peter Lammert     
 Mid-Coast Regional Planning   Bill Hahn  
 Aqua Maine Water Advisory Committee Peter Lammert    
 Main St. Enhancement Committee  Lee-Ann Upham & Nancy Carter  
 Trust Fund Committee   Lee-Ann Upham & Nancy Carter  
 Redevelopment Committee   All Board Members 
 Land Use Ordinance Review Committee Jonathan Eaton, Lee-Ann Upham 
 
APPOINTMENTS: 
Thomaston Academy Board of Trustees  Henry Carey 
Watts Block Trustees    Olof Anderson 
Library Board of Trustees    Judd Thomas 
       William Dashiell 
Planning Board     Joan Sanborn 
Board of Appeals     Steve Cohen 
       Paul Scalzone 
Budget Committee     Henry Carey 
       Mason Johnson, Jr. 
       Tom Ross 
Personnel Committee    Sandra Jordan 
       Henry Carey 
       Joan Sanborn 
Harbor Committee     Peter McCrea 
       Sandra Jordan 
       Dwayne Hunt 
       Ron Defoe 
       Joe McGeady 
Recreation Committee    Beth Anthony 
       Tara Murray 
       Trina Johnson 
       Scott Strong 
Georges River Shellfish Committee  John Smith 
Conservation Commission    Steve Cohen 
       Victor Hotho 
       Phillip Janes 
Shellfish Warden     Neil Pollis 
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RESIGNATIONS: 
David Johnson     Police Patrol Officer 
Recreation Director     Troy Smith 
EMA Director     Robert Coombs 
Recreation Committee    Becky Robinson 
Budget Committee     Karen Clarke 
Gateway 1      Ed Ludwig 
 
The Personnel Committee was active during the year.  The Committee completed the 
hiring process for Recreation Director Matthew Judkins and Patrol Officer Paul Pinkham.  
Michael Janczura transferred to the Public Works Department.   
 
Richard Robinson retired from Pollution Control after twenty years of service.  The Town 
congratulates him for his many years of service, and we wish him well in his retirement. 
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TOWN CLERK’S REPORT 
Joan Linscott         Town Clerk 
            DEATHS – 2010 
 
Date of Death   Name of Deceased  Age              Place of 
Death 
 
01-01-2010   Carole Westervelt  77   Rockport 
01-05-2010   Frances Lawry   87   Portland 
01-09-2010   Carolyn Glenn   63   Thomaston 
01-24-2010   Thomas Bournival  61   Portland 
01-25-2010   Donna Gower   44   Rockport 
01-26-2010   Cecil Polky   85   Camden 
01-26-2010   Richard Hastings  70   Rockland 
02-01-2010   Tyler Wentworth  23   Thomaston 
02-03-2010   Corydon Adams  90   Rockport 
02-08-2010   Robert Catalano  52   Portland 
02-12-2010   Alan Pratt   64   Thomaston 
02-14-2010   Robert Beckett   69   Rockland 
03-07-2010   Norma Dorman   89   Rockland 
03-12-2010   Richard Blastow  52   Thomaston 
03-13-2010   Cornelius Houtsma  95   Rockport 
04-01-2010   Joan Little   83   Rockland 
04-04-2010   Thomas Bertocci  65   Thomaston 
04-19-2010   Earl Titus   75   Rockland 
07-01-2010   Ellen Beattie   82   Rockland 
07-11-2010   Ann Delmonico   77   Augusta 
07-16-2010   Betty Feyler   88   Thomaston 
07-23-2010   Theodora Choffel  89   Camden 
08-03-2010   Kendrick Dorman  88   Thomaston 
08-04-2010   Phyllis Waisanen  78   Rockland 
08-13-2010   Carla Henry   55   Thomaston 
08-30-2010   George Ames   87   Thomaston 
09-03-2010   Gladys Vose   91   Thomaston 
09-23-2010   Sayward Hall-Stone  54   Damariscotta 
09-25-2010   Romona Hunt   73   Thomaston 
09-30-2010   Russell Hickman  91   Scarborough 
10-21-2010   Susan Betts   57   Rockport 
10-23-2010   Lee Prescott   68   Thomaston 
11-12-2010   David Carter    78   Togus 
11-17-2010   Todd Buxton   53   Rockport 
11-30-2010   Karl Brooks   84   Thomaston 
12-08-2010   Willimenna Watts  89   Camden 
12-17-2010   Joyce Allen   78   Rockport 
 
 
 BIRTHS                                                        DOGS LICENSED 
    MARRIAGES                                    Boys 22 
          17                                                  Girls 21                                                                    293 
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CODE ENFORCEMENT OFFICER’S REPORT 
 
Peter Surek            Code Officer 
 
 
 
It is an honor and a pleasure to present to the inhabitants of the Town of Thomaston, the 
Board of Selectpersons and the Town manager the annual report of the activities of the 
Code Enforcement Office for the year of 2010. 
 
As expected, ongoing construction continued at a slow pace due to the economy and the 
carry over from 2009.  During this time period construction consisted of renovations as 
well as small additions.  
 
 Since its approval the Pine Cone Sub-Division on the upper end of Maurice Avenue has 
seen the construction of seven units that will include 16 over all.  Habitat for Humanity has 
finished the last new dwelling on Booker Street and the sixth unit overall at that location. 
As of this writing Habitat has started the first of four dwelling units they will construct in 
the Deer-Run Subdivision.  
 
Only four new dwelling units were constructed in 2010.  This was a little short of previous 
years, however, what new construction and renovations that were done accounted for 
$2,338,326 in new value added to the Town‘s tax base.  This figure was almost the same in 
2009 and more then 2008. 
 
We had several meetings between the Planning Board and Board of Appeals as well as the 
Selectboard regarding the development of Thomaston Commons.  The primary tenant 
would be a Super Wal-Mart if all requests and permits are approved.  Tractor Supply has 
also shown an interest in being a tenant as well.  If all the permits are approved, 
construction could start by late summer or early fall.   
 
It has been a pleasure meeting with various towns‘ people who have shown a real interest 
in this development and want to see that everything is accomplished in a proper manner. 
 
I would like to thank the Planning Board and Appeals Board members for all of their hard 
work. They contribute a lot of time as un-paid members working for the benefit of the 
town.  I wish to thank the officials for their continued support and my co-workers who 
have assisted this office through out the year.   
 
I have completed over seventeen years as your code officer and look forward to many 
more. 
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GENERAL ASSISTANCE 
 
Valmore G. Blastow, Jr.                    General Assistance Administrator 
 
The Town‘s average number of requests annually since 1992 totals 55 with an average 
payment of $243.12.  The requests for 2010 totaled 88 with an average payment of $233.00. 
 
The Town experienced an increase to 118 applicants in 2009 costing $36,053.  Therefore, $30,000 
was budgeted for 2010.  However, there were 88 requests totaling $20,497.18 in 2010, and the 2011 
budget will be adjusted accordingly. 
 
  Total   No. of   Average Payment for 
  Expended  Applicants  30 day period per request 
   
1992 $23,038          58    $397 
1993 $13,007         90    $144 
1994 $  6,454          51    $126 
1995 $10,223          57    $179 
1996 $12,310        80    $153 
1997 $  6,442       37    $174 
1998 $  9,406          38    $248 
1999 $19,353        63    $307 
2000 $  9,391       31    $302 
2001 $  3,877       27    $143 
2003  $  8,228       48                                           $171 
2004  $12,044       49                            $246 
2005  $  9,562       35    $273 
2006  $11,591       31    $374 
2007  $10,223       35    $292 
2008  $25,419       85    $299 
2009  $36,053      118    $305 
2010  $20,497        88    $233 
 
The Town issued assistance for specific requests as follows: 
 Heating Fuel  6 Water   1 
 Food/Personal  7 Electricity  25 
 Rent   36  
       
The Town for the fifth year supported heating fuel assistance totaling 8 requests at a cost of 
$2,073.00 from the Charitable Fund and an insurance reimbursement credit for a low loss rating. 
 
The Town also received 29 additional requests not meeting eligibility requirements of General 
Assistance, yet in need.  Of those, $6,651.22 was expended for: 
 Electricity  7 Sewer   3 
 Rent   12 Medical/Dental 3 
 Water   1 Personal/Household 2 
 Mortgage  1  
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ROAD COMMISSIONER 
 
Valmore Blastow, Jr. 
 
 
PUBLIC WORKS/POLLUTION CONTROL 
 
Public Works Director 
 
James Connon 
 
 
Pollution Control Superintendent 
 
John Fancy 
 
Public Works Employees 
 
Cliff Eugley    John Smith 
 
Brandon Allen   Mike Davis 
 
Mike Janczura 
 
 
MUNICIPAL TREE WARDEN 
 
Peter Lammert 
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ROAD COMMISSIONER’S REPORT 
 
Valmore Blastow, Jr.                     Road Commissioner 
 
 
The Buttermilk Lane realignment project was completed at a total cost of $1,999,668.70 of 
which an MDOT grant paid $1,472,582.43.  The Town‘s portion from economic 
development funds was $381,988.06 for the road, land purchase, etc., $13,148.00 for sewer, 
$71,950.20 for water mains, and Aqua Maine donated $60,000.00 in pipe cost. 
 
The Town continues to prioritize streets to be paved, however the oil prices have a major 
impact on the planning.  During 2003-2004 the price per ton was $32.90.  In 2009 the cost 
was $73.50 per ton, and the same for 2010.  The escalating oil prices will cause the cost to 
continue to rise.   
 
The Town‘s approximate 22 miles of roadway would require approximately 21,120 tons of 
bituminous to complete a 1-1/2 inch overlay twenty feet wide.  If the Town paved all of the 
roads at one time, the cost of this in 2003-2004 would have been $695,000.00, and 
$1,552,000.00 this year.  The $46,000.00 annually expended previously for road paving was 
adjusted two years ago, as it now requires $103,000.00 at $73.50 per ton.  The Town has 
expended $297,816.33 in paving costs from 2005-2006 or $59,563.00 average per year. 
 
The Town repaired West Meadow Road Bridge.  The concrete footing walls with steel arch 
top had concrete spaulding for approximately sixteen lineal feet in two places. Pro-
Concrete Rodney Brooks completed the repair of the concrete reinforcement walls at a cost 
of $9,800.00, saving the Town a substantial amount as the estimate to completely replace 
the span was in excess of $100,000.00. 
 
The Town met with MDOT officials in the planning stages as they prepare to replace the 
Wadsworth Street Bridge over the St. George River Pin #116755.  They held a public 
hearing on its replacement scheduled for 2013-2014.  The Town also held public meetings 
and appointed through MDOT a Participants Action Committee or PAC for the initiation 
of planning for Project #17890 which is the reconstruction of Route 1 from Warren town 
line through to Route 131 (High Street).  The State has approximately $400,000.00 in the 
budget for planning and design. 
 
This year‘s snow removal was calculated at 108 inches of snow at a cost of $4,142.00 per 
mile for the 26.13 miles maintained which includes State Aid roads.  The $108,233.21 of 
cost included $49,565.82 for the purchase of 1,434 yards of sand and 433 tons of salt.  It 
also included 280 man-hours hauling snow off to a different location.  There were twenty 
events that lasted from one to several days. 
 
The Town continues with the sidewalk program and has requested the entire length of 
Route 1 from Route 131 to Route 131 through Thomaston to have all ditches underdrained 
and a new sidewalk installed.  The Town is requesting a sidewalk on the south side of Route 
1 from Thomaston Green connecting through to the Mall, then proceeding from the Burton 
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Block to the Academy Building.  The Town has further improved and is working on 
Gleason Street.  We installed a sidewalk that completes Thatcher Street to connect with 
Roxbury Street for a new sidewalk.  There is approximately $40,000.00 in reserves, and 
$20,000.00 is requested in 2011-2012 to continue upgrades. 
 
The Town also applied for two Federal Earmark Grants each for $200,000.  One would 
complete the trail urban from Thatcher Street at the old town dump along the Mill River 
up to Route 131 at Montpelier.  This is the last 4,000 feet of connection in a trail of varying 
degrees fifty miles long from Montville to Port Clyde.  The second request is to upgrade the 
stormwater system across Route 1 just west of the Catalano Construction office and 
through the Mall to School Street.  This system, in my opinion based on video, is in a state 
of disrepair that could fail under Route 1 or anywhere on either side. 
 
The Public Works Director Jim Connon and all the employees are to be commended for 
their continued hard work to allow for the citizens‘ transportation needs through Town.  
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PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT  
  James Connon                  Director 
 
It is with great pleasure that I present to the citizens of Thomaston this report of the Public 
Works Department for 2010/2011. 
 
 This was the 9th year the town plowed the roads as well as doing the salting and 
sanding. We had a snow accumulation for the 2010 calendar year of 79.5 inches.    Before 
the snow fell we cut back the shoulders of the roads to allow for ease in plowing.  This work 
included trimming of the bushes and limbs along the roadsides.  The Town hauled their 
own sand in the new Sterling Dump Truck as well as the 2000 dump truck saving the extra 
delivery fees again this year. 
 
 In preparation for the paving projects we had planned for 2010, we replaced 
culverts and ditched alongside the roads that were slated for the resurfacing. The manhole, 
catch basins and clean water drain covers were raised.  Paving was done on Gleason Street 
from Fish to Pine and Robinson to Knox.  The other road paved in 2010 was the lower end 
of Beechwood Street, from Lindsey lane to Main Street.   
 
Some of the special projects this past year were to organize the area around the Public 
Works Garage, to this end we have relocated the sand, gravel and crushed stone piles to the 
rear of the building.  We also constructed 1017 feet of new sidewalk on Thatcher Street and 
began the construction of a new sidewalk on Gleason Street from Knox to Roxbury that 
will see completion in 2011.  The department also graded and graveled the Water Tower 
Road and moved the gate back behind the Verizon Cell Tower.  At the Village Cemetery 
Farley and Sons removed some fill and replanted some wetland vegetation as mitigation of 
a wetland.   
 
In addition to the special projects, we also completed the usual day to day tasks that keep 
the Town running. We normally do such things as mowing the municipal properties, 
cleaning of sewers and storm drains, repairing catch basins, replacing and removing the 
floats at the Public Landing, painting the crosswalks, sweeping the roadsides and sidewalks 
and set-up and take down for the July 4th Celebration.  In conjunction with the Tree 
Warden Peter Lammert we also help to plant new trees around Town and clean-up those 
that were taken down or limbed.  This past year we also cleaned out many of the sewer 
lines around Town as well as storm drains. 
 
This year we welcomed Mike Janczura to our department after the retirement of Richard 
Robinson. I would like to thank Cliff Eugley, John Smith, Brandon Allen, Mike Davis and 
Mike Jancura for their hard work and dedication in helping to keep Thomaston running.   
Also, I would like to thank Tim Hoppe, Kevin Haj, Peter Lammert and Carl Taylor for 
helping out with the snowplowing.  
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POLLUTION CONTROL REPORT 
John Fancy                     Superintendent 
 
In October 78 solar electric panels were installed on the roof of the Control Building at 
Pollution Control. The system will generate approximately 23,000 kilowatt hours of 
electricity annually, providing approximately 12% of the power used. This will eliminate 
about 32,000 pounds of CO2 emissions per year. The complete system cost $82,309 with 
$77,273 of that coming from the Efficiency Maine Trust through the American Recovery 
and Reinvestment Act (better known as ―stimulus‖ funds) grant and the remainder from 
Pollution Control Reserve Accounts.  
  
In the spring an open house is planned to allow the community to get a closer look at the 
system.  
 
 CONTROL BUILDING WITH NEW SOLAR PANELS 
 
 
A project to replace sewers in the Wadsworth Street/Brooklyn Heights area was begun 
with a preliminary engineering study. The study found that these are some of the last very 
old sewer lines still being used for sanitary wastewater and some are dilapidated, others 
undersized and some in poor locations. The replacement of over 7,000 feet of sewer line was 
recommended as well as new sewer connections right to the houses. The project will 
eliminate thousands of gallons of wet weather leakage from the old, deteriorated pipes 
increasing capacity in the wastewater collection and treatment system. An additional 
benefit is to provide better sanitary service and storm water drainage to the Thomaston 
Green Redevelopment Project. The total cost is estimated to be just over $2,000,000 and an 
application for a loan/grant funding package has been filed with the Department of 
Town of Thomaston
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Agriculture. Funds may be available as early as the spring of 2011 and this would allow for 
design, permitting and approvals to be completed in 2011 and construction to begin in the 
spring of 2012. 
 
Richard Robinson retired the end of September only three months shy of twenty years of 
service to the Town. Two of the Public Works Department staff are currently in training to 
ensure that knowledgeable personnel will be available in the future at Pollution Control. 
 
In closing, the Department remains dedicated to the efficient treatment and 
environmentally sound disposal of Thomaston‘s wastewater and the protection of our 
groundwater and surface water. Thanks to the citizens of Thomaston for their support.    
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TREE WARDEN’S REPORT 
Peter Lammert                     Tree Warden 
 
2010 turned out to be the busiest year that I have spent as your tree warden since the years 
where hundreds of street shade trees were planted back in the 1970‘s and 80‘s. 
 
The year started with public notices in the newspapers stating that Central Maine Power 
Company  
(CMP ) would be trimming trees from power lines in many Knox County communities.  It 
seems that the Maine Public Utilities Commission was upset with the number of outright 
power failures as well as the annoying minute flickering caused by tree branches kissing 
wires that caused interruptions in the electrical devices in homes that had never flickered 
before.  I was glad to see that Thomaston was not listed in the first round of tree trimming. 
 
Then all heck broke loose in Rockland. The company that got the contract to trim in the 
listed towns was not Lucas Tree the company that has done the trimming since I moved to 
Thomaston but rather ABC Professional Tree from Texas.  I was asked to view the pruning 
that had been done to date in Rockland and then attend a city council meeting to possibly 
offer advice and or suggestions. The tree pruning work that I viewed was done on some 
side streets in Rockland and some of the pruning cuts were massive and not carried out 
according to how I learned pruning should be done. The upshot of the council meeting was 
that I ended up telling the councilors that if their trees had been taken care of over the last 
20 years or so, the way they should have been, the pruning cuts that happened to the trees 
may not have even happened. The council ended up asking CMP to halt pruning until they 
got professional advice on how best to proceed.  I was asked to help but declined.  I did 
however give the city manager‘s secretary the names of two local licensed arborists. They 
hired one for a few hours based on an amount of money that the council appropriated for 
that job. That‘s when I found out that my services were worth more than $50 an hour in 
this local market. 
 
Deciding that a good offense was also a good defense I scheduled a show and tell session 
about tree pruning in Watts Hall in the middle of February. Two citizens showed up along 
with the foreman of the ABC pruning crews and reporter Kris Parrish of the Free Press.  
Kris wrote a wonderful article, complete with pictures for the February 18th issue of the 
Free Press. 
 
I then learned, via a second newspaper notice from CMP that the trees in Thomaston 
would be pruned so I proceeded to talk with the ABC foreman Chris Lowe who lives in 
Warren about how we could avoid the types of problems that occurred in Rockland. This 
request led to a review of all the trees on Main Street from the Prison Show Room to Creek 
Hill with, Chris Lowe from ABC Tree, two arborists from CMP and me.  The work that 
needed to be done was outlined and several homeowners asked to have older declining trees 
removed from their yards altogether rather than just trimming which the arborists from 
CMP agreed to do. 
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To our good fortune, The ABC Company hired two tree trimmers that had worked for 
Lucas Tree Co. for years doing most if not all of the tree trimming that had been done in 
town. So when the trimming on Main Street started, I was there with the new ABC Pro 
Tree arborists Keith Heal from Dunbar Road and Eric Pease from Warren.  
 
They knew what the trimming specifications from Maine Public Utility Commission were 
and that I wanted everything that did not have to be removed to be left on the tree.  And 
therein is the difference in some of the work done here and in Rockland. 
 
I spent a total of 168 hours watching Keith and Eric prune and take down trees and to 
their credit, most folks passing on Route One were hardly aware of the amount and 
location of the trees and branches removed. As ABC had finished one entire circuit (as 
CMP calls the location of where their lines run) I was told that there would not be any 
more pruning until 2011. 
 
Then on September 1st, I received a call from the CMP arborist telling me that he was 
going to start Asplundh Tree Co. pruning the hot spots along three phase lines in the rest of 
Thomaston.  I met with the Asplundh Tree crew and told them what I did not want to see 
and they were fine with that. They ended up doing significantly more than what I thought 
they would be doing. If they had a question and there were many, they contacted me via 
cell phone and we resolved the issue(s) that way. Many more, big old problem shade trees 
were removed before the Asplundh crew was headed into Cushing. In all I tallied another 
27 hours working with the Asplundh crew. That‘s almost 200 hours of good arboricultural 
work that I had never envisioned happening during 2010. 
 
In total the two companies doing power line trimming for CMP removed over 300 trees 
that were growing either directly under the wires or were in worse shape than I had seen 
from the ground. They ranged in size from an inch to 38‖ in diameter. I estimate that they 
did over $20,000 dollars worth of work that the town eventually would have had to pay for. 
 
The tree removals were facilitated by our public works crew who were there right in time 
to remove the felled trees. Without their help, we could not have gotten so many problem 
trees removed. 
 
All stumps from the removed trees that were in the street right of way were ground down 
and again the public works crew picked up the grindings and stockpiled them at the Public 
Works Garage on Erin Street. These stump grindings along with the chips from the 
branches removed have been stockpiled for the Public Works Department to use on any 
job that formerly required silt fence to be erected. If you would like some of this wood 
mulch, please contact the Public Works Director, Jim Connon at the Public Works garage, 
354-2478. 
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POLICE DEPARTMENT PERSONNEL 
 
Kevin Haj   Police Chief 
Timothy Hoppe             Sergeant 
Michael Blais   Patrolman 
Paul Pinkham  Patrolman 
 
 
 
Reserve Officers 
Robert Potter 
Wesley Butler 
Roderick Grindell 
 
 
Animal Control Officer 
Robert Robinson 
 
 
Traffic Control 
John Fochtman 
John Grout 
Phil Netzorg 
Peter Lammert 
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FIRE DEPARTMENT PERSONNEL 
 
FIRE CHIEF 
Michael Leo 
 
DEPUTY FIRE CHIEF 
Mikial Mazzeo 
 
ASSISTANT FIRE CHIEF 
Jamie Leo 
 
CAPTAIN 
Peter Lammert 
Frank Brandon 
Robert Coombs 
 
LIEUTENANT 
Larry Arbour 
Albert Grant 
Ben Adams 
 
FIREFIGHTERS 
Arthur Hutchinson 
Francis Brandon 
Troy Cossar 
Phil Netzorg 
Michael Cole 
Shannon Grout 
George Erickson 
Stuart Woodman 
Aaron Martin 
Dale Adkins 
Harley Colwell 
Jon Grout 
Thomas Shook 
Earl Sutherland 
Tony Leo 
Eric Harjula 
Brian Soiett 
Phil Arsenault 
Matt Russell 
Floyd Lawrence  
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AMBULANCE DEPARTMENT 
 PERSONNEL 
 
DIRECTOR 
Alan P. Leo EMT-B 
 
 
DEPUTY DIRECTOR 
Rusty Barnard EMT-P 
 
 
 
MEMBERS 
 
Jamie Leo EMT-I 
Carrie Adams EMT-P 
Kari Brooks EMT-I 
Peter Lammert EMT-B 
Frank Brandon EMT-B 
Ben Adams EMT-B 
Earl Sutherland EMT-I 
Francis Brandon EMT- I 
Lisa Brandon EMT-B 
Jennifer Blackington EMT-I 
Tony Leo EMT-B 
Larry Arbour EMT-P 
Jody Dinsmore EMT-I 
Lynn Snow EMT-B 
Floyd Lawrence -FR 
Aaron Martin - Driver 
Butch Nichols - Driver 
 
 
EMT-P = Paramedic 
EMT-I= Intermediate 
EMT-B = Basic 
FR = First Responder 
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EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT  
DIRECTOR 
 
 
 
Valmore Blastow, Jr.  
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THOMASTON POLICE DEPARTMENT 
 
Kevin Haj             Police Chief 
 
 
It gives me great pleasure to provide this year-end summary. This past year saw some 
personnel changes in the department. We say good by to Michael Janczura. Michael has 
worked for the Department for 16years.  We welcome Paul Pinkham who comes with an 
extensive law enforcement background. Reserve Officers Woll and Brundrett have left to 
pursue other endeavors. Officer Timothy Hoppe was promoted to the Sergeants position. 
We added Robert Potter as a reserve officer who came to us fully certified from the Knox 
County Sherriff‘s Department. 
 
The past year has seen a wide array of activities for the department. Some of the 
complaints that remain constant are thefts, erratic vehicles, and speed complaints. Since 
the closure of the methadone clinic on the Rockland line, our erratic vehicle complaints 
have significantly dropped in that area.  A majority of the theft complaints have been 
crimes of opportunity. High dollar items left in plain view in unsecure vehicles or left out in 
yards. Cell phones, I pads, laptops are easy targets. We have seen in rise in the reporting of 
theft of prescription drugs. Some of these drugs are resold on the open market for profit.  
 
Some of the continuous complaints we receive are related to telephone scams , scams on the 
internet, and scam mailings. Most of the phone calls I took were from citizens who were 
wise and recognized the scam for what it was. However several citizens fell for the check in 
the mail scam and subsequently lost thousands of dollars. There is virtually no way to 
recover the money. While speaking of scams, I must address the identity theft situation.  
Take time to review your credit reports. Look for unusual charges on your credit card 
statements. Most of all contact your financial institution should you find any irregularities. 
 
The Explorer Post continues to meet regularly. These young people have come together and 
have volunteered their time at different locations through out the county. The Police 
Charity golf event was able to make a sizable contribution to the Trekkers for scholarships. 
 
I did not include a breakdown of the calls answered for the year in this report. I will 
continue to publish these weekly in the Village Soup. 
 
We have participated in several Bureau of Highway safety programs, receiving grants to 
fund overtime for speed and OUI patrols. We completed our partnership grant with the 
Knox County Health Coalition. We are also on the list should this grant becomes available 
this year. This activity focuses on underage drinking. 
 
 
I again ask that the public become actively involved in crime prevention.  We can not do it 
ourselves. Community policing is a joint venture between the citizens and law enforcement. 
We must work together to keep our community safe. 
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FIRE DEPARTMENT REPORT 
Michael Leo                Fire Chief 
 
To the Town Manager board of Selectmen and the citizens of the Town of Thomaston, It is 
with pleasure that I present to you the report of the Thomaston Fire Department 
 
In 2010 we responded to 160 fire calls. 
 
On July 4th we handed out fire prevention information to people visiting the activities. 
During fire prevention week in October we went to the grade schools and passed out 
information to the children and gave tours of the station and the fire trucks. 
 
Again this year the Firemen‘s Association put up Santa and the Elves on the hill by 
Montpelier. The association worked during the summer building some new additions and 
repairing the old set. We would like to thank those of you that made a donation to the 
association during the year. 
 
Training is done in house and out of town allowing us to gain the certifications that are 
required. Again this year Dragon cement loaned us a house on Dexter Street to use for 
training. The training consisted of hose advancement, search and rescue, chimney fire, 
ventilation, SCBA, and use of tools and equipment and ICO training. 
 
 
Eric Anderson and Janet Frost made a very generous 
donation of a 12‘ Achilles Hypalon Rescue Boat to the 
Department this past year.    
 
The value of the boat, motor and equipment was over 
$7,000.00 and is most appreciated by the Department.  
This boat will be available for water recues 
countywide if the need arises.   
 
 
 
 
 
The department is always looking for new members if you would like to join the 
department or would like more information please call 354-6345.  We also have monthly 
meetings held at the station on the first Monday of the month starting at 7:00 PM.  
 
I would like to thank the fire department members for their support, hard work and 
dedication as well as the Town Manager and his staff, Board of Selectmen and the various 
departments for their help during the year. 
 
Please remember that any and all burning requires a permit under Maine State Law 
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THOMASTON AMBULANCE SERVICE 
 
Alan Leo                          Director 
 
To the Town Manager, Board of Selectman and Citizens of Thomaston, it is with pleasure 
that I present to you the Report of the Thomaston Ambulance Service. 
          
The service responded to512 calls during the year. This is an increase from last year. We 
have 20 members and most are licensed as EMT‘s at various levels. Even though this is a 
significant number of people, we still look for more new members as we continue to 
struggle to cover the evening shifts. All of our members work very hard to combine work, 
family life and life as an EMT, to provide the best care possible for the citizens of the town. 
Our meetings are on the first Tuesday of each month. If you would like more information 
please call me at 354-6345 ext.230. 
 
During the year we have provided many training sessions to our members. 10 of our 
members attended the annual 3 day Midcoast EMS Educational Seminar held at the 
Samoset in Rockport every year.  Some of our members traveled to Massachusetts and 
New Hampshire for training. Training topics covered were Cardiac Events, respiratory 
emergencies, IV access, diabetic emergencies, drug overdoses, vehicle extrication, pediatric 
trauma, CPR, multi trauma injuries, ambulance vehicle operations as well as Carbon 
Monoxide emergencies. We also must comply with yearly OSHA mandated training 
classes, the Town of Thomaston‘s Risk Management Training program, as well as many 
Federal and State mandated training. All of this training amounts to hundreds hours 
annually, most of which can only be obtained on nights or weekends.  
 
I can‘t begin to thank the members for all that they provide to the town through out the 
year. The sacrifices they make for the town are huge, unselfish and mostly overlooked by 
those who are helped. They are proud of their commitment to our community, and our 
community should be proud that they are there for them. 
 
 I would like to thank the Town Manager, Town Office Staff, and Board of Selectman, and 
Budget Committee for all of their help and support. I would also like to thank the Fire and 
Police departments and the Public works for all of the critical help they provide to us. 
 
 Last but not least I would like to thank the families of everyone involved. Without your 
support and strength we could not do what we do day after day. Your sacrifice, so that we 
may continue what we do, is the greatest one. 
 
 Please remember…. Your Life Is Our Life. 
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ANIMAL CONTROL OFFICER’S REPORT 
 
Robert Robinson                 Animal Control Office 
It has now been two years since I became the Animal Control Officer and I have discovered 
that many dog owners show a disregard for the laws regarding the licensing and control of 
their dogs.    
 
Title 7 Section § 3922 states that any owner or keeper of a dog six months or older shall 
obtain a license from the municipal clerk on or before January 1st of each year and must 
provide proof that the dog has been immunized against rabies in order to obtain the 
license.  The section 3911 states that it is unlawful for any dog licensed or unlicensed, to be 
at large (at large is defined as off the premises of the owner and not under the control of 
any person whose personal presence would reasonably control the conduct of the animal).  
 
It would also be helpful if owners made sure that their dogs have a collar and tags or 
another means of identification on when not in the home.   I won‘t go into how many times 
I have had to take a dog to the shelter instead of returning it to its owner due to no way of 
identifying the owner. 
 
No matter the time of year, please be sure that your pets have adequate water, food and 
shelter as required by the law.   Please remember that you chose to get a pet and that pet 
depends on you to provide for it.  
 
I would also like to offer a helpful tip for those of you who leave your cars unlocked and 
your keys in the car, if you bring you dog along for the ride, keeping a spare key with you 
can save you from being locked out of your vehicle by your dog accidently locking the 
doors.  This happens more than you might think.   
 
Please be advised that an Animal Control Officer does not handle wildlife.   Please do not 
call because you have a raccoon or skunk under your porch and you want it removed. 
Please do call if the skunk or raccoon is acting strange and has come into contact with you 
or you pet.  
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EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT REPORT 
 
Valmore Blastow, Jr.                                  Director 
 
 
Robert Coombs was the Director until October 2010 when he resigned due to his workload.  
Prior to his leaving the Town via the Board of Selectmen approved the 2010 Emergency 
Management Work Plan.  The categories are as follows: 
 
 1.  Planning 
 2.  Training/exercises 
 3.  Education and Awareness Program 
 4.  Finance and administration 
 5.  Facilities and equipment. 
 
This follows the Town Ordinance voter approved on June 16, 2009 ―Emergency Operations 
Plan‖.  Clearly, the documentation level and training requirements have changed at the 
federal level to stay compliant for both grants and FEMA funds. 
 
The Basic Training Level for Director now requires IS 230.a, IS 700.a, IS 100.0, IS 5.a, IS 
8006, totaling an estimated 42 credit hours.  Then there is the Level Two Practical 
Application and Interactive Training totaling 68 credit hours for a total of 110 hours to be 
certified. 
 
I stepped into this position when it became vacant to ensure the Town was operating within 
the necessary guidelines and to better understand the current status. 
 
Ray Sisk, the Knox County EMA Director is clearly involved, active and advancing the 
County in this regard. 
 
The Town purchased twelve narrow band radios to comply with the upcoming deadline of 
January 2012.  They were purchased through pooling with the County at a discount price 
of $3,086.00, and then a $1,040.00 grant was received reducing the cost to $2,046.00.  All 
funds were taken from the existing departments‘ operating accounts.   
 
The Town will continue in the upcoming year to implement the Work Plan. 
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2 010 - 201 1  PROPE R T Y  T AXE S  
 
 
Abaldo Investments LLC............................ 2,934.45 
Abbott, Walter M. & Mildred L. ............... 2,184.51 
Achorn, Myra S. & Harold A. Jr. .............. 2,601.50 
Achterhof, Carol A. ..................................... 6,866.29 
Ackor, Jefferson D. & Susan J. .................. 2,984.98 
Adams, Aaron G. & Samara E. .................. 3,309.02 
Adams, Corydon F. Estate .......................... 1,826.15 
Adams, Gerald A. ........................................ 5,014.58 
Adams, Linda L. .......................................... 3,608.48 
ADT Security Services, Inc. ............................... 5.38 
Adz Partnership .......................................... 1,490.58 
Aimee's Haircuts ................................................ 9.81 
Albert J. Zimba Trust ................................. 6,523.89 
Alcott Boat Company, LLC ........................ 2,358.08 
Alex, George S. & Gwendolyn M. .............. 2,655.60 
Alex, Gwendolyn & Gregory ...................... 1,866.08 
Allaire, John ................................................ 2,841.86 
Allan, Daniel P. & Kay E. ........................... 3,477.32 
Allen, Daniel H. ........................................... 2,260.46 
Allen, Daniel R. & Ann M. ......................... 2,348.01 
Allen, Lamont L. Jr. & Alana J. ................ 2,067.75 
Alley, Cheryl M. & Heal, Keith B. ............. 1,255.36 
Allis, Jeffrey R. & Valerie .......................... 8,430.67 
Ames, George H. .......................................... 1,789.86 
Ames, Victor U. & Joan S. .......................... 2,901.24 
Anderson Living Trust ............................... 6,991.96 
Anderson, Bertil K. & Jeanie M. ............... 2,923.33 
Anderson, Charlene S. ................................ 2,804.62 
Anderson, John Heirs ................................. 5,202.16 
Anderson, Olof L. & Evelyn G. .................. 3,106.55 
Anderson, Sally B. & Walter A. ................. 1,933.21 
Angelique's Fine Used Furnishings ................. 21.15 
Anthony, Beth & David ................................. 239.64 
Antique Village at Redmill, Inc. ................. 9,684.83 
Applebees International, Inc. ..................... 3,426.30 
Aqua Maine, Inc. ....................................... 34,173.34 
Arbour, Lawrence M. & Georgene D. ....... 2,961.86 
Arcana Lodge #102 K of Pythias ............... 1,204.29 
Archer, Michael E. ......................................... 568.62 
Armbrecht, Cheryl D. & Thomas H. ......... 3,580.14 
Armstrong, Jeffrey B. & Nancy ................. 4,368.07 
Arrg, LLC .................................................... 4,705.44 
Arsenault, Scot & Carol L. ......................... 2,296.25 
Art Tibbetts Marine Contractor ................... 333.68 
Arteaga, Ana Maria .................................... 1,915.50 
Arthur D. Henry Inc. ..................................... 920.38 
Ashworth, Amy & Whitney, Benjamin ........ 960.41 
Athearn, Mollie A. ....................................... 1,845.33 
Athens Mediterranean Pizzeria LLC ........... 502.07 
Atkinson, Jennifer F. ...................................... 855.22 
Atkinson, Wendell R. & Brenda J. ............ 3,557.98 
 
 
 
B.F.E. LLC ................................................. 16,336.30 
Bailey, Eliza C.............................................. 1,665.83 
Baio, Dora Living Trust ................................. 750.65 
Baiza, Lawrence T. ...................................... 3,242.00 
Baker, James W. & Lisa T. ........................ 2,272.69 
Baker, Nancy T. ........................................... 4,257.41 
Bank of America Corp. .................................. 659.49 
Banknorth, N.A. .......................................... 8,980.56 
Banks, Christina C. ..................................... 2,713.80 
Banta, Frederic E. & Laurel K. ................. 1,672.87 
Barbee, Suzanne S. &  
Hotho, Victor Albert ............................ 3,659.67 
Barbour, Marie Sylvia ................................ 2,363.80 
Barbour, Susan et al .................................... 3,819.49 
Barlow, Albert & Kari P............................. 4,621.15 
Barnard, Elizabeth L. ................................. 6,135.19 
Barnes, Brian P............................................ 8,485.13 
Barnes, James L. ......................................... 8,314.42 
Barnes, Michele ........................................... 2,056.08 
Barnes, Paul H. & Priscilla ......................... 2,823.45 
Barnes, Perry M. & Lauren M. .................. 2,322.16 
Barnes, Susan A. .......................................... 1,774.17 
Barnett, Richard M. Trust ......................... 4,217.01 
Barra, Andrea P. & Michael J. .................. 2,738.78 
Barreto, Carmen G. .................................... 4,571.39 
Barrett, Kathleen A. .................................... 2,156.09 
Barstow, Andrew J. & Amy ....................... 2,828.95 
Barter, Tracie N. & Laatz, Susan .............. 1,718.76 
Barthelette, Jane H. ..................................... 1,124.97 
Bartke, Jesse L. & Ashby M. ...................... 1,782.45 
Bartlett-Collin, Lisa .................................... 4,735.92 
Baudanza, Michael J. .................................. 2,495.30 
Beach, Diana L. ........................................... 5,957.98 
Beal, Gerald W. & Nancy L. ......................... 567.18 
Beasley, George & Constance T. ................ 5,220.41 
Beattie, Robert & Debra L. ........................ 3,336.99 
Beaupre, Jean-Louis L. & Meredith .......... 1,652.76 
Beckett, Eileen K. ........................................ 2,127.36 
Beckett, Lloyd E. & Maxine L.................... 3,741.37 
Beckett, Patricia W. &  
Hyatt, Melanie A. & Erik M. .............. 1,925.47 
Beckett, Shawn & Amy ............................... 2,511.94 
Bedell, Michael S. & Sandra G. ................. 7,396.98 
Beechwood Apartments ............................ 13,106.40 
Bell, Nathaniel S. & Susan L. ..................... 3,404.93 
Benkin, Ellen & Earl, Mary Clark ............... 867.90 
Benner, Jane E. ............................................ 1,379.04 
Benner, Lorraine A. .................................... 1,523.43 
Benner, Raymond & Lois ........................... 2,010.06 
Benner, Terry ................................................. 896.37 
Bernier, Albert L. Jr. .................................. 1,197.37 
Bernier, Marie-Denise ................................. 3,467.67 
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Berry, Melody L. & Rickey ........................ 1,943.42 
Bertocci, Thomas A. & Cynthia S. ............. 4,518.53 
Berube, Paul & Jenni .................................. 3,525.71 
Best Felts Inc. ............................................... 7,040.06 
Betts, Mildred M. ........................................ 3,031.01 
Betts, Susan M. ............................................ 1,284.07 
Beverage, Robert W. & Kathy J. ............... 2,894.24 
Biggart, Christopher ................................... 4,114.66 
Billy's Tavern .................................................. 342.13 
Bird, Robert E. ............................................ 4,872.65 
Bird, William S. ........................................... 3,975.46 
Bird, William S. & BFE LLC ..................... 5,774.66 
Bishop, Peter R. ........................................... 5,711.00 
Bisset, Scott F. & Carol J. .............................. 749.50 
Bittner, Daniel L. & Amelia L. ................... 1,882.35 
Black, Brenan D. & Bryce J. ...................... 1,320.69 
Blackman, James S. & Lynn ...................... 3,134.87 
Blackman, Steven R. & Virginia L. ........... 3,151.70 
Blais, Michael F. & Kathleen ..................... 3,454.77 
Blaisdell, Maryann B. ................................. 1,754.87 
Blastow, Clifford L. & Cindy C. ................ 2,676.33 
Blood, Michael G. & Maxwell, Brandi L... 4,474.37 
Blum, Harold & Kristine ............................ 1,896.20 
Boat Shop ........................................................ 209.90 
Boggs, Leland E. II ......................................... 352.70 
Boggs, Leland E. II & Valerie R. ............... 7,704.24 
Boggs, Leland E. II et al .............................. 2,208.68 
Boivin, Stephen H. Jr. & Susan W. ............ 1,628.49 
Bosworth, Janet R. ...................................... 1,921.64 
Bournival, Linda A. & Thomas .................. 5,245.23 
Boutin, David ............................................... 2,614.38 
Boyd, Brian B. & Harrison, Kathreen G... 2,668.96 
Boyer, Leslie A. & Joshua A. ...................... 2,448.25 
Boynton, Amy C. & Todd E. ...................... 3,031.75 
Boynton, Mark E. & Alyce E. .................... 2,589.94 
Braestrup, Elizabeth K. .............................. 3,064.41 
Brandon, Francis X. & Foley, Sally M. ..... 3,688.22 
Bray, Diana S. .............................................. 3,272.20 
Breen, Daniel P. & Karyl S. ........................ 2,815.42 
Breen, Walter D. & Sheila .......................... 2,756.82 
Bridal Bouquet ................................................. 32.31 
Brooks Forest Products .............................. 1,299.51 
Brooks Inc. ................................................... 4,121.85 
Brooks, Karl ................................................ 1,067.31 
Brooks, Lawrence ........................................ 6,204.81 
Brooks, Lawrence & Karl .......................... 1,249.41 
Brooks, Lawrence & Kay F. ....................... 4,182.88 
Brooks, Lawrence & Kay F. &  
Raynold F. & Jean O. .......................... 1,894.38 
Brooks, Raynold ............................................. 987.79 
Brooks, Raynold II ......................................... 117.80 
Brooks, Rodney R. & Kari E. ..................... 3,371.83 
Brooks, Sally G. ........................................... 2,763.91 
Brooks, Stephen T. ...................................... 2,701.76 
Brooks, Stephen T. & Janelle M. ............... 5,363.31 
Brown, Ann .................................................. 4,747.37 
Brown, Cindy A. .......................................... 1,800.90 
Brown, James S. & Claire .......................... 2,637.66 
Brown, Joyce M. .......................................... 1,671.45 
Brown, Milton C. Sr. & Beverly A. ............ 2,463.78 
Brown, Rhonda J. ........................................ 2,774.32 
Brown, William J. & Mary A. .................... 3,762.69 
Bruce, Susanne M. ....................................... 1,408.07 
Bryan's Body & Fender ................................. 203.72 
Bryant, Florine P. (LE) & Daniel, & 
Chadwick, Jean B. ................................... 929.17 
Bryant, Sheldon & Cynthia ........................ 1,803.27 
Bryler, LLC ................................................. 4,566.38 
Buchanan, Lance C. & Kathleen W. ......... 2,193.31 
Buck, Jason K. & Hutchison, Amie L. ....... 2,630.28 
Burakowski, Jeffrey P. ................................... 998.89 
Burd, Helga U. ............................................. 2,347.65 
Burgess & Hooper LLC .............................. 8,808.02 
Burgess, Betty J. .......................................... 2,105.96 
Burgess, Joel T. & Sara P. .......................... 2,309.83 
Burke, Christopher & Williams, Brooke .. 3,747.79 
Burnell, Carleton F. & Sandra J. ............... 1,392.62 
Burnett, Richard & Stacey A. .................... 1,214.89 
Burns, Glenn A. ........................................... 1,869.19 
Burtis, Michelle A. & Dwight G. ................ 4,017.34 
Burton, Nancie Trust .................................. 5,774.00 
Burton, Robert A. & Marietta G. ............ 11,009.45 
Butler, Lawrence E. & Linda ..................... 3,451.77 
Butler, Walter K. Jr. ................................... 2,982.11 
Buxton, Todd A. Sr. & Melanie A. ............. 1,825.85 
Cabot, Louis W. & Mabel H. ...................... 9,469.21 
Callahan, Robert A. & Andrea G. ............. 2,581.52 
Callahan, Wanda L. .................................... 1,694.55 
Camargo, Manuel B. & Karen E. .............. 3,605.91 
Cambrex Corp. ............................................... 465.53 
Camden National Corporation ..................... 830.12 
Campbell, Eva ............................................. 1,012.02 
Capstone Electric Inc. ...................................... 83.80 
Carey, Henry R. & Lucy ............................. 2,929.15 
Carlson Family Trust .................................. 1,346.28 
Carmichael, Lewis T. Jr. & Roberta A. .... 2,385.37 
Carney Electric ................................................. 57.25 
Carney, Anna M. ......................................... 2,595.10 
Carney, James M. & Ruth M. .................. 11,071.96 
Caron, Louis C. & Sandra R. ..................... 2,643.60 
Carpenter, Toni K. & Christopher N. ....... 1,650.06 
Carr, Kelly M. ............................................. 5,142.00 
Carr, Melissa J. & Durity, Arthur ............. 1,517.09 
Carr, William E. Sr. & Vicky Ann ............ 2,385.39 
Carroll, Blaine ................................................ 775.85 
Carroll, Robert J. ........................................ 2,034.57 
Carter, Allen A. & Barbara M. .................. 3,981.09 
Carter, Barbara M. ..................................... 3,601.49 
Carter, Nancy M. & Basco, Edward R. ..... 3,821.97 
Carty, Jeffrey W. & Haimila, Sandra ....... 2,827.77 
Castonguay, James & Marcia .................... 1,150.89 
Catalano Construction Inc. ........................... 890.56 
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Catalano, Richard A. Jr. & Robin ............. 3,089.53 
Catalano, Richard A. Sr. & Cindy L. ........ 5,871.83 
Catalano, Robert S. Estate ......................... 4,061.25 
Cave, Cynthia .............................................. 2,326.77 
Caven, Sylvia & James................................ 1,868.22 
Cels Ventures Inc. dba Bayview Press ............ 15.85 
Central Maine Power Co. ......................... 36,894.71 
Chamberlin, Paul E. & Beth A. .................. 5,282.18 
Chambers Jewlers & Gemologist .................... 25.23 
Chan, Saifook .............................................. 1,891.74 
Chandler, John & Davis, Albie .................. 3,472.71 
Chapman, Diana A. ..................................... 1,861.48 
Chapman, Robin L. ..................................... 1,863.90 
Charlson, David & Field, Johnna .............. 1,311.09 
Charlton, Samuel E. & Emily B. ................ 4,823.79 
Charlton, Scott A. ........................................ 2,282.01 
Chase, Lynnette P. ....................................... 1,994.40 
Chatham Village Assoc. ............................ 36,635.26 
Chemrock Corp. ............................................. 255.66 
Childers, Debbie .......................................... 2,626.19 
Childers, John V. & Tena P. ...................... 3,278.82 
Chipman, Tracy L. ...................................... 1,164.19 
Choffel, Theodora L. Estate ....................... 1,930.25 
Chontos, Shane ............................................ 2,235.74 
Christ, Nicholas ........................................... 2,625.00 
Christensen, Susan B. ................................. 1,524.17 
Cigaret Shopper ............................................... 75.21 
Clark, David A. & Janet S. ......................... 2,575.38 
Clark, Richard A. & Barbara G. ............... 2,976.24 
Clark, Robert A. & Emily M. ..................... 2,329.15 
Clarke, Karen R. & Daniel ......................... 6,307.27 
Clement, Blair M. ........................................ 1,875.32 
Clough, Jeffrey W. ...................................... 3,031.58 
Clukey, Dana T. & Jean E. ......................... 1,359.03 
Coastal Child Care Center Inc. ..................... 177.32 
Coates, Earl E. II ............................................ 908.15 
Cobb, Lorraine F. & Richard F. ................ 2,270.44 
Coca-Cola Bottling Company of NNE, Inc. . 460.61 
Coccia, James & Dixon, Kim ......................... 362.52 
Cohen, Stephen M. ...................................... 2,049.72 
Colby, Jason E. & Jennifer L. .................... 1,745.39 
Cole, Michael ............................................... 1,726.91 
Collemer, Frank & Deborah ...................... 1,945.92 
Collins, Douglas E. & Dorothy D. .............. 1,569.10 
Collins, Michael D. & Arvilla P.................. 1,749.33 
Colson, Christopher K. ............................... 1,393.06 
Colson, Clifford A. III ................................. 1,539.06 
Colson, Eugene E. & Lista J. ...................... 1,719.61 
Colson, Mark & Michelle ........................... 2,249.61 
Colson, Terry L. Sr. & Cindy A. ................ 1,627.35 
Colvin, William S. & Benie B. .................... 5,159.50 
Colwell, Elaine G. ........................................ 1,916.24 
Conlogue, John & Kathy ............................ 2,682.00 
Connolly, Patricia I. .................................... 1,567.76 
Connon, Russell .............................................. 189.16 
Conway, Charles F. & Jean M. .................. 1,340.81 
Coombs, John H. & Pamela R. .................. 3,076.93 
Cooper, Coretta L. ...................................... 1,548.24 
Corbett, Diane M. Estate ............................ 1,472.98 
Corcoran, Julie A. ....................................... 1,016.47 
Cotton, Brenda J. ........................................ 2,711.24 
Couch, Timothy & Rebecca ........................ 2,444.33 
Cowan, Jody L. & William L. .................... 4,674.78 
Crackerjack Salon .............................................. 3.25 
Crandall, Wayne ............................................ 284.63 
Crane, Maria L. ........................................... 1,301.31 
Crane, Stephen N. ....................................... 3,747.93 
Creative Images Hair Salon ............................ 74.07 
Creek Hill Auto Repair ............................... 1,269.90 
Creek Hill Service Center, Inc. .................. 5,022.56 
Creighton, James A. & Jean Scott ............. 4,888.54 
Creighton, Jeffery L. & Hope E. ................ 3,011.04 
Creighton, Jeffrey L.;  
Everett A. & Marlene Life Est ............ 4,545.78 
Cronin, Wayne S. & Kirsten ...................... 2,689.94 
Crosby, Grace J. .......................................... 2,346.26 
Crosman, Christopher B. & Janet T. ........ 2,567.39 
Cross, Daniel C. & Rachel M. .................... 2,059.29 
Cross, John H. & Gail L. ............................ 1,767.83 
Cross, John H. Jr. ........................................ 1,006.52 
Crum, Curtis G. & Donna L. ..................... 2,761.56 
Crute, Karl S. Sr. & Laraine S. .................. 4,132.12 
Crystal Spring Water Co. ................................ 25.63 
CSD Properties, LLC ................................ 11,886.64 
Cunningham, Dennis J. & Gloria .............. 2,015.83 
Curley, William H. & Phyllis M. ................ 2,832.78 
Curran, Jacqueline I. .................................. 1,669.35 
Curtis, Corey C. & Dines, Christina L. ..... 2,133.19 
Curtis, Michelle E. ....................................... 1,215.39 
Curtis, Toby R. ............................................ 1,376.28 
Cushman, Frank & Diane .......................... 3,584.35 
Custom Coatings Inc. ..................................... 162.97 
Cuthbertson, James H. & Katherine B. .... 2,593.58 
Cuthbertson, Robert & Glenice B. ................ 420.43 
Daggett, Barbara M. ................................... 2,522.40 
Daggett, William E. ..................................... 2,896.68 
Daley (LE), Jones, & Hawkins ................... 2,076.44 
D'Amato, Anthony & Maria ...................... 2,414.64 
Damian, Michele D. ..................................... 1,518.73 
Daniello, Mont T. III ................................... 1,878.76 
Daniello, Ronald E. & Joanne E. ............... 1,941.32 
Danielson, Carl F. ........................................ 1,892.92 
Danielson, Carl F. & Whittaker, Carolyn . 1,766.87 
Darney, Stephen C. & Kathleen ................. 1,113.24 
Dartnall, Carol A. ........................................ 1,661.95 
Dashiell Living Trusts ................................. 4,487.75 
Daunheimer, Craig E. & Mathea K. .......... 2,309.00 
David Hynes Inc. ......................................... 3,514.34 
Davidson, Christopher & Lisa M. .............. 2,427.62 
Davis, James Perry ...................................... 3,994.54 
Davis, Jonathan & Dena ............................. 2,332.97 
Davis, Patrick H. & Nancy D. .................... 3,056.19 
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Davodet, Bernard ........................................ 6,030.97 
Dawson, Luthera B. ..................................... 2,192.46 
Day, Basil ........................................................ 344.12 
Day, Holly C. & Gonzales, Danielle ........... 2,205.36 
Dean, Ralph & Loretta ............................... 4,315.51 
Dearborn, Lawrence S. & Ellen M. ........... 2,001.43 
Deicke, Sharon L. ........................................... 188.77 
Dell Financial Services Lp ............................. 132.99 
Delmonico, John A. & Annie ...................... 1,508.07 
Delony, Billy G. & Gayle A. ........................ 3,108.93 
Denault, Alberta J. ...................................... 1,315.94 
Dennen, John E............................................ 3,036.12 
Dennison, David A. Sr. ................................... 165.27 
Dennison, Elizabeth A. & Sawyer, Darlene1,666.84 
Deutsche Bank Trust Co. .......................... 12,125.76 
Devlin, Frank J. & Susan J. ........................ 4,636.77 
Dillabough Family Trust ............................ 3,066.00 
Dimauro, Heidi ............................................ 1,077.66 
Dinapoli, Robert J. ...................................... 1,779.77 
Dinapoli, Robert J. & Donnaleen V. .......... 2,401.91 
Dinofrio, Michael A. & Leeann H. ............. 2,363.81 
DirecTV, Inc. .................................................. 276.70 
Dish Network LLC ........................................... 90.68 
Dodd, Ivy W. ................................................... 513.01 
Dodge, Betty J. ................................................ 465.06 
Dodge, Richard M. & Sandra E. ................ 1,226.51 
Doherty, Kathi W. ....................................... 1,525.16 
Donaldson, Blake A. & Alethe L. ............... 3,643.99 
Donna's Lil Darlings ........................................ 63.62 
Dorman, Kendrick W. & Cross, Janice D. 5,518.51 
Dorman's Dairy Dream ................................... 69.34 
Dorr, Clayton G. & Janice L. ..................... 4,774.23 
Dorr, Erick C. .............................................. 3,284.75 
Doubleday, Raymond J. & Jamie E. .......... 3,881.53 
Doughty, Sheril G. ....................................... 1,206.91 
Douty, Marshalee Wood ............................. 4,284.90 
Downer, Jesse J. & Amanda R. .................. 2,010.72 
Dragon Products Company, Inc. ........ 1,538,677.60 
Drinkwater, Jason Trust................................ 528.20 
DRT Properties, LLC ............................... 14,955.95 
Duff, Harold C. ............................................ 2,726.19 
Dunkin' Donuts............................................ 1,271.03 
Durgin, John M. & Nannina L. .................. 2,499.40 
Dyer, Bernard ................................................. 379.44 
Dyer, Kurt S. Jr. & Sarah J. ...................... 2,096.46 
Earley, Jerry E. II .......................................... 832.61 
Eastern Construction, Inc........................... 4,279.86 
Eaton, Johnathan F. & Mariellen L. ......... 4,019.80 
Eberle, William C. & Ernest, Dagney C. ... 1,839.48 
Eddy, Janelle M. & Christopher B. ........... 2,417.40 
Edwards, Jaime R. ...................................... 1,693.97 
Elavon, Inc. ....................................................... 90.84 
Elizabeth's Cuts & Styles ................................. 12.77 
Ellard, Robert & Jacqueline ...................... 1,480.50 
Ellis, David A. & Constance M. ................. 2,166.31 
Ellis, Michelle .............................................. 1,471.64 
Emerson, Roy H. ......................................... 2,830.37 
Emery, Robert R. Jr. & Gloria J. .............. 1,487.33 
Emery, William A. ....................................... 2,539.32 
English, Cheryl J. & J. Timothy ................ 2,533.58 
Enterprise Rent-A-Car .................................. 208.18 
Entertainment Resources Inc. ........................... 2.08 
Epifanes N.A. Inc............................................ 292.22 
Erickson, Carl B. Jr. & Ralph, R. Stephen .. 403.78 
Erickson, Ian C. & Janette B. .................... 2,635.23 
Erickson, Pauline O. ................................... 6,612.23 
Ervin, Richard G. & Corinne E. ................ 3,421.38 
F & A's Market................................................. 92.77 
Fahy, Christopher W. & Davine S. ............ 2,690.05 
Falstrom, Keith J. & Cynthia ........................ 724.28 
Farley, Francis G. & Judith S. ................... 2,337.84 
Farthing, Christopher E. & Jane L. .......... 1,995.03 
Fastenal Company .......................................... 346.21 
Feed Store Inc. .................................................. 39.69 
Ferlauto, Amy E. &  
Davis, Patrick H. & Nancy D. ............. 2,646.54 
Ferraiolo Construction Inc. ...................... 12,544.04 
Ferrin, Elizabeth M. ....................................... 203.92 
Feyler, Betty J. ............................................. 2,420.16 
Feyler, Gary W. & Pamela S. ..................... 3,139.05 
Fillion, Jennifer E. & Brad R. .................... 1,406.56 
Finnegan, Edwin D. ........................................ 124.05 
First Data Merchant Services ............................ 1.28 
Fish, Donald G. ............................................ 1,895.89 
Fitzgerald, Mark ......................................... 4,025.83 
Flagg, James D. ............................................... 260.21 
Flagship Cinemas, Inc. ................................ 5,015.10 
Flanagan, Michael S. & Martha G. ........... 4,732.04 
Fleming, Charles B. & Phyllis J. ................ 5,258.43 
Fochtman, John A. ...................................... 2,447.60 
Foltz, Sara E. ............................................... 1,884.55 
Foster, Alton E. Jr. ...................................... 1,452.35 
Fowles, Donald C. & Cora R. ..................... 1,022.31 
Fowlie, Clayton L. III ..................................... 799.89 
Franklin, Glen P. ......................................... 2,286.46 
Franklin, Sheila R. ...................................... 3,112.11 
Frankowski, James E. ................................. 1,385.09 
Frankowski, Virginia Trust ........................ 7,674.75 
Fraughton, John L. (LE) &  
Fales, James H. Sr. & Carolyn L. ....... 2,975.99 
Fred's Coffee ..................................................... 40.99 
Freeman, John R. & Paula J. ..................... 2,655.65 
Frisbie, Ann M. ............................................ 1,599.69 
Fusello, Daniel & Egleston-Fusello, Lori ... 2,288.35 
Gagnon, Ruth ................................................... 14.22 
Gamage, Ronald S. & Jacqueline E. .......... 7,646.78 
Gammon, Sandra; Mank, Richard; &  
Haley, Linda ......................................... 2,353.36 
Garcia-Renart, Prudence R. ....................... 1,824.48 
Garrigan, Richard M. & Valerie J. ........... 2,807.01 
Gauthier, Lee Ann .......................................... 192.63 
Gavin, Courtney J. ...................................... 3,525.78 
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GCN Holding LLC ............................................. 1.31 
GE Capital Info Tech Solutions .................... 334.83 
Geele, Jeannine M. ...................................... 2,475.01 
Genevicz, Robert & Breault, Susan ........... 2,908.02 
Genthner, Ashley L. Jr. & Monica H. ....... 3,125.08 
George C. Hall & Sons, Inc. ..................... 34,763.63 
George McElroy & Assoc. ............................. 378.02 
George, Edward P. Trust of 1968 .............. 4,811.08 
Gerard, Philip & Frazer, Gail S. ................ 2,425.28 
Getman, Judith F. ....................................... 2,631.60 
Gibbs, Allison F. .......................................... 1,358.25 
Gilbert, Bruce A. ......................................... 2,075.84 
Gillo, Darren & Sarah ................................ 1,659.93 
Gilson, Robert P. & Marion Marie ............ 3,909.45 
Giustra, Peter E. & Betsy M. ...................... 1,541.20 
Glenn, James M. & Carolyn A. .................. 2,752.40 
Glidden, Dustin & David ............................ 2,512.21 
Godfrey, Donna L. ....................................... 1,493.42 
Goodnow, Justin E. ................................... 17,681.73 
Gorman, Nathan M. & Moreau, Emily V. 1,898.64 
Gould, Anita T. ............................................ 1,813.34 
Gould, Kristin S. & David P. ...................... 1,985.49 
Gould, William A. Jr. & Shiela B. ............. 1,475.33 
Grafton, George G. & Ruth ........................ 2,538.88 
Grafton, Ward M. Sr. & Hortense M. ....... 2,053.71 
Grant, Dale E. .............................................. 1,916.50 
Grant, Michelle A. ....................................... 1,232.08 
Grant, Richard W. & Nancy L. ..................... 428.16 
Great Heron Works ....................................... 222.07 
Green, Jeffrey D. & Carol C. ..................... 2,406.00 
Greenberg, Howard & Elizabeth ............... 4,278.04 
Gregory, Robert E. ...................................... 2,964.24 
Gregston, Maureen Et Al............................ 5,033.23 
Grierson, George W. & Karen L. .............. 3,661.79 
Griffin, Benjamin J. & Mary A. ................ 7,038.73 
Griffin, Nancy .............................................. 1,441.88 
Griffin, Sherri E. ............................................ 824.41 
Grindell, Roderick H. & Catherine D. ...... 3,385.20 
Grindle, Torey Renee .................................. 1,515.54 
Groth, Ashley E. & Adam W. .................... 1,736.34 
Grout, Jonathan T. & Vivian ..................... 1,844.59 
Grubbs, Dana L. .......................................... 1,498.40 
Grumbach, James E. & Pamela R. ............ 2,251.14 
Guinther, Stuart H. & Kim L. .................... 5,234.74 
Guite, Ryan M. & Kelley L. ........................ 2,303.60 
Guyer, Neal & Sheilagh N. ......................... 4,719.06 
Hahn, William S. & Daryl L. ...................... 2,982.39 
Hall & Bibber Funeral Home &  
Cremation Service ................................... 105.31 
Hall Family LLC ............................................ 872.87 
Hall, Adrian N. & Tammy E. ..................... 1,868.84 
Hall, Albert C. (LE) & Dorr, Janice L. ..... 2,452.25 
Hall, Barbara B. .......................................... 3,970.82 
Hall, Bradford C.......................................... 2,583.88 
Hall, Dolores H. ........................................... 1,415.99 
Hall, Marion ................................................... 175.83 
Hall, Michael J. & Lizbeth A. .................... 6,751.00 
Hall, Peter L. & Poppe-Hall, Lisa C. ......... 3,155.92 
Hall, Richard S. & Jolene ........................... 2,086.29 
Hall, Rolland B. & Elaine C. ...................... 1,167.48 
Hallowell, Terri H. & Timothy W.............. 2,928.80 
Hamlin, Gregory J. ..................................... 4,926.64 
Hampton Inn & Suites ................................ 8,780.81 
Hanc, David J. & Donna G. ........................ 2,612.52 
Hanley, Jill ...................................................... 220.78 
Hannemann, Paul T. ................................... 1,054.93 
Harborview Restaurant LLC ........................ 792.99 
Harding, Beniah C. ..................................... 2,286.33 
Harjula, Cheryl Ann ................................... 1,585.11 
Harjula, Christopher N............................... 2,173.83 
Harjula, Jacqueline L. .............................. 10,154.76 
Harjula, Neil A. & Joan M. ........................ 2,267.82 
Harjula, Sylvia Life Est. &  
Kangas, Elaine et al .............................. 2,924.96 
Harlow, Bryce L. ......................................... 2,014.66 
Harlow, Ricky, Joan & Bryce .................... 4,293.46 
Harmon, Wendell C. & Lorraine A. .......... 2,534.60 
Harper, David ................................................. 286.07 
Harper, Jeffrey A. & Victoria L. ............... 2,871.86 
Harper, Joseph A. & Diana L. ...................... 859.09 
Harper, Patricia........................................... 2,594.51 
Harrington, Harold H. & Marilyn D. ........ 2,216.85 
Harris, Elaine C. .......................................... 3,170.27 
Harris, Paul ..................................................... 554.44 
Harris, Paul & Elaine C. ................................ 544.77 
Harris, Richard T. ....................................... 3,295.98 
Harshman, Edward J. & Sheila C. .......... 10,685.97 
Harshman, Edward MD ................................ 776.63 
Haskell, Donald A. & Maureen E. ............. 1,500.83 
Haskins, Jaime J. ......................................... 1,544.92 
Hastings, Edward A. ................................... 3,313.97 
Hastings, Richard E. & Marilyn S. ............ 2,330.82 
Hastings, Ronnie L. & Judith W. ............... 2,198.86 
Hastings, Sheila W. ..................................... 2,196.81 
Hatch, Doris L. ............................................ 1,883.03 
Hatch, Stephen............................................. 1,619.55 
Hathorne, Charles E. & Rosalie A. ............ 2,314.85 
Hayden, Thomas C. & Conroy, Mary 
Catherine Trust .................................... 3,789.31 
Haynes, Gary R. & Joanne E. .................... 4,468.22 
Haynes, Raechelle S. & Matthew S. ........... 3,095.04 
Headley, Patricia R. .................................... 4,254.71 
Healy, Joseph B. & Migdelany, Robin ....... 3,143.43 
Held, Allen E. & Jody M............................. 1,807.21 
Henderson, Elwyn F. ................................... 3,707.70 
Henderson, Frank E. ................................... 2,319.63 
Hendrick, Shane W. .................................... 2,387.04 
Henry, Arthur D. ......................................... 5,598.29 
Henry, Diane A. Estate ............................... 1,769.54 
Henry, Dwight R.......................................... 3,817.93 
Henry, Dwight R. & Michelle M. ............... 2,157.75 
Henry, Frederick J. ..................................... 3,874.56 
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Henry, Susan M. .......................................... 2,353.53 
Henry, Walter F. & Elizabeth F. ................ 1,126.34 
Hernandez, Galo J. III & Frances ............. 2,872.46 
Herridge, Keith Van & Brenna K. ................ 274.79 
Hersey, Barbara C. ..................................... 1,753.55 
Hersey, Linda J. & Michael L. ................... 3,659.89 
Hershey's Ice Cream ........................................ 91.88 
Hersom, Lisa ................................................... 942.07 
Hibbert, Robert M. &  
Hibbert-Caravello, Stephanie M. ........... 657.85 
Hickman, Russell R. & Nellie L. ................ 2,225.45 
Hilchey, Kristan........................................... 1,687.71 
Hiller, Steven A. & Delores D. .................... 3,299.97 
Hillgrove, David........................................... 1,395.50 
Hillman Group, Inc. ......................................... 47.42 
Hilt, Douglas K. & Joni L. .......................... 1,928.62 
Hines, Ralph B. & Judith H. ...................... 3,886.77 
Hi-Tech Communications ................................ 58.21 
Hocking, Janet L. & Bryan ........................ 1,646.10 
Holbrook, Tracy A. ..................................... 2,971.68 
Holloway, Matthew ..................................... 1,864.08 
Holmes, Carol & Lutsk, Jane ..................... 2,812.78 
Holmes, Perry B. & Carol A. ...................... 1,343.97 
Home Depot USA, Inc. ................................ 4,352.52 
Homesales, Inc. ............................................ 2,206.89 
Hooper, Lloyd M. Sr. & Shirley J. ............. 2,127.10 
Hooper, Shirley Makie & Lloyd M. .............. 634.74 
Hooper, Wesley R. & Heather M. .............. 3,337.00 
Hopkins, Larry M. & Roxana J. ................ 2,862.52 
Hoppe, Craig ................................................... 940.73 
Horch, Peter ................................................. 2,108.67 
Houtsma, Cornelius G. Estate .................... 7,528.68 
Howard, Hugh J. &  
Lindley-Howard, Susan ....................... 1,773.12 
Howland, Phyllis A. Revocable Trust ........ 3,640.54 
Howlett, Judith M. ...................................... 3,496.26 
Hoyt, Jean & Kenneth ................................ 2,860.82 
Hubbard, Patricia F. ................................... 2,645.13 
Huckle, N. Rebekah ..................................... 3,417.41 
Hunt, Richard S. .......................................... 1,481.65 
Hunt, Tammy L. & Wilcox, Stephen A. .... 1,907.43 
Huntley, Allen E. ............................................ 363.94 
Hyler, Edwin P. & Luann ........................... 2,241.86 
Hynd & Shaw Enterprises, LLC ................ 3,979.24 
Hynd, David & Gaylea ................................ 2,516.17 
Hynd, Heather P. ............................................ 888.78 
Images Hair Salon .......................................... 104.43 
Ingerson, Ami M. & Benner, Michael B. ... 1,659.11 
Interstate Septic Systems, Inc. ................... 4,049.42 
IOCMA, Inc. ................................................ 3,173.87 
J. Miller & Associates PLLC ........................... 60.71 
Jackson, William & Carolyn ...................... 1,679.39 
Jackson, William S., Carolyn, Ronald & 
Gerald ...................................................... 250.43 
Jacob, John P. & Butler, Lorri J. ............... 1,993.20 
Jacques, John N. & Mary Jane .................. 3,403.36 
Jaget, Frances J. .......................................... 2,497.23 
Jameson, Dorothy A. ................................... 1,792.43 
Jameson, Ellen W. ....................................... 2,109.73 
Janczura, Michael & Patricia .................... 2,177.10 
Janes, Phillip F. & Margaret J. .................. 2,500.78 
Jarossi, Arthur & Sarah ............................. 3,710.52 
Jarvis, Jamie S. ............................................ 1,104.44 
Jean, Robert E. ............................................ 1,291.50 
Jeffrey Armstrong, Inc. .............................. 6,118.16 
Jeff's Autobody & Restoration ...................... 112.38 
Jeff's Marine Inc. ........................................... 995.81 
Jenks, Peter Q. & Emily A. ........................ 3,025.70 
Jennings, Mark J. & Hoxie, Susan D. ........ 2,308.73 
Jennings, Thomas J. & Catherine M. ........ 4,344.79 
Jessop, John W. & Kathleen ...................... 1,125.90 
Johanson, David C. & Susan B. ................. 3,627.15 
Johnson, Alfred M. Jr. & Dorothy A. ........ 2,816.02 
Johnson, Barbara H. ................................... 3,316.54 
Johnson, Chad S. & Candi L. ..................... 1,981.09 
Johnson, Jerrold P. & Tricia ...................... 1,737.37 
Johnson, Mark R. Sr. & Gower, Vicki L... 1,703.18 
Johnson, R. Quentin & Sylvia .................... 1,733.53 
Johnson, Scott A. ......................................... 3,151.43 
Jon Bonjour Photography LLC .................... 358.66 
Jones, Anthony & Doreen ........................... 1,344.49 
Jones, Deborah R. ....................................... 1,620.90 
Jones, Faith H. ............................................. 2,406.57 
Jones, Herbert T. & Jill A. ......................... 2,550.94 
Jones, Lillian L. & Babbidge, Lewis W. ....... 425.41 
Jones, Lorelyn .............................................. 1,301.96 
Jones, Norene H. & George E. ................... 2,207.74 
Jones, Richard A. Jr. & Christienne ......... 2,142.59 
Jones, Robert E............................................ 1,948.24 
Jones, Ryan L. & Legare, Melissa P. ......... 3,784.82 
Jones, Thomas E. & Meklin, Wendy J. ..... 1,802.40 
Jones, Timothy & Allyson .......................... 2,755.82 
Jordan, David C. & Sandra A. ................... 1,971.16 
Joslyn, Steven & Debra .................................. 412.78 
Joyce, Mark E. ............................................. 2,761.47 
Judkins, Wayne A. & Priscilla A. .............. 2,637.15 
Kaler, Janet L. ............................................. 1,948.26 
Kalloch, James ............................................. 2,750.45 
Kaserman, Fred & Linda ........................... 2,790.55 
Kehoe, John P. & Brooke E. ....................... 2,245.44 
Keizer, Beatrice ........................................... 1,211.59 
Kelley, Richard C. & Wilson, Serena M. .. 2,189.43 
Kellogg, Frederic R. Trust of 1995 ............ 2,538.56 
Kendra L. Potz, Esq. ........................................ 11.80 
Kennedy, Ruth E.H. .................................... 1,943.92 
Kenney, Ercell M. ........................................ 1,452.51 
Kennison, William B. & Audrey H., et al .. 3,545.17 
Kent, Arlene D. ............................................ 2,728.24 
Keyes, Sigrid C. ........................................... 2,246.96 
Kiley, Margaret M. ..................................... 1,978.60 
King, Nathan M. & Tamara S. ................... 3,420.70 
Kinghorn, Robert W. .................................. 3,024.13 
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Kingsley, Scott ............................................. 3,507.25 
Kinney Rentals ................................................. 80.84 
Kinney, Shannon K. .................................... 2,934.32 
Kinney, Sumner W. & Gould, Christopher5,130.77 
Kinney, Sumner W. & Marjorie H. ........... 8,649.68 
Kirkham, Nikolai D. .................................... 1,641.28 
Kitching, Carl M. & Lesa A. ...................... 1,542.50 
Klein, Stanley & Gray, Camilla M. ........... 4,554.79 
Kleschick, Mary Ann .................................. 3,776.03 
KMB, LLC ................................................. 21,436.92 
Knight, Benjamin D. ................................... 2,800.17 
Knight, Lucas E. & Angela M. ................... 2,067.45 
Knowles, Catherine F. ................................. 2,381.41 
Knowlton, Anita L. & Malcolm A. ............. 2,892.56 
Knowlton, Sharon L. ................................... 1,990.82 
Knutson, John A. & Muriel D. ................... 5,197.38 
Koenig, Ervin D. & Diane L. ...................... 1,334.47 
Komatsu Financial ...................................... 8,231.50 
Korhonen, Gwendolyn R. ........................... 2,307.32 
Krause, Melanie C. ...................................... 2,317.09 
Kristiansen, David W. & Patricia L. ......... 2,885.99 
Kruger, Charles B. Jr. & Linda Bell ......... 3,154.36 
Kunces, Carl P. & Nils J. ............................ 3,124.76 
Labree, Kathleen R. & Kevin J. ................. 3,226.01 
Lachance, Conrad .......................................... 188.70 
Lacombe, Charles A. & Lisa J. .................. 2,363.56 
Lacombe, Lester A. & Pauline J. ............... 1,316.24 
Ladd, Gail M. & Schiot, Peter .................... 2,741.31 
Lakeman, Daniel R. & Faye ....................... 1,055.49 
Lammert, Peter R. ....................................... 2,567.15 
Landi, Alicia M. ........................................... 2,100.09 
Lang, Mary M. Trust .................................. 2,434.21 
Laporte, Stephen R. & Syldra .................... 2,383.90 
Larrabee, David A. II & Taylor, Shana L. 1,863.95 
Larsen, Peter A. ........................................... 5,723.48 
Lash, Fay E. & Christopher ....................... 1,813.28 
Lauterbach, George E. & Joan R. ............. 3,229.46 
Lavertu, Carmen ......................................... 1,349.77 
Lawry, Alfred H. & Frances L. .................. 1,917.96 
Lawson, Janis C. & Robert H. ................... 1,368.69 
Lazaroff, Charles L. .................................... 2,649.15 
Lazaroff, Lois L.Revocable Trust .............. 2,188.97 
Leach, Phillip C. & Belleni, Laura M. ....... 2,856.01 
Lear, Mary M. ............................................. 2,219.33 
Lee, S. Steven & Jeannine K. ..................... 3,496.00 
Lehman, Peter M. ........................................ 1,917.44 
Leidenroth, Kim E. ..................................... 8,953.18 
Leino, James K. & Sandra L. ..................... 2,602.98 
Leo, Barbara A. & Alan P. ......................... 2,617.27 
Leo, Jamie N. ............................................... 2,484.56 
Leo, Michael A. & Belinda M. .................... 2,005.85 
Leonard, Linda E. ....................................... 7,089.75 
Leonard, William F. & Rebecca J.............. 2,941.23 
Leporati, Carole .......................................... 2,054.42 
Levett, Ross & Susan .................................. 4,049.58 
Levig, Lyle C. &  
Havunen-Levig, Sandee L. .................. 2,246.23 
Levine, Richard L. & Myrna G.................. 1,261.10 
Lewis, Lauren R. & Mark R. ..................... 2,848.90 
Lewis, Vernon E. & Robert ........................... 638.86 
Lewis, Vernon L. ......................................... 3,495.22 
Libby, Kendall &  
Spencer-Talor, Sherene A. .................. 1,934.52 
Libby, Ronald & Lorraine.......................... 2,056.79 
Lilienthal, Stephen K. & Emily .................. 3,586.98 
Linscott, Louise F. ....................................... 2,175.41 
Linscott, Wayne ........................................... 3,146.79 
Linscott, Wayne & Joan ............................. 1,409.98 
Little Lady Electrolysis .................................... 23.94 
Little, Andrea K. ......................................... 2,609.62 
Little, Peter M.............................................. 1,991.62 
Little, Stephen A. & Carol A. ..................... 4,802.49 
Living Center at Thomaston LLC ............. 6,695.25 
Llewellyn Family Trust ............................... 2,415.82 
Local Color Salon ............................................. 23.29 
Lombardo, Jamey K. & Karen M.............. 1,905.55 
Lorenzen, Jean I. ......................................... 2,596.96 
Lorleberg, Thomas J. & Gloria .................. 2,775.99 
Lowell, Myrtle F. ............................................ 703.69 
Lowe's Home Centers, Inc. ..................... 300,519.57 
Luce, Irville E. & Marlene .......................... 6,688.51 
Lucette Boarding Home Inc. ......................... 432.19 
Luckman, David & Nancy .......................... 1,826.17 
Ludwig, Edward A. & Nancy S. ................. 4,119.90 
Ludwig, Helen .............................................. 1,478.99 
Ludwig, Lora S. ........................................... 3,734.76 
Ludwig, Raymond E. & Helen ................... 3,039.21 
Lukasewicz, Stanley & Cathy .................... 2,145.79 
Lundin, Erik ................................................ 2,075.87 
Luu, Heng Yuk, Ping, Minh K., Vinh K. & 
Karen ..................................................... 2,676.77 
Lyman Morse Boatbuilding ...................... 11,314.90 
Lyman Morse Fabrication .......................... 1,830.00 
Lyman, Cabot .......................................... 108,819.87 
Lyman, Cabot & Heidi ............................... 4,904.74 
Lyman, Drew ............................................... 3,385.58 
Lynch, Joseph Jr. ........................................... 692.76 
Lynch, Patrick J. ............................................ 973.70 
M & G Real Estate Developers LLC ......... 4,001.39 
Macdonald, Michael & Ruth ...................... 1,964.15 
Mac-Gray Services Inc..................................... 70.21 
Macmillan, Maureen J. ............................... 1,360.76 
Magrogan, Francis J. .................................. 1,843.73 
Maine Coast Family Dentistry ................... 1,519.14 
Maine Web Design & Development/ 
Dirigo Employment LLC ............................ 4.40 
Make Your Own Craft Shop ........................... 42.47 
Malin, Richard C. ........................................... 360.31 
Malmstrom, Timothy J. .............................. 2,037.34 
Maltais, Sandra L. ....................................... 2,411.47 
Mandell, Don Y............................................ 5,429.52 
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Manson, George P. & Carol L.................... 1,933.92 
Marchessault, David L. & Katherine A..... 3,151.32 
Marine Systems Training Center .................. 531.01 
Maritime Energy ......................................... 3,023.01 
Markham, John J.E. II & Read, Elizabeth 1,994.35 
Marr, Robert A. Sr. ..................................... 4,182.03 
Marr, Walter E. III & Linda M. ................... 331.41 
Marriner, Steven II & Sanders, Tina L. .... 2,117.15 
Marriner, Zachary ...................................... 2,246.11 
Marshall, Colin S. & Janet P. ..................... 9,518.65 
Marshall, Jennifer D. .................................. 2,910.76 
Martin, Kevin & Lillas Rose ...................... 2,907.94 
Martin, William B. ...................................... 3,026.80 
Martineau, Michael P. &  
Morang, Donald N................................ 3,029.37 
Master, William E. & Lena Kay ................ 9,977.73 
Mather, Jerry L. Revocable Trust ............. 6,672.87 
Mather, Signe .............................................. 6,184.62 
Mathis, Benjamin B. ................................... 3,642.55 
Matlack, Edward T & Berndt, Eric H. ...... 1,644.54 
Matthews, Kimberly J. & Craig S. ............ 3,124.48 
Matthews, Nhan & Arlene D. ..................... 3,168.73 
Mayo, Michael E.......................................... 3,467.00 
Mayo, Michael M. Jr. & Buteau, Lori A. .. 3,061.76 
Mayo, Michael M. Sr. .................................... 290.39 
Mayo, Michael M. Sr. & Patricia P. .......... 1,821.58 
Mayo, Robert K. ............................................. 554.62 
Mazzeo, Anthony S. ..................................... 2,732.78 
Mazzeo, Mikial N. & Holly A. .................... 3,279.81 
Mazzeo, Stephen K. & Diane C. ................. 3,178.85 
McCallum Overlock Young LLC .............. 4,764.86 
McCarthy, Stephen G. & Ursula M. .......... 4,417.24 
McClean, Robert ......................................... 5,464.32 
McCluskey, Mary L. ................................... 1,967.97 
McCrea, Peter F. & Margaret S. ............... 2,687.10 
McCreedy, Bruce R. .................................... 3,168.35 
McDonald, Darlene M................................. 1,804.07 
McGeady, Joseph K. Jr. &  
Marla Jane Cardone ............................ 4,332.62 
McKearney, Christopher D. M. ................. 1,618.14 
McKenzie, Paige .......................................... 2,329.47 
McKown, George W. & Susan W. ............. 2,095.96 
McLain, George E. & Dolores J. ................ 2,357.82 
McLeod, Jacqueline L. ................................ 1,908.96 
McWilliams, Denita & Hale, Steven ............. 578.95 
Mead, Alan R. & Gretchen F. .................... 3,143.04 
Meklin, Judith E. ......................................... 1,213.96 
Meklin, Judith E. & Bruce ......................... 7,652.09 
Meklin, Margaret ........................................ 2,335.22 
Mellor, G. Thomas & Patricia A. ............... 3,094.12 
Mellor, Noreen M. ....................................... 3,903.26 
Mendez, Antonio & Haylene J. .................. 2,357.02 
Merchant, Jestin D. ..................................... 3,290.52 
Merrifield, Percy L. Estate & Dorothy E. .... 911.47 
Merrill, Daniel D. & Dwelley, Janet M. ..... 1,504.13 
Meservey, Brent A. & Georgia E. .............. 1,879.67 
Messier, Michelle A. &  
Anderson, Fremont F., Jr. ................... 2,035.06 
Michaud, Ronald P. & Paula G.................. 3,700.00 
Micue, Alta D. .............................................. 2,362.11 
Midcoast Federal Credit Union................ 31,434.97 
Midcoast Marine Supply ................................. 89.83 
Miller, Douglas E. & Grace E. ................... 4,438.75 
Miller, John E. & Lynette S. ...................... 4,115.50 
Miller, Nathan A.......................................... 1,060.71 
Mills, Bruce J. & Paula J. ........................... 5,187.90 
Mills, Charlotte M. ...................................... 1,317.36 
Mills, Christopher R. & Paula M. .............. 3,826.76 
Mills, George M. .......................................... 1,092.15 
Mills, Stephen &  
L. Arthur & Margaret W. (LE) .......... 2,688.06 
Mitchell, John J. & Ann E. ......................... 1,453.68 
Mitchell, Mary ................................................ 170.92 
Mitchell, Peter B. & Denise ........................ 6,055.38 
Mlynarski, Kathleen J. & Edmund T. ....... 2,384.31 
Mobile Mini Inc. ............................................... 25.96 
Mogel, Shirley S. & Richard D. .................. 5,104.64 
Moholland, Kevin T. & Chandra R. .......... 2,209.00 
Molloy, Callyn ............................................. 2,272.46 
Monroe, Charlotte K. &  
Knowles, Theo-Wanda K..................... 2,031.98 
Moody, Linwood L. & June O. .................. 4,146.57 
Moore, Elwood D. III & Rebecca L. .......... 2,251.50 
Moore, Mimi R. ........................................... 2,246.25 
Moorman, Anna C. & Kenneth B. ............. 2,669.72 
Morelli, Tony & Laura ............................... 1,756.98 
Morey, David C. & Amy C. ........................ 6,391.11 
Morse, Clarence R. & Rosemary A. .......... 1,449.07 
Morse, E. Roger & Rose Marie .................. 2,949.76 
Morse, Jason ................................................ 1,192.81 
Morse, Jeffrey N. ......................................... 1,372.81 
Morse, Timothy A. & Holly ........................ 1,854.32 
Moss, Carol J.W. ......................................... 2,970.26 
Moss, Eivind Roy Jr. & Linda L. ............... 4,132.28 
Mr Tire Co. ..................................................... 463.75 
Mullaney, Noreen & Richard ..................... 1,744.13 
Mullen, Christopher R. ............................... 1,937.88 
Murdock, James L. & McGuirl, Cynthia .. 2,987.41 
Murgita, Bruce A. & Donna L. ..................... 815.18 
Murray, Donald M. & Tara S. ................... 1,611.21 
Muzak, LLC ..................................................... 18.17 
Myers, Philip Jr. & Raeberta M. ............... 3,082.09 
Myers, Phillip E. & Priscilla E. .................. 2,865.79 
Nance, James R. III & Smithson, Tracy L. 2,661.52 
Nassau Broadcasting Holdings Inc. ........... 2,674.12 
Nature's Nest Child Care ............................... 133.57 
Neilson, Gena N. & Bonjour, Jon E. .......... 3,294.73 
Nelson, Joanne E. & Daren M. ................... 1,662.22 
Netzorg, Phillip & Prudence L. .................. 3,180.15 
New England Vending ....................................... 6.21 
Nightingale, Richard & Mary .................. 24,886.77 
Nissan Motor Acceptance Corp .................... 578.81 
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Noiseux, Clifford R. & Carlene M. ............ 3,324.03 
Northeast Bank Insurance Group Inc .......... 149.58 
Northern Leasing Systems, Inc. ........................ 6.45 
Northern New England Telephone Ops 
LLC ....................................................... 5,376.38 
NuCO2 Supply, Inc. ......................................... 30.39 
Ocean Way, Inc. ................................................. 2.24 
Office On The Go ............................................. 53.24 
Olmsted, Robert W. & Elaine B. ................ 2,848.30 
Olson, Samuel .............................................. 2,259.83 
Olson, Virginia M. ....................................... 1,178.08 
Omni Construction ......................................... 381.63 
O'Neil, James F. & Harriet W.................... 2,236.34 
Orcutt, Arlene S. ......................................... 1,839.98 
Orcutt, Thomas S. & Carolyn X. ............... 1,824.56 
Orluk, Sandra F. ......................................... 2,666.75 
Osterday, John M. & Sara J. ...................... 2,638.79 
Overlock, Dwight L. & Sheryl L. ............... 3,453.06 
Oyster River Handyman .................................. 17.35 
Paolino, Aaron D. ........................................ 2,426.37 
Paradis, Armand J. & Mary E. .................. 3,582.98 
Parent, Christopher & Alina ...................... 1,068.75 
Parisi, Roseann ............................................ 4,306.00 
Park Place Investments Inc. ....................... 2,884.68 
Parsons, Pamela M. ..................................... 2,377.91 
Patten, Danielle ............................................ 1,658.44 
Pattison Sign Group ....................................... 203.62 
Payson, Timothy .......................................... 9,998.02 
Pease, Arnold S. Jr. ..................................... 1,341.63 
Pease, Arnold S. Sr. & Donna .................... 3,840.61 
Pease, Arthur E. & Marie F. ...................... 4,839.51 
Pease, Robert A. & Claudia C. ................... 2,929.44 
Peasley, Renee L. ......................................... 1,838.29 
Peck, Daria M. ............................................. 3,172.80 
Pedreira, Margaret P. ................................. 2,661.52 
Pelkey, Deborah M. ........................................ 599.76 
Penney, Russell A. & Priscilla M. .............. 3,720.36 
Pepsi Bottling Group LLC ............................ 179.35 
Perkins, Brian D. & Anne ........................... 5,234.46 
Perkins, Paul R. & Carole G. ..................... 2,176.43 
Perry, Benjamin C. & Mary A. .................. 2,756.97 
Perry, Marian ................................................... 94.46 
Peter Stearns Sales & Leasing LLC ........ 12,589.35 
Peters, Clyson L. & Dyann J. ..................... 2,361.59 
Peterson, Marjorie M. & Ambrose A. ....... 2,276.64 
Peterson, Mark E. & Neala F. .................... 6,390.23 
Peterson, Mark R. .......................................... 421.85 
Peterson, Monalisa ...................................... 1,257.15 
Petit, Jennifer & Haskell, Mark ................. 2,502.65 
Pfander, Erika B.......................................... 1,100.30 
Philbrook, Leroy W. ................................... 1,258.65 
Philbrook, Mark E. ..................................... 2,990.89 
Philbrook, Maxine H. .................................. 2,359.71 
Philip, Charles B. & Amy V. ......................... 872.66 
Phillips Associates LLC .............................. 4,297.28 
Pietroski, Donald F. & Anne A. ................. 1,973.41 
Pietroski, Matthew D. & Amelia R. ........... 1,923.01 
Pik-Qwik Thomaston, Inc.............................. 802.95 
Pine State Trading Co. ................................... 281.29 
Pinkham, Muriel M. .................................... 2,522.05 
Pinkham, Paul A. & Susan E. .................... 1,536.22 
Pitney Bowes Global Financial Svcs ............... 54.50 
Pitney-Bowes Inc .............................................. 37.20 
Platt, Lawrence D. Jr. ................................. 2,447.88 
Plummer, Evelyn T. .................................... 1,436.14 
Poland, Forest & Mildred .............................. 757.50 
Polchinski, Stanley W. ................................ 1,644.51 
Polk, Pamela J. ............................................ 3,428.90 
Polk, Thomas F. & Marion A. .................... 1,547.13 
Porter Family Thomaston Trust ................ 3,498.80 
Portland Cellular Partnership ................... 2,007.99 
Potter, Maria L. ........................................... 3,538.84 
Powell, Douglas L. & Faye F. ..................... 3,876.61 
Powell, Steven D. & Linda S. ...................... 3,329.06 
Prater, Willard & Phyllis............................ 3,201.06 
Prentiss, George A. Jr. ................................ 1,752.14 
Prescott, Lee R. & Lorna Berry ................. 4,202.22 
Preston, Elizabeth L. (LE) &  
Steven & Mark ..................................... 2,713.70 
Pretzel, Carol Ann ....................................... 2,054.58 
Pritchard, Constance R............................... 3,021.77 
Proctor, Loring E. & Debbie A. ................. 1,618.57 
Putansu, Sharon E. ...................................... 2,150.48 
Qian, Jian Ping ............................................ 7,223.92 
R&R Perelman Judaica Foundation ....... 15,100.41 
Rackliff, Donna & Ralph ............................... 402.02 
Ranney, Mark W. ........................................ 3,642.29 
Ranney, Tacy T............................................ 2,722.75 
Ranquist, Donna ............................................. 980.20 
Ranquist, Gwendolyn M. &  
Robinson, Beverly A. ........................... 1,756.10 
Rapalyea, Richard G. &  
Walden-Rapalyea, Diane ..................... 4,631.81 
Raynes, Eleanor D. & Bernard E. .............. 2,230.41 
Read, Molly P. ............................................. 1,917.81 
Rector, Christopher W. & Elizabeth P. ..... 5,616.60 
Rector, Marian E. ........................................ 2,708.23 
Reed, Mark ..................................................... 780.62 
Reid, Cheri L. .............................................. 1,868.30 
Renton, Lisa & Redfern, Scott ................... 3,691.00 
Ricci, Patrick J. & Chananad .................... 3,816.48 
Rice, Catherine S. ........................................ 2,307.70 
Rich, James A. & Carol Q. ......................... 2,275.71 
Richards, Duane C. & Darlene................... 4,128.49 
Richards, Joanne L. .................................... 2,940.49 
Richards, Martha J. .................................... 1,259.09 
Richards, William J. ................................... 3,386.04 
Richardson, Mark D. .................................. 1,933.13 
Richardson, Seth ............................................ 369.74 
Riff, Judith A. .............................................. 1,632.02 
Rifkind, Richard D. & Mary Ann ............ 19,926.18 
Rinehart, Roger L. & Dawn M. .................... 779.07 
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Ripley, Lorice F. .......................................... 2,243.39 
Rising Properties, LLC ............................... 4,453.65 
Risteen, Jesse A. & Sage L. ......................... 1,803.61 
Ritchie, Donna M. ....................................... 2,561.17 
Rizkalla, Kristine L. ....................................... 656.51 
Road Runner Holdco LLC ............................ 111.87 
Roberson, Jacquelyn & Terrance F. .......... 2,940.65 
Roberts, Adam L. & Catherine M. ............ 1,475.58 
Roberts, Calvin & Barbara ........................ 1,461.99 
Roberts, Lance J. & Jennifer A.................. 1,980.37 
Robertson, Kevin P. & Patricia P. ............. 3,684.50 
Robertson, Sarah E. .................................... 1,743.01 
Robertson, Walter A. .................................. 2,740.53 
Robinson, Charles B. & Tina M. ................... 938.30 
Robinson, Ernest F. & Sharon L................ 2,030.81 
Robinson, Gail D. ........................................ 2,466.35 
Robinson, Keith A. & Susan ....................... 1,633.31 
Robinson, Marian A. ................................... 3,713.93 
Robinson, Michael L. & Valerie J. ............. 2,421.66 
Robinson, Paul D. & Becky J. .................... 3,455.38 
Robinson, Percy C. ...................................... 1,899.37 
Robinson, Raymond O. &  
Upham, John & Lee Ann ..................... 1,309.08 
Robinson, Richard & Patricia ....................... 188.97 
Robinson, Richard R. .................................. 1,477.76 
Robinson, William E. & Beverly A. ........... 2,089.65 
Robinson, William E. Jr. & Lynette C. ..... 1,881.33 
Robinson, William L. & Donna F. ............. 1,263.38 
Rock City Cycle .............................................. 208.16 
Rock Coast Plumbing & Heating .................. 164.02 
Rockland Downtown ................................. 11,528.66 
Rockland Ford Lincoln Mercury Inc. ....... 1,086.76 
Rockville Realty, Inc. .................................. 1,633.19 
Roebke, Ernest E. Estate ............................ 8,231.06 
Rogers, Robert E. & Jean F. ...................... 1,110.00 
Rohr, Peter M. & Wanda J. ....................... 7,118.42 
Rolfe Enterprises, LLC ............................... 4,275.06 
Rolfe, Kenneth J. ......................................... 3,194.07 
Roman, Wilbur E. Sr. & Jean ....................... 760.67 
Rootie Kazootie LLC ................................ 23,669.19 
Roscoe, Frank E. ......................................... 1,585.69 
Ross, Cindy L. .............................................. 1,716.72 
Ross, Leslie ................................................... 2,139.48 
Ross, Thomas & Janette M. ...................... 11,591.22 
Rousselle, Buffy S. & Roland P. &  
Ann Marie ............................................. 4,315.59 
Route, Jeannine L. ....................................... 1,227.28 
Royer, Bruce A. ........................................... 1,842.85 
Rubenstein, Julian S. ................................... 3,437.97 
Rucevice, Thomas E. &  
Estey-Rucevice, Terri L. ...................... 2,838.57 
Rudolph, David L. & Judith N. .................. 4,137.59 
Rule, Laurie A. & Philip T. ........................ 2,930.68 
Rush, Don & Lauren ................................... 3,703.74 
Russo, Julie B. &  
Brooks, Mark F. & Stephen T. ............ 2,202.08 
Russomano, Philip J. Jr. ............................. 2,235.10 
Ryan, Jane F. ............................................... 1,894.15 
Ryan, Richard F. & Rosemarie .................. 2,927.80 
Ryan, Terence L. & Cheryl B., Et Al ......... 4,318.07 
Rytky, Marcia A. ............................................ 398.19 
Sadler, Robert E. & Marion E. .................. 2,385.07 
Sady, Ian ...................................................... 2,329.80 
Safety-Kleen Systems, Inc. ............................... 25.07 
Sala, Tracy Ann & Mergendahl, Peter P. . 2,735.18 
Sanborn, Darryl E. ...................................... 6,057.46 
Sanborn, Darryl E. & McCollett, Kurt A. 2,554.50 
Sanborn, David E. & Joan M. .................... 3,080.07 
Sanborn, Donald E. ..................................... 2,539.90 
Sanborn, Donald E. & Spring, Ellen R. ........ 399.53 
Sanborn, Eleanore M. Life Est. & Jacalyn 
D. & Reed, Cynthia .............................. 1,356.87 
Sanborn, Herbert & Marion ...................... 1,402.93 
Sanborn, Herbert E. &  
Reynolds, Linda D. & Melissa J. ......... 2,990.20 
Sanborn, Jacalyn D. .................................... 1,161.33 
Sanborn, Karen K. ...................................... 3,504.84 
Sanders, Tina L. .......................................... 2,160.92 
Sanderson, Stewart J. &  
Belajonas, Cynthia J. ........................... 1,043.14 
Sanfilippo, Aimee Lynne............................. 2,903.08 
Saunders, Derek J. & Melanie A................ 2,036.00 
Sawyer, David & Michelle B. ..................... 2,551.14 
Sawyer, Harold ............................................ 2,082.46 
Sawyer, Maurice Estate ................................... 39.69 
Sawyer, Ross E. ........................................... 3,726.23 
Sawyer, Thomas M. & Rhonda S. .............. 2,103.80 
Scalzone, Paul J. .......................................... 1,970.90 
Scanlan, Katherine E. ................................. 2,124.74 
Schmidgall, Richard & Dolores ................. 3,201.77 
Schooley, Lawrence C. & Ellin .................. 3,907.79 
Schroeder, Frances L. (LE) &  
Merrifield, Cynthia .............................. 1,179.30 
Scientific Games International Inc. ................ 87.11 
Scott Kingsley, Dmd ....................................... 940.05 
Sea Street Graphics ..................................... 1,207.90 
Seal Harbor Construction LLC ................. 5,648.31 
Seastead, Robert A. ..................................... 2,803.61 
Seavey, Christopher S. & Sarah M. ........... 3,101.50 
Seekins, Claire F. & Wayne D. ................... 2,629.30 
Seekins, Pearle E. ........................................ 1,736.78 
Seekins, Wayne D. & Claire F. ................... 1,677.93 
Seiders, Guy & Diane .................................. 3,559.13 
Senecal, Daniel ............................................. 9,401.10 
Sevon, Arthur E. & Edith ........................... 1,282.29 
Sevon, Russell E. .......................................... 4,259.90 
Shaw Yacht Inc. .............................................. 231.22 
Shaw, Bernard G. ........................................ 3,143.15 
Shaw, Daniel B. & Sharon D. ..................... 1,731.51 
Shelter Man ...................................................... 17.35 
Shepard Brothers Partnership ................. 59,734.58 
Shepard Brothers Storage ................................. 3.15 
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Shepard Chevrolet Inc. .................................. 634.98 
Shepard Sales Inc. .......................................... 279.13 
Sherwood, Penny ......................................... 2,355.30 
Shesler, Lawrence F. Jr. Trust ................... 3,071.93 
Shields, Donald & Mary Ann ..................... 2,029.09 
Shields, John E. & Joanne M. .................... 3,295.84 
Shook, Thomas ............................................ 4,300.89 
Shoreline Home Sales ....................................... 93.55 
Shortall, Keith T. ......................................... 2,392.56 
Shulberg, Cinda H. ...................................... 2,907.01 
Simeone, James J. & Althea H. .................. 2,782.98 
Simmons, Darcy M. ..................................... 2,302.77 
Simmons, Scott W. ...................................... 1,281.90 
Simmons, Virginia C. .................................. 2,047.88 
Simmons, Wallace D. & Roxanne T. ......... 2,849.51 
Simms, Elizabeth C. & Jeffery J. ............... 3,241.98 
Simoneau, Craig N. & Theresa M. ............. 5,983.63 
Simoneau, Jo Ann........................................ 5,001.08 
Simoneau, Mary G. ..................................... 5,569.00 
Sinatra, Angela ............................................ 2,450.17 
Singer, Kevin & Christen Bourgeois ......... 1,988.42 
Sirois, Wayne A. & Paula J. ....................... 2,008.28 
Smalley, Brian & Jean Ann ........................ 2,419.20 
Smalley, Helen S., Roland S. &  
Benjamin III ......................................... 2,560.98 
Smallidge, Michael & Laurie ..................... 3,812.37 
Smallwood, Carolyn M. & Craig B............ 1,742.27 
Smart Properties, LLC ............................. 11,702.15 
Smarty Pants .................................................... 80.06 
Smith, David C. ........................................... 1,223.03 
Smith, Glenn M. .......................................... 2,017.44 
Smith, Heath ................................................... 367.03 
Smith, Jerry A. & Victoria C. .................... 7,002.34 
Smith, John H. ............................................. 1,664.95 
Smith, Keith K. & Kimi L. ......................... 3,194.32 
Smith, Martin R. ......................................... 2,460.40 
Smith, Nancy E. ........................................... 2,227.99 
Smith, Patricia J. ......................................... 1,460.18 
Smith, Russell J. & Worley-Smith, Brett .. 3,316.13 
Smith, Samuel R. ......................................... 1,060.69 
Smith, Spencer E. & Barbara E. ................ 2,847.95 
Smith, Theresa ............................................. 3,189.17 
Snow, Lynn M. ............................................... 193.72 
Snow, Robert C. & Lynn M. ...................... 3,140.72 
Soule, George E. .......................................... 1,709.01 
Sparta Vending Dist. Me. .............................. 372.09 
Spaulding, Patricia L. ................................. 2,517.05 
Spear, Gloria M. & Olsen, Sandra Leigh .. 3,158.98 
Spearin, Donn D. ......................................... 1,412.09 
Spofford, Barry A. & Stacy J. .................... 2,046.13 
Spooner, Jana L. & Daniel F. ..................... 2,489.72 
Spring, Ellen R. ........................................... 2,057.97 
St. Clair, Beverly ......................................... 2,138.16 
Stackpole, Julie ............................................ 5,725.25 
Stafford, Robert E. & Sampson, Patience . 6,229.62 
Stambaugh, Mark R. ................................... 2,779.67 
Stambaugh, William H. .............................. 4,987.55 
Staples, Carol M. ......................................... 1,317.36 
Staples, Eugene W. & Lorrie B. ................. 1,864.96 
Staples, Larry C. & Jean A. ....................... 3,367.21 
Staples, Norma E. Estate ............................ 2,682.21 
Steam Ship Associates LLC ...................... 49,207.60 
Stearns, Richard & Mona F. ...................... 3,009.20 
Steele, Steven R. & Donna D. ..................... 2,178.11 
Steel-Pro Land LLC ....................................... 860.65 
Steiner, Christopher A. ............................... 1,914.04 
Steinhardt-Deloe, Ronna & DeLoe, Harry 3,279.07 
Stephens, Marlene L. .................................. 1,137.88 
Stern, Kenneth M. & Abigail E. ................. 5,778.68 
Sternberg, David B. & Brenda ................... 1,899.92 
Stevens, James W. & Maureen P. .............. 7,500.06 
Stilwell, Nicholas S. & Megan J. ................ 2,218.89 
Stine, Gregory & Sherry ............................. 3,145.23 
Stinson, Wayne W. & Brenda W. .............. 4,388.27 
Stone, Marion H. ......................................... 2,298.70 
Stone, Sayward & Valerie .......................... 2,752.05 
Stopper, Roger C. & Virginia E. ................ 2,233.88 
Storer, Elaine S. & Carol C. &  
Shortall, Keith T. ..................................... 823.26 
Storer, Paul E. ............................................. 2,104.08 
Stred, Teresa ................................................ 1,048.34 
Strong & Hokkanen ......................................... 65.24 
Strong Agency................................................... 20.58 
Strong, Mark W. & Julie C. ....................... 4,691.59 
Strong, Mary H............................................ 7,753.09 
Strong, Scott V. & Corinna M.................... 2,944.39 
Strong, Tiffany M. ....................................... 2,532.57 
Stuart-Libbey, Rosemary .............................. 361.94 
Studio 494 ........................................................ 126.41 
Sturks, James L. & Diana ........................... 2,567.98 
Styles, George & Bertha M. ........................ 2,430.03 
Sullivan, John R. & Elizabeth A. ............... 2,774.23 
Sunset Terrace Association ........................ 3,036.24 
Surek, Peter L. & Sonja K. ......................... 2,093.85 
Surek, Shawn D. & Hersom, Lisa L. ......... 3,745.85 
Swan, John W. & Hynd, Rebecca A. ......... 3,184.75 
Swan, Kyle & Johnson, Julee ..................... 2,641.60 
Swanholm, S. Roy and Nancy H. (LE) & 
Larrabee, Elaine A. .............................. 3,054.84 
Swanson, Anita L. ....................................... 1,182.59 
Swanson, Roy J. & Anita K. ....................... 2,976.63 
Sylvester, Joanna G. .................................... 2,232.51 
Sylvester, Kay K. ......................................... 2,291.63 
Tabbutt, Donald L. & Myah L. .................. 2,211.99 
Tack, Simon P. & Eileen ............................. 4,839.54 
Taft, Janek S. ............................................... 2,688.19 
Talbot, David C. & Donnalee S. ................. 1,488.89 
Tarbox, Doreen ............................................ 2,276.84 
Tardif, Gail P. .............................................. 1,802.57 
Tardiff, Laurie ............................................. 4,975.09 
Tasa, LLC .................................................... 3,583.57 
Tassinari, Richard C. & Jennie M. ............ 2,440.41 
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Taylor, Alan K. & Wanda D. ..................... 3,343.29 
Taylor, James R. .......................................... 1,313.31 
Taylor, Patricia A. ....................................... 1,691.41 
TD Banknorth Group, Inc. ......................... 1,277.70 
Temple, John & Shelly ................................ 1,636.89 
The Hyler Agency ........................................ 2,168.61 
Theobalds, Douglas C. & Zonjee, Paul F. 10,569.72 
Thomas, Judith E. & Wayland E. .............. 2,808.89 
Thomaston Auction Properties LLC ....... 14,287.26 
Thomaston Baptist Church Parsonage ...... 2,378.86 
Thomaston Boat & Engine Works, Inc. ....... 130.84 
Thomaston Cafe ............................................. 233.65 
Thomaston Federated Church Parsonage. 2,747.84 
Thomaston Greenfield Apartments ......... 10,499.51 
Thomaston Grocery ........................................... 4.98 
Thomaston Hotel LLC .............................. 86,500.03 
Thomaston Laundromat ................................ 476.71 
Thomaston Place Auctions ............................ 484.66 
Thomaston Realty, LLC ........................... 11,748.65 
Thomaston Yoga Studio LLC ........................... 5.83 
Thorbjornson, Travis & Renee .................. 2,580.63 
Thorndike, Annie & Donald R. .................. 1,690.86 
Thorndike, Wayne S. ..................................... 650.51 
Thorndike, Wayne S., Robert A. &  
Donald R. .............................................. 1,415.59 
Tibbetts, Paul E. Living Trust .................... 3,349.71 
Tibbetts, Art ................................................ 1,890.76 
Tibbetts, Mathew A. .................................... 3,447.48 
Time Warner NY Cable LLC .................... 4,126.36 
Titus, Earl R. & Joan C. ............................. 2,474.39 
Todd, Western A. Jr. & Goddard, Jana .... 3,885.13 
Tokarz, Peter P. & Donna E. ...................... 6,060.62 
Toler, Larry L. & Cynthia M. .................... 2,699.82 
Topham, David & Joan ............................... 2,050.84 
Townsend, Darryl J. & Heidi L.................. 4,678.09 
Townsend, John B. & Claudette M............ 1,530.90 
Traction Heavy Duty Parts ............................ 554.66 
Trout, Stuart F. ........................................... 1,283.76 
Tucker, Brenda L. ....................................... 4,259.49 
Tung, Sanhuang........................................... 3,066.16 
Turner Lyman Company, LLC ............... 10,442.74 
Turner, Richard P. & Carmen H. .............. 1,643.19 
Tygris Vendor Finance, Inc. ............................ 82.30 
Tyler, Aimee E. ............................................ 2,381.25 
U-Haul of NH & ME ...................................... 108.02 
Upham, Gary ............................................... 2,065.16 
Upham, John W. & Lee Ann M. ................ 2,022.19 
Upham, Paula L. .......................................... 1,282.94 
USA Mobility Wireless, Inc. ............................ 45.07 
Van Campen, Timothy & Susan H. ........... 3,727.09 
Van Horn, Edgar W. & Patricia A. ........... 1,526.61 
Vargas, Richard A. & Joan K. ................... 2,367.12 
Varsano, Martha G. .................................... 2,954.68 
Veilleux, Brian T. & Andrea M.................. 2,036.81 
Veit, Karen S. .............................................. 3,559.23 
Verge, Dana R. & Donalene ....................... 3,162.14 
Verizon Credit Inc. ........................................... 11.43 
Verizon Wireless............................................. 444.54 
Vigue, John H. ............................................. 6,239.70 
Von Kamecke, Nobuko ............................... 2,551.41 
Vose, Nichole E. ........................................... 1,942.72 
Wabasha Leasing LLC .................................... 14.32 
Wagner, Teresa Ann ................................... 5,609.94 
Walker, John R............................................ 3,551.83 
Walker, Judith M. & McCarthy, Daniel ... 1,071.95 
Walker, Melissa ........................................... 2,120.24 
Walker, Sandor P. &  
Podmaniczky, Michael S. ..................... 2,948.55 
Walker, Stephen E. & Etta A. .................... 3,020.74 
Wallace, Celia S. .......................................... 2,490.34 
Wallace, Lindy L. ........................................ 1,672.79 
Wallace, Raymond L. & Ann ..................... 3,111.12 
Walsh, Richard E. & Catherine L. ............ 1,807.48 
Ward, Neil K. & Polly A. ............................ 4,481.46 
Wasson, William M. & Judith A. ............... 2,169.42 
Waterfront Market .......................................... 63.73 
Watkins, Kendra L. ..................................... 2,790.42 
Watkins, Kendra L. & Jonathan M. .......... 3,752.69 
Watts, Alden M., Willimenna S. & James 
& Letellier, Winona W. ....................... 1,576.07 
Watts, Bentley M. ........................................ 1,026.12 
Watts, James M. & Elizabeth ..................... 2,162.71 
Watts, Robert F. Jr. .................................... 1,883.88 
Watts, Watts & Thorndike ......................... 1,165.34 
Weaver, Donald J. & Laurel B. .................. 5,979.64 
Weaver, Julia M. ......................................... 2,063.05 
Webster, Craig H. & Mary D. .................... 3,186.01 
Weddle, Jacqueline E. ................................. 1,587.66 
Weed, Curtis B. Jr. & Karen S. ................. 1,175.54 
Weiss, Robert P. & Shelley R. .................... 2,530.50 
Wells, John F. & Roxanne .......................... 3,068.32 
Wescott, Kevin ............................................. 7,528.60 
Wes's Glass ....................................................... 79.31 
Wheaton, B. Thomas ................................... 1,434.74 
Wheaton, George W. & Katharine S. ........ 2,465.84 
White, Leona ................................................ 2,058.30 
Whithead, Michael W. & Wolfe, Kathryn 
S. ............................................................ 2,966.56 
Whiting, Scott K. ......................................... 2,702.08 
Whitney, Barbara G. ................................... 5,430.42 
Whitten, Leroy R. Jr. & Susan M. ............. 4,659.12 
Whitten's Wash 'n' Wax & Egg Place .............. 7.16 
Wiggin, Harold L. & Phyllis ....................... 1,570.80 
Wigglesworth, Allan F. & Laurel B. .......... 2,445.80 
Wiley, Donald E. & Geraldine M. .............. 2,479.72 
William E. Dornan & Sons ............................ 380.97 
Williams, Irene Brooks .................................. 953.60 
Williams, J. Vance & Luchetti, Carol Q. .. 5,068.32 
Williams, Melvin & Douglas ...................... 3,063.56 
Williams, Merrill L. Trust .......................... 4,489.25 
Williams, Warren & Harriet ...................... 1,909.29 
Willis, Paul J. & Karen E. .......................... 2,338.61 
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Wilson, Janice F. ......................................... 2,884.13 
Wilson, Paul G. & Sandra A. ..................... 6,563.72 
Wilson, Timothy H. ..................................... 2,776.18 
Wincapaw, Karen ........................................ 1,905.99 
Winchenbach, Eugene F. III & Leila C. .... 2,414.81 
Winslow, Richard C. & Nancy L. .............. 1,892.35 
Winsor Consulting ............................................. 4.81 
Winston, Mark D. & Jody E. ...................... 2,127.47 
Witham, Troy H. & Dawn M. .................... 2,845.43 
Wojtul, Peter ................................................ 2,126.74 
Wolfertz, Melody ......................................... 1,692.56 
Wood, Wendy Jo W. ................................... 1,731.25 
Woodcock, Richard E. & Audrey M. ........ 1,930.82 
Woodcraft Shop Inc. ...................................... 101.05 
Woodman, Caroline .................................... 2,975.72 
Woodman, Chandler S. & Arlene C. ......... 2,686.53 
Wooster, Henry T. & Dallman, Laura ...... 2,120.26 
Wooster, Milton H. & Shirley A. ............... 2,039.80 
Workman, Robert & Joan & Noah .............. 838.68 
Wotton, Lillian A. Estate ............................ 3,795.25 
Wotton, Sherwood L. Jr. &  
Patricia J. Moran ................................. 2,929.86 
Wotton, William G. & Christina M. .......... 1,763.57 
Yates, Jason R................................................. 159.12 
Yattaw, Christopher G. & Tori T. ............. 5,020.88 
Yattaw, Shirley Estate .............................. 12,092.53 
Young, Douglas G........................................ 2,487.76 
Young, Edward R. & Margaret L.............. 2,618.12 
Young, Gary C. & Lois J. ........................... 2,938.33 
Young, Tammi L. ........................................ 1,769.80 
Zwick, Gerald D. & Micaela B. .................. 4,496.15 
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Barlow, Albert & Kari P. 80.50 Error in Assessment Brake Service & Parts 61.07 Too Small or Burdensome*
Barra, Andrea P. & Michael J. 157.70 Error in Assessment Chad Johnson Inc. 202.53 Too Small or Burdensome*
Linscott, Wayne 756.15 Error in Assessment Little Tot Shop 57.56 Too Small or Burdensome*
Linscott, Wayne 1,501.53 Past RE Tax* Maine Stay Real Estate LLC 111.29 Too Small or Burdensome*
Stafford, Robert E. & Sampson, Patience 2,857.61 Error in Assessment OLDD Aquatic Systems Inc. 57.59 Too Small or Burdensome*
Stephens, Marlene L. 288.47 Error in Assessment Rockland Redemption 48.37 Too Small or Burdensome*
Sales Associates 37.92 Too Small or Burdensome*
TOTAL ABATEMENTS 7,210.86 Starbird Concrete 990.06 Too Small or Burdensome*
Van Campen Gallery 2.51 Too Small or Burdensome*
Wiley, Donald E. & Geraldine M. 157.70 Exemption in error
SUPPLEMENTAL TAX ASSESSMENTS
* Abatements by Selectmen to clear bookkeeping.
REAL ESTATE ABATEMENTS
Calendar Year 2010 ABATEMENTS AND SUPPLEMENTALS
PERSONAL PROPERTY ABATEMENTS
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2009/2010 
OUTSTANDING PROPERTY TAXES 
As of March 1, 2011 
 
Cheryl Alley & Keith Heal                         $ 1,185.83 
Michael Archer                               558.16 
Robert & Debra Beattie                           1,372.74 
Robert & Debra Beattie                              897.00 
Robert & Debra Beattie                           1,005.89 
Michael & Sandra Bedell                                      3,340.61 
Michael & Sandra Bedell                           3,764.61 
Marie-Denise Bernier                           3,357.46 
Peter Bishop                             2,564.31 
Susanne Bruce                             2  37.13 
Bryler, LLC                             3,638.90 
CSD Properties, LLC                           5,834.02 
David Charleson & Jonnna Field                             987.34 
Earl Coates, II                               484.54 
James Coccia & Kim Dixon                   355.85 
Eugene & Lista Colson                           1,641.55 
John & Annie Delmonico                           1,433.90 
Ronald & Jacqueline Gamage                                        337.09 
Robert Genevicz & Susan Breault                          1,759.44 
Nancy Griffin                            1,368.93 
Christopher Harjula                            2,087.42 
Jacqueline Harjula                                       4,230.96 
Jacqueline Harjula                                       5,737.06 
Tracy Holbrook                            2,870.60 
John & Mary Jane Jacques                                                                                                        3,286.87 
Thomas Jones & Wendy Meklin                          1,722.82 
Timothy & Allyson Jones                           2,705.15 
David & Sandra Jordan                                                                                                              1,888.47 
Alfred & Frances Lawry                       9.44 
Janis & Robert Lawson                           1,297.08 
Wayne Linscott/Thomaston Garage              3,088.93 
Andrea Little                     197.68 
Walter III & Linda Marr                              278.87 
Denita McWilliams & Steven Hale                  568.30 
Callyn Molloy                                          213.72 
Clarence Morse & Rosemary Delmonico                                                                                  1,375.99 
Timothy Payson                            4,690.07 
Phillips, Associates, LLC                           4,218.25 
George Prentiss                            2,889.45 
Sharon Putansu                                                                                                                            2,064.49 
James & Carol Rich                            2,217.03 
Rising Properties, LLC                           4,371.75 
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Ernest Roebke, Estate                           8,079.69 
Frank Roscoe                                            1,362.25 
Earl & Joan Titus, Estate                           2,382.45 
John Vigue                             4,420.92 
John Vigue                             1,657.60 
Teresa Ann Wagner                            2,730.17 
John Walker                             3,440.07 
Robert & Shelley Weiss                           1,005.20 
Timothy Wilson                            2,725.13 
Milton & Shirley Wooster                                            1,995.85 
Lillian Wotton, Estate                                                    154.49 
Lillian Wotton, Estate                              208.20 
Lillian Wotton, Estate                     99.38 
 
Total Outstanding Property Taxes 2009/2010                     $ 119,193.38 
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OUTSTANDING PERSONAL PROPERTY TAXES 
As of March 1, 2011 
 
2009/2010 
Angelique‘s Fine Used Furniture/Patricia Shaw                        $   18.87 
Athens Mediterranean Pizzeria/Joshua Smith           26.86 
Barry Pretzel Attorney at Law                    41.21 
Billy‘s Tavern/William & Chris Burke                 305.31 
Bryan‘s Body & Fender                   181.80 
Capstone Electric, Inc/Michael Bedell                   74.78 
Catalano Construction, Inc.                   102.54 
Chemrock Corp.                    270.92 
Creek Hill Auto Repair/Craig Hoppe                         1,133.21 
Donna‘s Little Darlings/Donna Steele                   56.77 
Entertainment Resources Inc/Chuck Kruger                     2.23 
First Data Merchant Services                      3.87 
GCN Holding LLC                        5.19 
Jack‘s Sandwich Shanty                      54.18 
Jon Bonjour Photography LLC                  367.63 
Maine Web Design & Development/Dirigo Employment LLC                  3.93 
Monarch Travel/Heather Hynd                      7.34 
Nature‘s Nest Child Care/Richard & Stacy Burnett               119.20 
New England Vending                        5.54 
Pitney Bowes Global Financial                    88.17 
Pre-Paid Legal Services, Inc./Kathleen Weaver                  59.60 
Scientific Games International/ Thompson Reuters Inc.                 37.00 
Sea Street Graphics/Susan Schiro & James Hatch               502.83 
SpartaVending Dist, ME.                    332.05 
Strong Agency                       18.36 
Studio 494/Michael Martineau                    56.40 
Thomaston Grocery/John Vigue                      4.44 
Touch of Glass Redemption/Thomas Doherty                                     4.07 
Waterfront Market                                99.97 
Whitten‘s Wash ‗N‘ Wax/Leroy Whitten, Jr.                               7.80 
William Dornan & Sons/Robert Beattie                 339.97 
 
Total Outstanding Personal Property Taxes 2010/2011                                $ 4,488.01
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OUTSTANDING PERSONAL PROPERTY TAXES 
2008/2009 
Billy‘s Tavern/William & Chris Burke                           268.05 
Bryan‘s Body & Fender                  159.61 
Capstone Electric, Inc/Michael Bedell                  65.66 
Chemrock Corp.                   294.31 
Creek Hill Auto Repair/Craig Hoppe                           994.92 
Entertainment Resources Inc/Chuck Kruger                    3.66 
GCN Holding LLC                       5.55 
Inergy Propane, LLC                    38.54 
Maine Oxy                      50.05 
Maine Web Design & Development/Dirigo Employment LLC                 3.45 
Monarch Travel/Heather Hynd                     6.44 
Nature‘s Nest Child Care/Richard & Stacy Burnett               104.65 
New England Vending                        5.38 
Pre-Paid Legal Services, Inc./Kathleen Weaver                  52.33 
Sparta Vending Dist. ME                   291.53 
Strong Agency                                 16.12 
Thomaston Grocery/John Vigue                      3.90 
Touch of Glass Redemption /Thomas Doherty                               3.57 
Waterfront Market                      87.77 
Whitten‘s Wash ‗N‖ Wax/Leroy Whitten                     8.28 
William E. Dornan & Sons/Robert Beattie                298.48 
 
Total Outstanding Personal Property Taxes 2009/2010                                $ 2,762.2 
 
 
 
OUTSTANDING PERSONAL PROPERTY TAXES 
2007/2008 
Bryan‘s Body & Fender/ Bryan Marshall                              76.85 
Chemrock Corp./Belmont Holding Corp.                              41.43 
Creek Hill Auto Repair/Craig Hoppe                            955.90 
EDS Information Services LLC                                 9.81 
First Data Merchant Services                                 1.63 
GCN Holding LLC                                   6.48 
Jake Barbour Inc                            8,137.00 
Maine Coast Motorcycle/Larry Jobe                                5.56 
Monarch Travel/Heather Hynd                                 6.19 
Relational Funding Corp.                                58.86 
Rent-Way, Inc                                 14.63 
Rowable Classics/Darryl Strickler                                 2.77 
Sparta Vending Dist. ME                              241.96 
Strong Agency                                 15.48 
Thomaston Grocery/ John Vigue                                 4.03 
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Touch of Glass Redemption                                  3.43 
Waterfront Market                                 84.32 
William E. Dornan & Sons                              286.77
    
Total Outstanding Personal Property Taxes 2008/2009                                $ 9,953.10 
   
 
 
OUTSTANDING PERSONAL PROPERTY TAXES 
2006/2007 
Creek Hill Service Center/Craig Hoppe              1,105.50 
First Data Merchant Services                                                                                                          60.30 
GNC Holding LLC           12.79 
Monarch Travel/Heather Hynd           7.16 
Strong Agency           17.91 
Thomaston Grocery/John Vigue                             145.64 
Touch of Glass Redemption/Thomas Doherty                                                                                 3.96 
Waterfront Market                                                                                                                           97.53 
William E. Dornan & Sons/Robert Beattie                                                                                  331.65 
 
Total Outstanding Personal Property Taxes 2006/2007                               $  1,757.78 
 
 
 
OUTSTANDING PERSONAL PROPERTY TAXES 
2005/2006 
Creek Hill Service Center/Craig Hoppe                 977.50 
Strong Agency           45.69 
Thomaston Grocery/John Vigue                             128.78 
Touch of Glass Redemption/Thomas Doherty                                                                                 3.50 
Waterfront Market                                                                                                                         112.61 
William E. Dornan & Sons/Robert Beattie                                                                                  293.25 
 
Total Outstanding Personal Property Taxes 2005/2006                               $  1,561.33 
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OUTSTANDING PERSONAL PROPERTY TAXES 
2004/2005 
Strong Agency                    175.70 
Thomaston Grocery/John Vigue                             571.67 
Touch of Glass Redemption/Thomas Doherty                                                                                 2.65 
Waterfront Market                                                                                                                         127.78 
William E. Dornan & Sons/Robert Beattie                                                                                    20.55 
Total Outstanding Personal Property Taxes 2006/2007                               $    898.35 
 
 
 
OUTSTANDING PERSONAL PROPERTY TAXES 
2003/2004 
Strong Agency                    188.10 
Touch of Glass Redemption/Thomas Doherty                                                                                 2.84 
Waterfront Market                                                                                                                         951.53 
William E. Dornan & Sons/Robert Beattie                                                                                    22.00 
Total Outstanding Personal Property Taxes 2006/2007                               $  1,164.47 
 
 
 
 
OUTSTANDING PERSONAL PROPERTY TAXES 
2002/2003 
 
Strong Agency                                                                                                                       61.84 
 
Total Outstanding Personal Property Taxes 2006/2007                                 $     61.84 
 
 
Total Outstanding Personal Property Taxes                                                 $22,674.79
Town of Thomaston
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VALUATION AND ASSESSMENT YEAR BEGINNING 
JULY 1, 2010 
 
David B. Martucci, CMA Assessor's Agent
AMOUNT NEEDED TO PAY BILLS
County Tax 362,865
Municipal Budget 2,723,125
TIF Financing Plan Amount 775,614
Education 3,081,598
TOTAL APPROPRIATIONS 6,943,202
DEDUCTIONS
State Revenue Sharing 264,495
Homestead Reimbursement* 59,747
BETE Reimbursement** 3,409
Other Revenues 800,762 Total tax plus Overlay 5,844,348
LESS ADDITIONAL REVENUES 1,128,412 Total Taxable Valuation 370,599,104
TOTAL TAX  NEEDED 5,814,789
OVERLAY† 29,559
TOTAL TAX RAISED (see below) 5,844,348
VALUATION & TAX EXEMPTIONS VALUE TAX
Real Estate Value 366,222,668 Benevolent & Charitable 3,267,304 51,525
Less Exemptions (47,938,591) Blind 40,000 631
Personal Property Value 52,315,027 Fraternal Organizations 773,245 12,194
TOTAL VALUATION 370,599,104 Homestead 7,577,243 119,493
TIMES TAX RATE x     .01577 Literary & Scientific 2,741,193 43,229
TOTAL TAX RAISED 5,844,348 Environmental Control 6,714,309 105,885
Religious 4,382,013 69,104
United States of America 1,736,884 27,391
* State of Maine 2,286,322 36,055
RSU 13 5,445,954 85,883
** Town of Thomaston 11,763,915 185,517
Veteran's Estates 792,000 12,490
† Veteran's Posts 418,209 6,595
TOTAL EXEMPTIONS 47,938,591 755,992
Office Hours: Tuesday & Thursday 8 am - 5 pm (207) 354-6107 ext. 228
PO Box 299, Thomaston ME 04861-0299 assessor@midcoast.com
The Business Equipment Tax Exemption (BETE) is for some business equipment first placed into service as of 
4/1/08. The State reimburses for lost taxes on a sliding scale, this year at 80%, decreasing by 10% each year 
to 50% although we may be eligible for a base rate of about 57%.
Overlay is the amount raised above needed taxes. By law, it cannot be more than 5% of the minimum tax 
needed. It is used to pay for abatements and adjustments to valuation.
= 0.01577
Tax Rate Calculation
Tax rate is per dollar but can be expressed as 
$15.77 per Thousand Dollars of Valuation
Taxes Committed September 28,2010
The Homestead Exemption is now $10,000 per homestead which amounted to a reduction in tax of $157.70 
per receipient.The State of Maine reimburses the Town $78.85 of this which is 50%. The rest is paid for by all 
taxpayers.
2010 - 2011 Annual Report
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THOMASTON BOARD OF ASSESSORS 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
A. Fred Wigglesworth                       Peter Lammert                                             Joan Linscott 
Where the Money Goes 
 
The money to be spent is voted by the citizens of Thomaston at Town Meeting for all municipal 
services with the exception of Pollution Control, which is paid for by fees. The total Municipal 
Appropriation as voted at Town Meeting for 2010/2011 was $2,723,125, up from $2,669,769 for 
2009/2010. 
 
The Knox County Tax is based on Thomaston‘s total value as determined by the State Tax 
Assessor multiplied by the County‘s mil rate. The Knox County Tax bill for 2010/2011 was 
$279,686. Dispatch service for Fire, Ambulance and Police was billed separately for $83,180, 
bringing the County total to $362,865, up from $339,046 for 2009/2010. 
 
Money for the school for Thomaston under RSU #13 totals $4,681,233 for 2010/2011 as 
compared to $4,948,672 last year for Thomaston; however the State of Maine contributes 
$1,599,635 (down from $1,815,842 last year). After deducting the State share, Thomaston‘s 
share to educate our children is $3,081,598, up from $3,004,355 for 2009/2010. 
 
This year the Dragon Cement TIF agreement has an effective appropriation of $775,614, down 
from $797,469 for 2009/2010. 
 
These amounts are added together to make up the total tax liability for the Town of 
Thomaston, which is $6,943,202 for 2010/2011, up from $6,810,639 for 2009/2010.Where the 
Money Comes From 
 
However, before taxes are assessed there are some estimated revenues that are deducted to 
reduce the Property Tax Burden (these numbers may not accurately reflect the amounts 
actually taken in; we use the best guess on some of them). 
 
 
Revenue from the State of Maine 2010/2011 2009/2010 
Municipal Revenue Sharing ............................$264,495.........$377,027 
Homestead Reimbursement .................................59,747.............79,132 
BETE Reimbursement ...........................................3,409..................373 
Local Road Assistance ..........................................27,304.............27,304 
Veteran‘s Reimbursement .....................................3,000...............3,000 
 
Town of Thomaston
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General Assistance Reimbursement ...................15,000.............15,000 
Gas Tax Refund ......................................................1,500...............1,500 
Tree Growth Reimbursement ...............................1,500...............1,500 
Snowmobile Reimbursement ....................................400..................400 
 
 
 
Revenue raised in the Town  
Interest on Taxes and Lien Costs ........................38,000.............30,000 
Permit Fees ..............................................................8,100...............8,100 
Thomaston Academy Rent and Utilities Reimbursement ........28,000
 31,800 
Verizon Tower Lease ............................................13,200.............13,200 
Excise Taxes ........................................................379,000...........375,000 
Other Income ......................................................285,757...........150,202 
 
TOTAL REVENUE USED TO OFFSET TAXES$1,128,412 $1,113,538 
 
This leaves $5,814,789 (which is $6,943,202 less $1,128,412; last year‘s total was $5,697,101) to 
be raised by taxes to cover the Town‘s financial responsibilities. To this we add the ―Overlay,‖ 
an additional amount authorized by law to be no more than 5% above the minimal needs in 
order to pay for unexpected things like abatements, etc. This year we added $29,559 ($43,196 
last year) in Overlay, bringing the total for tax commitment to $5,844,348 (which is $5,814,789 
plus $29,559; last year the total was $5,740,297). 
 
How We Determine the Mil Rate 
 
The ―Mil Rate‖ is the percentage of the Value of property in the town used to determine 
everyone‘s fair share of the tax. We take the amount needed to be raised ($5,844,348) and 
divide it by the total valuation ($370,599,104, which is down from $370,820,241 last year). This 
yields a decimal percent of .01577, which is better understood when expressed as ―$15.77 per 
thousand valuation‖. In other words, for every thousand dollars of value you own, you are 
assessed $15.77 as your fair share of the tax. This rate is up twenty-nine cents from last year. 
  
Valuation of Property is reviewed annually and the State of Maine requires it to be as of April 
1st. For example, if you and your neighbor are building identical homes, but yours is complete 
on March 31st and your neighbor‘s isn‘t, you can expect a difference in the tax for that year. 
Values are derived, by Maine law, by a strange method that begins with so-called 
―replacement value‖ figures, modified by ―market forces‖ data. The Assessor‘s Agent will 
explain this process further.  
 
There are different types of property and two basic classes, Real Estate and Personal Property. 
Not all property is taxable; municipal or State property, non-profit organizations, religious 
institutions and others are exempt from all or partial taxes. In addition, certain value amounts 
of property are exempt under certain circumstances, for example for your Homestead or if 
you‘re a veteran or blind. A new exemption on personal property was instituted by the State of 
Maine a few years ago, the Business Equipment Tax Exemption or BETE. Certain types of 
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business equipment may be exempt if the business makes an annual application. Contact the 
Agent for more information. 
 
In addition, State Law allows the municipality to raise up to 5% more in taxes than we 
appropriated, in order to cover abatements and adjustments in valuation. This is called the 
―Overlay‖. This year, the maximum overlay we could have raised was $293,897 but we chose 
an overlay of $29,559 which is used to cover abatements and the like. Last year we raised 
$43,196. 
 
The Board has its monthly meetings on the FOURTH Tuesday at 6:00 pm to decide on 
abatements or supplemental tax assessments and to review the progress of the work conducted 
by the Agent. We feel the current Agent, Dave Martucci, is working out well and we appreciate 
his hard work. This year we are seeking funding for additional hours for his work as there are 
more things to be done than there used to be. We hope you agree with us. 
 
 
Respectfully Submitted, 
 
Fred Wigglesworth , Chairman 
Peter Lammert 
Joan Linscott 
Town of Thomaston
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THOMASTON ASSESSOR’S AGENT 
Dave Martucci 
 
                                           Certified Maine Assessor 
I have been on the job as your Agent for the Board of Assessors since February 2003 and 
would like to thank the citizens of Thomaston for being so nice to me. I would especially like to 
thank the Assessors, Joan Linscott, Pete Lammert and Fred Wigglesworth, Town Manager 
Val Blastow, CEO Peter Surek , and the others in the office, Louise, Jodell and Ginny, for 
helping to make my job easier. Dealing with the Assessor, I know, can be somewhat unsettling 
and I hope I have been able to listen to each and every one who has come forward and that I 
have answered your questions. 
 
The past year has again seen a low volume of home sales but not much change in values. Local 
sales prices compared with our assessments have remained steady keeping us at 100% of 
value.  
GOALS  
My job is to look at the assessments on land, buildings and personal property and make sure 
that they are: 
1. Fair and equitable; 
2. Thorough and complete; and 
3. In accordance with the standards established by the State of Maine. 
 
It is my goal to see that each and every assessment is done according to the exact same formula 
and that, in the end, everyone is assessed for taxes in the proper proportion. To this end, I 
invite you to call or come by with your questions about how we do your assessment and to 
review anything that you think may be done wrong. Don‘t hesitate to question what has been 
done! We will fix any problem, error or inconsistency on any card! 
ASSESSMENTS 
Residential buildings are valued according to the current Maine Assessment Manual. Each of 
ten categories of construction quality are rated (foundation, basement, framing, roof, exterior, 
interior, floors, heating, plumbing and electrical) to arrive at a grade for the home, then the 
actual condition ranging from 100% (new) down to below 50% (unlivable) is figured. The 
Maine Manual has charts for square footage of each grade and type of home (1 story, 2 story, 
split-level, etc.) and a figure is arrived at and discounted by the actual condition and any other 
extenuating factors, such as location (next to a railroad track or cement plant for example). 
Additional value for outbuildings are also figured and added in.  
Commercial, industrial, farm and other non-residential properties are done in a similar 
manner, but each different kind of structure and use has its own chart that gives a square foot 
value that is multiplied by the actual footage to arrive at the value. Then similar discounts and 
factors as for residential properties are applied. 
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You should note that residential sales are looked at by location and commercial sales are also 
looked at separately. Our studies show the residential real estate market is cooling although 
keep in mind by law we can only consider the sales of the last full fiscal year for the current 
assessments, which means the values for the 2010-11 fiscal year reflect the sales during the 
period 7/1/09 to 6/30/10.  Our State-audited Sales ratio came in at 101% of full value this year, 
which is exactly where they consider us to be at full value (between 97% and 103%). In 
addition we have a quality rating this year of 8, which is considered excellent. By law, it cannot 
be above 20 and anything below 14 is considered good. This rating is determined by the range 
of assessment ratios from one value to the next in the ratio study. Contact me for more 
information. 
 
Most people don‘t seem to realize most every kind of building is assessed for tax purposes. If 
you tear down an old shed or rip off an old deck or remove an old pool or sauna, it‘s likely 
your valuation could be reduced. But I can‘t do that if I don‘t know about it! Especially if you 
don‘t take out a Demolition Permit. Valuation of your property is certified as of April 1st, so if 
there have been any changes, be sure to let me know before April 1st. 
 
Also, if your property has changed in other ways, your valuation could be affected. Any 
general degradation or upgrade to the property should be reported so your property can be 
reexamined for valuation purposes. Most of the new construction is documented on the 
building permits, but downgrading is seldom documented.  
 
Maine law allows some limited tax relief in the form of Exemptions and Current Use 
Programs. For all of these, the filing date to be effective is on or before April 1st for the tax 
year. There are some key things to know about each of these and I will take each item up 
separately. As always, do not hesitate to ask about anything if you have further questions. 
EXEMPTIONS 
There are three basic categories of exemption from Real Estate valuations, Homestead, Blind, 
and Veterans. The latter has several different subsets—World War I or earlier; Post-World 
War I; Widows, Widowers, Minor Children and Widowed Mothers of Veterans; and 
Paraplegic. All exemptions except the Business Equipment Tax Exemption will be carried on 
the books each year you live here; you do not need to reapply each year. 
 
Some people can qualify for more than one exemption and they are each deducted separately 
from the valuation. Qualifications for each category can be somewhat complex; do not hesitate 
to call or come in to discuss any of this in detail. I will always try to help you qualify. 
 
 
The Homestead Exemption is the most common and it is available to anyone who has owned a 
homestead in Maine for one year or longer and who currently lives in their homestead here in 
Thomaston full-time, provided your application is received on or before April first to be valid 
for the present year. The Legislature mandates each exemption will be worth $10,000, down 
from $13,000 last year, although half of that amount is to be paid for out of your property 
taxes and the rest paid for by the State. This adds approximately 1.2% to the Mil Rate. 
 
Anyone who is certified by a Doctor to be legally Blind can receive an exemption of $4,000, 
provided your application is received on or before April first to be valid for the present year. 
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Veterans can get one of several exemptions providing they meet certain requirements. For any 
exemption they must have been honorably discharged and a resident of the municipality where 
taxes are assessed, meaning your name must be on the deed, unless you live in Congregate 
Housing in which case you may also qualify; the process is somewhat complicated so please ask 
for details if you have such a living arrangement. Unless disabled during active service and 
receiving disability benefits from Uncle Sam, you also have to be age 62 or older and have 
served during a recognized War Period. A chart listing these is available on request. World 
War I or earlier veterans get a $7,000 exemption while later veterans get $6,000. Paraplegic 
veterans who have specially adapted housing units get a special exemption of $50,000. All 
applications must be received on or before April first to be valid for the present year. 
 
The un-remarried widow, widower, or widowed mother or the estate of minor children of 
veterans can also claim the same exemptions that would have been granted to the veteran if 
still alive. Veterans Exemptions are personal to the Veteran so that if both a husband and wife 
are qualified veterans, they will get two exemptions. If a widow, widower, or widowed mother 
remarries, she or he will lose the exemption. 
 
Two new periods of service are now covered (August 24, 1982 to July 31, 1984 and December 
20, 1989 to January 31, 1990) and anyone who was awarded the Armed Forces Expeditionary 
Medal. Vietnam-era Veterans who served between February 28, 1961 and August 5, 1964 no 
longer have to have served in the Republic of Vietnam, although they still have to have served 
on active duty for 180 days or more. Overall the Vietnam-era period is still listed as February 
27, 1961 to May 8, 1975. Veterans still have to be 62 years of age or have been disabled in the 
line of duty to qualify. 
 
There is now one exemption to Personal Property Taxes, the Business Equipment Tax 
Exemption or BETE. A business with qualifying equipment placed in service on or after April 
1, 2008 may annually file for the exemption. Please let me know if you have any questions or 
want the application form. 
CURRENT USE PROGRAMS 
The State of Maine now offers four current use programs that result in lower taxes: Tree 
Growth, Open Space, Farmland, and Working Waterfront. For complete details see Maine 
Revenue Service Property Tax Bulletins 21 (for Open Space), 20 (for Farmland) and 19 (for 
Tree Growth). The Working Waterfront is a new classification and new rules are now in effect, 
but no Tax Bulletin has yet been issued. Contact me for details on this program.  
 
Basically, these programs allow the assessors to value the participating land according to its 
present use rather than at its highest possible use, as required by law.  
 
In Tree Growth, parcels of 10 acres or more managed for commercial wood production 
according to a Forest Management and Harvesting Plan certified by a Licensed Professional 
Forester will be valued according to rates set by the Maine Revenue Service. These rates are 
typically 80 to 90% lower than the regular undeveloped land prices applied throughout the 
Town. These participants have to recertify their plan every 10 years. 
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Farmland works much the same way, in parcels of 5 acres or more producing a specified 
minimum income, with rates for different kinds of productive acreage also set by the Service, 
except that a local study indicating different rates may be done by the assessors. We have not 
done this. In addition, a report must be submitted every 5 years giving the income produced by 
the property for the previous five years. You must show at least $2,000 in either income or 
produce consumed each year, excluding wood products. 
 
Open Space has no minimum size but the Assessors must believe the property meets certain 
criteria. Basically there are three categories of Open Space, Regular (which really means just 
filing the application) qualifies for a 20% reduction in taxes; Permanently Protected (meaning 
there is a Conservation Plan or Easement in place), a 50% reduction; and Forever Wild (again, 
an easement guaranteeing the designation), a 70% reduction. An additional 25% reduction 
can be applied if the land is available for Public Access, with the maximum reduction being 
95% reduction in value for tax purposes. 
 
Working Waterfront also has no minimum size. It is defined as a parcel or portion of a parcel 
of land abutting tidal waters or is located in the intertidal zone between the high and low water 
mark the use of which is more than 50% related to providing access to or in support of the 
conduct of commercial fishing activities. Basically there are two categories of Working 
Waterfront: Predominantly Working Waterfront (meaning used 90% or more for the qualified 
purposes) qualifies for a 20% reduction in taxes; and Primarily Working Waterfront (meaning 
used 50% or more for the qualified purposes), a 10% reduction. An additional 30% reduction 
can be applied if the land is permanently protected from a change in use through deeded 
restrictions. 
  
All of these programs have substantial penalties associated with them when the land is 
withdrawn for other uses. The only exception to this is if the land is moved from one program 
to another, for example if you remove it from Farmland or Tree Growth and place it in Open 
Space. 
BUSINESS PERSONAL PROPERTY 
Businesses are required by State Law to file a Personal Property Declaration for all items used 
in business except vehicles or vessels on which you have paid excise tax, all stock in trade held 
for resale, or real estate (which is otherwise taxable as above). Even property held for rental 
must be declared as well as any property you lease, even if it is taxable to someone else. If your 
property has no value, you still must declare it. We have been updating our records on 
Thomaston‘s business community; if you have not heard from me this year, please contact the 
office for a form or for more information. All business property owned as of April 1st must be 
declared; the deadline for reporting is June 1st. Notices usually go out sometime in March. 
Please note that if you do not file the town form, you will waive your right of appeal for any tax 
that may be assessed. We put all property on a depreciation schedule, like what you declare on 
your IRS Depreciation Schedule, so that as your equipment and tools age, their value drops, 
ultimately to 30% or less depending on the type of property.  
You should note two things: businesses are asked to report their personal property voluntarily, 
but as I do my inspections, anything not reported will be noted and you could be liable for 
failure to report. If you have any equipment that qualifies for the new BETE exemption, you 
must file for that program every year. If you have any questions or have not filled out a 
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personal property tax form, please contact me at once. 
ABATEMENTS AND SUPPLEMTALS 
If there is some error in figuring your valuation, the Town of Thomaston is committed to 
fixing it. If this lowers your value and the condition clearly existed before the current 
assessment year began, then we will abate your tax for the difference. Under the law, you have 
the right to request abatement within 185 days of commitment for the present tax year; the 
Board of Assessors will be happy to consider your request. The request for abatement must be 
on a specific form, available from the Town Office or let me know and I‘ll mail you a copy. 
Copies are also available on the Town‘s web site, <http://town.thomaston.me.us>. The 
Assessors can make any abatement they see fit to correct values at any time during the present 
tax year, regardless whether you have asked for it or not. The form includes specific 
instructions, but if you have any questions I‘ll be happy to help you fill it out. 
 
After one year from the commitment date, you may request abatement from the Selectmen for 
up to the last three years taxes for any illegality, or irregularity in your assessment (but not 
plain error). The Selectman can also act on requests for abatement of taxes at any time due to 
poverty or infirmity. Special forms for this are also available as above. 
ABATEMENT APPEALS 
If you apply for abatement and the Board of Assessors does not agree with you and denies the 
request, you have the right to file an appeal of their decision within 60 days. Up until now, the 
appeal was heard by the County Commissioners. At the end of 2010, they established a Knox 
County Board of Assessment Review, which will now hear such appeals. This board is made up 
of assessors, appraisers, and other citizens of the county. We are considering establishing our 
own Board of Assessment Review and there may be some developments in this by the time this 
report is published. 
STATE CERTIFIED RATIO AND EQUALIZATION 
Every year, the State of Maine reviews past real estate sales in the town and compares them to 
our assessed values. By a simple formula, they develop our State Certified Ratio. This number 
is used in determining Revenue Sharing, School Subsidy, Exemption Reimbursements and 
other figures. If the ratio is below 100%, so are the other figures. This includes what you get as 
a Homestead Exemption, Veteran‘s Exemption, etc. In other words, the Homestead Exemption 
will be pegged at $10,000 this year at 100% Ratio. But if the Ratio falls to 80%, for example, 
then it is worth only $8,000. Up until now, we have been able to certify at 100%. 
 
By State Law the overall average Municipal Ratio can not be less than 70% or more than 
110%. This past year we were at 101% average assessment ratio, which is considered excellent. 
We will be able to continue to certify at 100% with no problems. As real estate prices fall, we 
may revalue our land prices downward but that may not affect your taxes too much as we will 
still have to raise the amount authorized by town meeting. Usually the only effect a declining 
market has is to raise the mil rate. 
 
We also have a ―Quality Rating‖ of 8, which is also excellent. Basically this rating is figured 
from the average deviation between each assessed ratio; by law we must be below 20 for our 
rating. Anything 14 or below is considered good. 
 
b d ENTALS
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BUDGET ISSUES 
 
The Assessors‘ office has been given expanded duties over the last few years in a number of 
areas. Increases in State Paperwork (more data is required on the ―Turn Around Document‖, 
the Municipal Valuation Return, the State Planning Office LD-1 Worksheet, and  the Forest 
Service Annual Report), tracking of more foreclosures,  more time needed for inspections 
(State law requires 25% per year; presently we are getting only about 50%-60% of that done 
annually), we are working towards getting the Assessing cards online, and are now doing more 
of our own GIS Mapping (updating the shape files and editing and printing of updated tax 
maps).  
 
In addition to all that, I expect a complete commercial review may be triggered this year, 
requiring extra hours to complete. A new Tax Increment Financing district requires tracking, 
I now email notices, agendas, and newsletters and have been known to spend some time on 
basic office computer troubleshooting.  
 
We now have a wide carriage printer that can print up to 24‖ wide in full color and we expect 
to be doing more and more in-house mapping and posters. In the long run, this will save us 
money. Currently just the tax maps cost us about $1,500-2,000 per year to have them done by 
outside firms and we need to update them annually.  
 
We are requesting approval of additional funding for more hours in light of all this. I hope you 
will support this. 
 
One more additional expense this year is the binding of the annual commitment books. This is 
required by State Law and in the past we had a source of cheap book binding that is no longer 
available. We have looked into this and the cost is about $215 per book if done by someone 
right here in town. This seems to be an average figure no matter where we go to have this 
done, so the Board and I agree we would rather support our local businesses. We are several 
years behind in this and hope to catch up this year. 
OFFICE HOURS & ASSESSORS MEETINGS 
My office hours are Tuesday and Thursday 8 am to 5 pm or by appointment. I will add 
Wednesday hours if the budget increase is approved. The Board of Assessors meet on the 
fourth Tuesday of each month at 6 pm in the Town Office, Knox Street entrance. Call, write or 
email if you have any questions or comments. 
 
Thanks for your support. 
        
Respectfully submitted, 
        David B. Martucci, CMA 
        Assessors‘ Agent 
        Thomaston, Maine 
        (207) 354-6107 ext. 228 
        assessor@midcoast.com  
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REPORT OF THE VILLAGE CEMETERY 
Peter Lammert                            Sexton 
 
During 2010, there were 28 burials in the Village Cemetery: 20 were cremations and 8 were 
full body burials. An interesting note about the cremations that were interred is that four of 
the interments were carried out by the family of the deceased. In almost every case, I supplied 
either, tables, chairs, water or shelters for these services as the families had little idea of what 
they were facing. It was my privilege to supply the missing items, but if this trend of family 
burials continues, the town office will be supplying the principle contact for the funeral with a 
list of items that they should have at the ready. 
 
During the winter, I plowed avenue 10 out to Erin Street for the enjoyment of walkers and 
skiers. The cemetery was closed on February 21 for mud time and reopened on April 4 with 
the exception of avenues 8 and 9 that stayed wet for an additional 3 weeks. 
 
The monthly wind storms played havoc again with the trees tearing off large branches. The 
Blue Spruce on Section 10 was so badly damaged that it was removed along with the Norway 
maple on the East end of Section 8 and had both stumps ground out. The wind storms were so 
strong it was not uncommon to see rubbish barrels rolling up to three sections away from 
where they were launched. I also removed the almost dead Swamp White Oak from the South 
West corner of the Sunrise section. 
 
The water was turned off on October and all the water lines were blown out to keep them from 
freezing. This work along with the constant picking up of truckloads of downed tree limbs was 
done by our public works department. Without their help, the work load would have been 
severe. 
 
The firm that was contracted to mow the grass and pick up branches and leaves after leaf fall, 
defaulted on their contract. There will still be leaves from section 1 to 5 next spring when the 
snow melts. The Village Cemetery Board will have to seek another contractor to do this work 
in 2011. 
 
The American Legion under the direction of John Grout again decorated all military graves. 
With the standard sized grave flag and I placed Fire Department flags on all past members 
graves. 
 
For the first time since we acquired the shelters, I put the sides on the larger one for a funeral 
in a rainstorm in June and it was reported to have kept the funeral party from getting wet. 
Two of these shelters are available for funerals in the Village Cemetery. 
 
In closing I would remind you that we still welcome folks to walk their dogs but to be mindful 
to pick up all solid waste. Plastic bags are available on posts at both ends of the cemetery. 
 
If you have any questions or concerns about our cemetery please contact the town clerk, Joan 
Linscott, at 354-6107 or my self at 354-8000. 
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REPORT OF SOLID WASTE 
Peter Lammert                    Garbologist 
 
During 2010, the 3 Town Cooperative Transfer Station (Coop) shipped 4027.15 tons of 
municipal solid waste to the Penobscot Energy Recovery Corporation in Orrington where it 
was burned to produce electricity. This volume is 183.33 tons less than was shipped in 2010 
and 467.49 tons that was shipped in our all time high year n 2006 when 2,494.64 tons were 
shipped 
 
The amount that was placed in the single stream containers increased 1.55 tons to 152.10 tons. 
Although there is no fee for dumping the loads of single stream recycling in West Bath, the 
hauler charged the Coop $19,188 for hauling and returning the two single stream containers. 
Once our facility is up graded with the new packing single stream container, this cost should 
be reduced 
 
The Coop also recycled 186.04tons of metal with Grimmel Industries of Topsham. We received 
$22103.20 for the metal. We also recycled 150 tons of cardboard with a local paper recycler as 
well as 270 tires, vehicle batteries, 101 feet of mercury lamps, 35 CFLs and 7005 pounds of 
televisions and other e waste. 
 
We are still waiting for approval from DEP to go ahead with the expansion of adding two 
packers. One will be for single stream and the other will be for regular rubbish and garbage. 
We have been waiting for more than two years to get this project underway. 
 
With Rockland increasing their dump sticker price to an all-time high, the Coop Board 
thought it best to issue new stickers for controlling who used our facility. There fore new green 
two year stickers will be needed to use the Buttermilk Lane site starting January 2nd. Signs to 
this effect were posted starting September 2nd, and others were added monthly so that by the 
end of 2010 there were 9 signs posted both on and off the property advising users that a new 
sticker would be needed. The new two year sticker costs $5 and will be available at the town 
offices of the Coop members. 
 
There was a turn over in personnel at the transfer station. Donald ―Chip‖ Nugent was hired as 
the new foreman with Doug McKnight as the assistant and Gary Strand was hired to take care 
of the single stream, TVs and lamps and the metal pile. 
 
 If you have any questions about what can be recycled, please call the facility on the days it is 
open, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and Saturday from 8 to 4, at 594 0748. 
 
Construction and Demolition Debris (C&DD) and clean wood waste 
 
A second component for solid waste management in Thomaston is what to do with the above 
named materials. At the public works garage on Anna Bell Lane off Erin Street are two roll off 
containers into which the different materials are dumped. During 2010, 150.59 tons of C&DD 
waste and 62.48 tons of   wood waste were handled by our facility. It cost $5,683.15 to truck 
this to the disposal sites and another 14,418.25 for the tipping fee for a total of $20,101.40. 
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The labor at the site for the year was$10,192 for a total cost of $30,293.40 to operate the 
facility. This does not include the use of the town equipment to compact the roll off containers 
and keep the area well maintained. 
 
This facility also takes leaves and garden waste which is composted. Brush and trees are also 
accepted and relocated to the cemetery stump dump until enough material is piled down to 
attract a wood grinder. The company doing the work a year ago is no longer doing grinding 
away from its business and we were fortunate enough to get the Hickey Logging Company in 
to grind the pile for biomass fuel at SAPPI in Skowhegan. 
 
If you have any questions about what can be taken at this facility please see the Public Works 
Director Jim Connon at the public works garage or contact him at 691-1316 
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ANNUAL REPORT OF THE WATTS BLOCK TRUSTEES 
 
William Hahn                             Chairman 
 
I am pleased to forward our annual report for the Watts Block Building.  
  
This year, as has been true for the past twenty-five years or so, the hall has been used 
frequently for municipal functions, and many social gatherings, including dances, meetings 
and weddings. The board continues to strive to make the use of the facility affordable to our 
citizens, and appreciates the respect and efforts made by the overwhelming majority of users 
to ease maintenance burdens.  
  
The major project for this year was restoring the window sash on the second floor and 
replacing old aluminum storms with new more efficient units. The repair of the sash together 
with the protection of the new storms should result in extending the life of the windows for 
many years. Additionally, weight systems were replaced as part of the work so the windows 
can actually be opened now; notwithstanding the past good efforts of Albert Harjula and 
Armand Paradis, the operations have been a problem for some time. 
  
It is my hope that time and energy this year will allow for developing a physical and financial 
plan to ensure the viability of the building over the upcoming decades; it is a major part of our 
downtown, a resource for the community, and a sustainable plan for its' future is required. 
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ANNUAL REPORT OF THE ACADEMY TRUSTEES 
 
Henry Carey                                   Chairman 
 
Due to unforeseen circumstances the chairman was not able to submit a report for this year. 
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REPORT OF THE THOMASTON RECREATION DEPARTMENT 
 
Matthew Judkins               Recreation Director 
 
The purpose of this report is to summarize and inform the public of the activities, 
accomplishments, and goals of the Recreation Department in Thomaston, Maine during fiscal 
year 2010-11.   Despite transitions and a changing economic environment, our philosophy has 
not changed; to showcase excellence in programming and community services, demonstrate 
investment through improvement projects to make our facilities great, and focus on the future 
so we can get even better.    
 
The Thomaston Recreation Department offers a broad spectrum of leisure services to meet the 
needs of all segments of the community.  Providing athletic programs for youths make up the 
largest percentage of the department, with over 300 children involved from the kindergarten 
age to 15.  The continuous addition of adult programs is welcomed, as we currently offer 
indoor soccer, slow-pitch softball, and group skiing among others.  We are always looking to 
partner with groups and organizations to expand and offer additional activities.  Our 
partnership with the St. George Parks & Recreation Department gives Seniors Citizens the 
chance to participate in seasonal trips to various locations during the year, which are always 
successful. 
 
To further explore our programs and offerings, the numbers can be broken down by season 
and activity.  Flash back to last spring and the Recreation Department sponsored a Little 
League team for both softball as well as baseball, both competing in the Knox Suburban 
League.  In June, the Little League baseball team led by Darryl Townsend, defeated Appleton 
for the league championship.  The girl‘s softball team, coached by Holly Wichenbach also 
advanced to the league championship.  The farm league served as a developmental program, 
and was also successful, competing in baseball and softball against St. George and Cushing.  
Thomaston also sponsored tee-ball for children, as well as baseball and softball clinics in the 
spring.  The fact that Thomaston is able to play night games because of our field lights makes 
our facility one of the best in the area.   
 
The transition from spring to summer brings new programs for the Recreation Department, 
including summer clinics and camps for sports and activities.  Traditionally, soccer, 
basketball, and softball are the most successful summer clinics, but we hope to extend our 
offerings on a yearly basis.  Georges Valley High School‘s varsity coaches have traditionally 
partnered with the Recreation Department in offering clinics and we hope to extend a similar 
partnership with the new Oceanside High School athletic programs.   
 
As school starts in the fall, so does our soccer season, which had another successful year.  
Soccer programs for children ages kindergarten to sixth grade are offered, with the youngest 
ages participating in clinics.  The Georges Valley soccer coaches traditionally help organize 
and run these clinics, which are held in Thomaston as well as in St. George.  The 3rd & 4th 
grade as well as 5th & 6th grade groups competed in the Mid-Coast Soccer League, with the 
younger ages playing co-ed.  The 5th & 6th grade girl‘s team, coached by Peter Mitchell, Mark 
Brooks and Tara Murray, won the league title, defeating a strong Rockland team in the 
process.  The Mid-Coast League is comprised of teams from Thomaston/Cushing, St. George, 
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Warren, Waldoboro and Rockland, making the competition very tough for both girls and 
boys.  
 
In the late fall, the Recreation Department made two trips for seniors citizens to take part in.  
The first was a scenic ride to Mount Desert Island and Bar Harbor in October.  The 
Thomaston bus toured Acadia National Park, which was in prime ―leaf season‖ and the near 
perfect foliage made for a beautiful ride.  In early November there was another trip, this time 
to Freeport and Portland for those interested in shopping before the holiday rush.  Each trip 
had over 35 residents, and we look to host another outing for the seniors in the late spring. 
 
The winter programs included youth basketball for children ages kindergarten through sixth 
grade, which totaled over 75 participants from Thomaston alone.  The 5th/6th grade basketball 
league had another successful season, with two girl‘s teams and one boy‘s team.  This season 
Thomaston hosted the playoffs for the league, which consisted of 10 total teams, over 75 
players and a weekend long tournament held at Thomaston Grammar School and Georges 
Valley High School.  This tournament would not be held without the assistance of both the 
Thomaston and St. George Recreation Committee members as well as the cooperation from 
the schools for permitting the usage of the gymnasiums.  Thomaston also sponsored four 3rd/4th 
grade basketball teams (2 girls & 2 boys) with teams playing close to ten games and finishing 
the season with the annual Mussel Ridge Tournament in St. George.  The Kindergarten 
through second grade clinics for boys and girls were highly successful again this year, with 
over 50 participants.   
 
Basketball was not the only activity going on this past winter, as the Recreation Department 
sponsored a cheerleading team for girls ages 10 to 14.  The squad, led by first year coach Nikki 
Ballou, practiced from November to March twice per week.  The season concluded with at the 
Bangor Cheering competition in March, where over 30 teams from the state took part in.  The 
Recreation Department also held supervised ―Open Gym‖ time at Thomaston Grammar 
School on Sunday afternoons.  Within this time are different programs and activities each 
week for specific ages as well as family time.  Adult indoor soccer followed this time on 
Sundays, with many from the area participating.  The Recreation Department partnered with 
the Georges Valley High School Baseball program to host winter baseball clinics in February 
and March.  Being the only off-season clinic in the Mid-Coast area, there were up to 25 
attendees each week from many different towns, aging from 8 to 14.   
 
A new winter program was introduced this year with the addition of a ―ski group‖ on Fridays 
at the Camden Snow Bowl in Camden.  Thanks to a partnership with the Snow Bowl, we were 
able to offer discounted rates on lift tickets, rentals and lessons for both skiing and 
snowboarding.  As a weekly program, there were as many as 35 residents who took advantage 
of the great rates and wintry conditions.  Seeing as the Recreation Department does not offer 
transportation, it is not an official sponsored event, but we hope to extend our partnership 
with the Snow Bowl next season.   
 
 
Moving into the spring season, the Thomaston Recreation Department partnered with St. 
George Parks and Recreation and the Rockland Recreation Department to continue the indoor 
soccer program for children in 3rd to 6th grades.  The program was established in order to 
―bridge the gap‖ between the winter and spring seasons and was run by Georges Valley Lady  
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Buc soccer coaches Darryl Townsend and Dave Banda.  During the month of March there 
were 8 dates where participants split into small teams and played in a round-robin format.   
 
As all our youth sports go, the focus is on development and sportsmanship, instead of wins and 
losses.    This can sometimes be lost in the ―heat of the moment‖ and we all need to realize this 
from time to time.  Our motive for sportsmanship is to lead by example, from administrators 
to coaches, from coaches to players, and from players to parents and fans.   
 
In terms of goals for our department, one that cannot be measured in dollars and cents would 
be community involvement.  We always need more participation from our community 
members to volunteer, as without volunteers, we aren‘t able to offer such great programs for 
not only kids, but adults and seniors as well.  Another obvious goal would be researching and 
fund raising for a possible facility for our community.  The lack of a true facility not only 
hinders our program‘s ability to grow, but also creates a scheduling nightmare when 
competing with the schools for usage of their own buildings.  With a facility we could also offer 
additional programs, and not be complacent with just the current ones.  It‘s obviously an idea 
that would be for the long-term, but with the support of the community, there‘s no reason it 
couldn‘t happen in the coming years. 
 
We look to 2011 as another challenging year, but one that we as a team can face with 
confidence.   We look forward to serving our community and are encouraged by the support 
many in the community have offered us this year.  With the consolidation of schools, we hope 
that will lead to many more opportunities for our department to grow and provide programs 
for our youth. 
 
Before closing I would like to personally thank a few people who have made my transition to 
Recreation Director easier; Troy Smith, Wayne Judkins, Darryl Townsend, Carol Arsenault, 
as well as the entire Recreation Department Committee and all of our coaches and volunteers.  
I would also like to thank Town Manager Val Blastow for granting me the opportunity to lead 
the Recreation Department of Thomaston, as well as everyone at the town office for their 
helpfulness and assistance. 
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REPORT OF THE HARBOR COMMITTEE 
Peter McCrea                       Chairman 
 
Work on the Comprehensive Harbor Management Plan continued with the main committee 
focus on identifying harbor issues and concerns.   An outreach to Public Landing users 
soliciting their input on this topic was made in the form of a Harbor User Survey made 
available to citizens in the monthly Town Newsletter as well as on the Town website.  Response 
was good and numerous new viewpoints, concerns, and opportunities were received and 
discussed.  
 
Thomaston‘s Harbor Ordinance was modified to allow an Alternate on the committee, with the 
intention that an unrepresented sector of the harbor user group would be sought to fill the 
position.  A shellfish harvester was ‗signed on‖ as the first Alternate. 
Ongoing liaison with our national Congressional and Senate leaders has occurred on the topic 
of Thomaston‘s request to have it‘s harbor de-authorized from Federal Anchorage status, 
allowing governance by State and local ordinances. The Committee thanks State Senator Chris 
Rector for facilitating the dialog which led to the resubmission of our request and, hopefully, 
to its inclusion in future legislation. 
 
The request for de-authorization included a 100-word brief of why the request was being 
made, appended below: 
―The Town of Thomaston wishes to have its Harbor, presently classified a Federal Anchorage, 
de-authorized from FNP status and regulated by State and Town Ordinances.  De-
authorization will allow existing structures which support Thomaston's commercial working 
waterfront to remain in place without incurring penalties or refusal to conduct maintenance 
dredging in the adjoining St. Georges river Federal Channel.  Over 300 individuals are 
employed in harbor water-dependent activity in Thomaston.  Granting this de-authorization 
will ensure that the commercial working waterfront will remain vital and accessible in the 
future.  Recreational users will be positively affected by the availability of increased mooring 
density.‖ 
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HARBOR MASTER’S REPORT 
 
Gordon Mank, Jr.               Harbormaster  
 
It has been my pleasure to serve you as your Harbor Master for the past five years. 
 
 The many uses of the Thomaston harbor have continued to increase by both the recreational 
and commercial interest which launch from the Thomaston landing.  The Thomaston Harbor 
Committee has been working during the past year to create a comprehensive harbor 
management plan which may include de-authorization of the federal navigation channel which 
consist of the Thomaston Harbor proper from the granite monument to the Wadsworth Street 
bridge which would than allow the placement of a line of moored floats in the center of the 
harbor.  This would allow for the greater use of our limited space and hopefully satisfy the 
needs of the commercial and recreational boaters in our community.  
 
 I would like to thank the employees of the Thomaston Public Works, Thomaston Police 
Department, and Thomaston Fire Department for their help and support to me throughout the 
year in keeping the harbor, town landing, and Mayo Park safe and enjoyable for the boating 
public. 
 
For harbor related questions I can be reached at 354-6107 ext 260. Or my home phone  
207-975-6553.  
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Annual Report 
2010-2011 
 
www.thomaston.lib.me.us 
(207) 354-2453 
TPL@thomaston.lib.me.us 
 
Monday  11:00 to   7:00 
Tuesday  11:00 to   5:00 
Wednesday  11:00 to   7:00 
Thursday  11:00 to   5:00 
Friday   11:00 to   5:00 
Saturday  11:00 to   3:00 
 
Circulation Statistics: 
 
Number of items circulated during the 2010 calendar year: 36,944 
That’s more books than there are pages in ALL TWENTY VOLUMES of the Oxford 
English Dictionary! 
  
Average monthly circulation: 3,078 
 For comparison, in miles that’s the distance between Thomaston, Maine and Yuma, 
Arizona – The length of the country from the northeastern tip of the U.S. all the way to the 
southwestern border! 
  
Inter Library Loans: 812 
 That’s enough items from other libraries to put two items in every single parking space at 
the Rockland Walmart!  
 
Quick Comparison: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Annual Circulation 2007 - 2010
20152
30025
35430 36944
2007 2008 2009 2010
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Services Provided: The Library offers wireless internet on all floors and currently offers 9 
computers for public use, all of which are online and can print in color and black and white.  
Each computer offers word processing and is networked to a central printer.   
 
The library houses 24,090 items, with approximately one third of those items being for 
children.  The library actively purchases large print collections, popular and classic films, 
contemporary and best-selling fiction and non-fiction, as well as award winning children's 
literature, graphic novels, television series, and books about Maine and by Maine authors. 
 
The children's room contains a play area for young children, a new crafts and activities area, 
picture books, board books, chapter books, graphic novels and comic books, and classic 
children's movies on both VHS and DVD.   
 
The library houses two living room areas with love seats and overstuffed chairs, print and 
online subscriptions to the Bangor Daily News, the Portland Press Herald, the Herald Gazette, 
the New York Times (Sunday edition) and the Christian Science Monitor, as well as twenty 
seven print subscriptions to monthly and weekly magazines.   
 
The library staff offers reference and research assistance, computer troubleshooting, and help 
for special needs patrons daily.   
 
 
Programs: 
 
Friday Night Film Series (ongoing):  
 Presenter Erika Pfander and the Friends of the Library show classic and award 
winning films each Friday evening (weather permitting), free of charge. 
 
Hallway Books (ongoing):  
 The Friends of the Library, a 501(c)(3) nonprofit, maintain a used bookstore in the 
corridors of the library, where they sell used paperback and hardcover books, audio books, 
movies and more.  All proceeds go to library programs and supplies. 
 
Authors and Artists Among Us lecture series:  
 This year's lecture series, sponsored by the Friends of the Library and made possible by 
the Rose and Samuel Rudman Library Trust, brought in four artists and four authors to give 
talks about their work during the spring season.  Over 300 people attended the series, which 
was provided free of charge. 
 
Thomaston Family Story Hour 
 The Thomaston family story hour program brought many guest speakers to the library 
thoughout 2010, each of whom read stories and did activities with children and families in the 
community.  A complete list of our guest speakers is attached to the end of this report. 
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Community Displays Program: 
 The Community Displays Program provides display space in the library for any person 
to sign up and use, and has brought several artists to the library to display their work.  During 
2010 the library hosted: 
 An ongoing display of artifacts from the Thomaston Historical Society 
 Oil paintings by Jill Langdon, of Thomaston 
 A remote controlled bi-plane display, owned by William Dashiell 
 A doll collection owned by Lysbeth Andrews 
 Photography by Neil Shively, of Cushing 
 Sculpture and artwork by Diane Hebert, of Rockland 
 Graphite artwork by Doug Lane, of Friendship 
 
Open House Membership Drive: 
 In May of 2010 the Library hosted an Open House Membership Drive, which brought 
in roughly 25 people over the course of the day for grilled hot dogs, kids games and an evening 
concert from the Midcoast Community Band. 
 
Thomaston Reads Together! Summer Reading Program 
 Several events were held as part of this year‘s summer reading program, including a 
―Planes Trains and Automobiles‖ story hour sponsored by the Owls Head Transportation 
Museum, a visit from the Chewonki Foundation‘s traveling exhibit ―Owls of Maine‖ 
(sponsored by Lyman Morse Boatbuilding), and an awards ceremony in August honoring our 
most avid readers. 
 
Fall Festival: 
 On the 16th of October the library hosted a Fall Festival, which drew in large crowds of 
children and adults for a day of pumpkin decorating, face painting and fall treats.  Roughly 65 
persons were in attendance over the course of the day, and local artist Jill Langdon was on 
hand to paint faces and help with the pumpkin decorating.  30 pumpkins were provided to the 
library at a discounted rate by Weskeag Farms, and the Friends of the Library ran a half price 
sale on any and all books with the color orange on the cover. 
 
Volunteer Appreciation Dinner: 
 The library held the first of what is hoped to be many future volunteer appreciation 
dinners in October, with food and drinks donated by Janet Bosworth and the library trustees.  
All the library staff and volunteers were treated to a pasta dinner, and several volunteers who 
had gone above and beyond the call of duty were awarded thank you gifts for their generosity 
and time.  Alice and William Dashiell, Paula Michaud, Erika Pfander and Donna Tokarz all 
received small thank you gifts. 
 
Holiday Toy and Food Drive: 
 The library partnered with the Mid Coast Christian Academy in December to sponsor a 
toy and gift drive, which netted enough donations to provide Christmas gifts for six local 
families.  Families were identified by administrators of the MCCA.  Priority was given to 
families with a demonstrated need due to layoffs or illness who were not eligible for other 
forms of aid. 
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Changes to the Library Space 
 
Multi-purpose room:  A small room on the lower level of the library was outfitted with 
tables, chairs, book shelves, chalkboards, and a collection of reference materials to serve as a 
Multi-purpose room.  The room is regularly used by Bookwomen Unite!, a book club for girls 
and women, tutors and students from the English Language Learning program at Georges 
Valley HS, the Coastal Senior College, and other groups. 
 
Amelia Grace Dasheill Lighthouse: A lighthouse dollhouse was purchased as a kit by the 
Friends of the Thomaston Public Library and assembled by library volunteer Kay Masse.  The 
dollhouse was dedicated to the memory of Amelia Grace Dashiell, who died tragically in a car 
accident at a young age. 
 
Outdoors: Flagpole area, Bike racks, Library planters:  The area surrounding the 
flagpole on the route 1 side of the Academy Building was stripped of the bulk of its 
surrounding shrubbery in the summer of 2010, and plans are in place to re-invent the space in 
the spring of 2011.  Two bike racks and three new planters were installed in the library 
parking area, with the planters and garden being tended by Maryanne Blaisdell. 
 
Hallway Bookstore Storage: A storage room in the basement of the Academy building 
holding books for the Hallway Bookstore underwent serious renovation to remove books from 
cardboard boxes and put them on shelves, for ease of organization. 
 
 
Grants and Awards 
 
Rose and Samuel Rudman Grant: $1,000 
 The Rudman Grant was used by the Friends of the Library to finance their popular 
Authors and Artists Among Us Lecture series.  The grant enabled roughly 300 persons to meet 
with local artists and authors free of charge. 
 
The Walmart Foundation: $1,000 
 Friends of the Library treasurer William Dasheill wrote and received a grant from the 
Wal Mart Foundation to purchase new flat screen monitors for all the public computers in the 
library.  Fourteen new energy efficient monitors were purchased and have since greatly 
reduced the amount of electricity consumption. 
 
Davis Family Foundation: $10,000 
 The Davis Family Foundation grant was awarded to head librarian Brian Sylvester to 
design and implement the Community Displays program, which has provided display space for 
community members, local museums, and local artists.   
 
The Microsoft Corporation: 15 licenses for MS Office 2003 
A donation of fifteen software licenses from the Microsoft corporation allowed the library to 
install the Microsoft Office Suite on all 13 public access computers, giving all library visitors 
access to word processing, spreadsheet software, and powerpoint.  This donation was made 
possible by TechSoup, a website providing steeply discounted software to qualifying non-
profits.  The retail value of the software was roughly $7,000. 
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Library Staff 
Head Librarian - Brian Sylvester 
Assistant to the Head Librarian - Lisa Baker 
Library Assistant - Susan Dixson 
Library Assistant - Blake Donaldson 
Library Assistant - Judy Hines 
 
 
Library Board of Trustees 
Janet Bosworth, President 
Kay Sylvester, Vice President 
Sheilagh Guyer, Secretary 
William Dashiell, Treasurer 
Nancy C. Hall 
Harold Willey 
Jude Thomas 
Marla McGeady 
Diana Beach 
 
Library Volunteers 
Paula Michaud 
Mimi Zwick 
Marta Gains 
Martha Mitchell 
Kongshi Chen 
Fufei Chen 
Donna Tokarz 
Lysbeth Andrews 
Alice and William Dashiell 
Nancy Carter 
Pete Lammert 
Donald Beeman 
 
Friends of the Library 
 
Davene Fahy, President 
William Dashiell, Treasurer 
Amanda Shortall, Secretary 
Erika Pfander 
Lysbeth Andrews 
Alice Dashiell 
Mei Ling Cheung 
Shirley Hamlin 
Jeff Carty 
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Summer Reading Program Donors/SponsorsPortland Sea Dogs 
Lyman Morse Boatbuilding 
Flagship Cinema 
Monhegan Boat Line 
Friends of the Library 
Owls Head Transportation Museum 
 
Guest Readers at the Thomaston family Story Hour 
Nancy Carter, selectperson 
William Hahn, selectperson 
Kevin Haj, Chief of Police 
Henry Carey, Thomaston Academy Trustees 
Louise Demers, substituting for Valmore Blastow Jr., Town Manager 
Jaime Doubleday, RSU 13 Board member 
Chuck Kreuger, Maine House of Representatives 
Chris Rector, Maine State Senate 
Ellen Dyer, Montpelier: the General Henry Knox Museum 
 
Special thanks to David, Peter, and Gaylea Hynd for providing musical accompaniment 
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CONSERVATION COMMISSION REPORT 
Phillip Janes                                     Member 
 
The following were some of the major projects that the Town of Thomaston Conservation 
Committee pursued this past year: 
 
 Collected and organized photos of before and after pictures of the Town of Thomaston.  
These photos are intended to provide a pictorial history of the town.  The photos will be 
placed on the town website (as space is available). 
They will also be displayed in the Town Office window and other areas that promote the town and its 
features.  Eventually we would like to have a pamphlet printed (or a book) of these photos. 
 
 Planned a spring community hike from the town forest to Thomaston Green. At 
Thomaston Green held a dedication ribbon cutting for the new park and overlook. 
 
 Developed plans for improved public access to town property on Fish Street at Mill River 
such as hiking paths, picnic areas, sitting benches, fishing spots for young people and 
interpretive signage. 
 
Photos have been gathered from a number of sources and are in a 3-ring binder.  They are also 
being prepared for display in the Town Offices windows and the display will be changed 
periodically.  Some pictures will be placed on the town‘s web site; hopefully they will be placed 
in other areas that promote the town and its features 
 
This will be a continuing project through 2011.  Developing a brochure or booklet will be a 
goal of this project.  We will be continually collecting photos to expand this project.  If you 
have historic or scenic photos of Thomaston please contact one of the committee member or 
email them to John Fancy at thompcd@midcoast.com 
 
The community hike scheduled for early spring was to include the dedication of Thomaston 
Green Trails & Park but the hike and dedication were changed to join with The Thomaston 
Redevelopment Committee‘s groundbreaking celebration. 
 
The celebration was to be on July 24th and in preparation for this event we met several times 
with The Thomaston Redevelopment Committee and other community leaders. 
 
Jay Astle from the Georges River Land Trust had the trail cleaned for the spring hike.  Many 
of the trails and footbridges have been upgraded.  Materials were supplied by the Thomaston 
Pollution Department. 
 
The hike began on July 24th at the Thomaston Pollution Prevention trail parking lot.  Several 
members of the committee greeted hikers at the entrance of the trail. The hikers were given 
water, tee shirts, and applications to those who might be interested on serving on the 
Thomaston Conservation Committee. 
 
We had several families take the trail that exited at Thomaston Green in time for the 
celebration ceremonies.  During the groundbreaking ceremony we had an informational table 
with colorful brochures detailing the Thomaston Town - Oyster River Bog Section Georges 
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Highland Path and an updated brochure of Thomaston Village Trail.  (Updating of these 
brochures were done by our partners from Georges River Land Trust) committee members 
answered questions and handed out literature at the display table. 
 
The committee will continue to develop plans for improved public access to town property on 
Fish Street at Mill River such as the hiking path, picnic areas, sitting benches, fishing spots for 
young people and interpretive signage 
 
Other Committee activities: 
 
Included in the Town of Thomaston‘s Municipal Newsletter were the directions to Hiking 
Trails of Thomaston and The Town Forest/Georges Highland Path. 
 
A number of the committee members walked the Town Forest boundaries to review that the 
boundaries were well marked and to evaluate what action was needed to update the markers. 
 
Most of the Thomaston Village trail will have sidewalks with the completion of paving of 
Gleason Street and Thatcher Street, Only a small section of Wadsworth Street and Roxbury 
Street still need paved sidewalks.  
 
Projects for 2011: 
 
Continue with the photo project; collecting photos, posting at the Town Offices, and publishing 
them in some informative form. 
 
Plan the annual community hike. 
 
Work to recruit more committee members. 
 
Improve entrances and accessibility to Highland Path at Route 1, Town Forest and Beechwood 
Street.  The improvements would include granite benches, (these benches are from the 
Warren/Thomaston Oyster River Bridge), new signs and plantings. 
 
The committee wishes to express our gratitude for the support of Georges River Land Trust 
and especially Jay Astle 
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THOMASTON HISTORICAL SOCIETY 
 
 Margaret McCrea                                    Member                                              
 
The mission of the Thomaston Historical Society is to offer education on the history of the 
Town of Thomaston, Maine and the surrounding areas.  To accomplish this we collect, 
preserve, and catalogue documents, letters, diaries, ledgers, photographs and other artifacts 
that contain information or are pertinent to the history and growth of the Thomaston area. We 
are dedicated to maintaining such records in the best possible conditions to ensure their safety 
and longevity, and to making them available to the public.    
 
Throughout the past year, the Society welcomed the following gifts: 19th century business 
account ledger; copy of Journals of Hezekiah Prince, Jr.; Thomaston-related paper ephemera-
cookbooks, 1890 newspaper, album of clippings and three old druggist bottles; two large boxes 
of memorabilia from the Keegan family (Patrick Keegan arrived in Thomaston in the 18th 
century and was a successful business man at Mill River); early photo of the Green Street 
school; THS baseball lapel pin; early photos and news clippings from the Elliot family, 1937-38 
and 1942 copies of Sea Breeze plus b/w photo of 1942 graduation class of THS;  l858 Weight 
Book belonging to Edward K. O‘Brien; and copies of two letters written by Thomaston sea 
captains.  Thank you to all who have contributed these items.  We respectfully urge everyone 
to keep us in mind when cleaning out   attics or basements.  Nothing is too insignificant, if it 
pertains to Thomaston history.  In turn, if you have questions about early Thomaston, please 
do not hesitate to call 354-2295 for answers. 
 
Over the past year, we have been very busy.  The Internet continues to provide an efficient 
means of research for hundreds of individuals seeking information on family members and 
early Thomaston history, and due to this availability, two THS volunteers process hundreds of 
queries throughout the year.  In reality, we find ourselves playing the role of Thomaston‘s 
Chamber of Commerce.  Real Estate agencies have contacted us for our various brochures to 
include in promotional packets. Queries regarding contemporary times include those 
requesting contact info for locations of current businesses, what it is like to live in Thomaston 
and the amenities available in the area, why the elm trees were removed and the houses are 
painted white!  Over 40 genealogy-related questions were handled along with requests for 
obituaries, which a researcher finds by checking old Rockland or Currier Gazettes.  Research 
and answers are provided for several inquiries on the location and history of individual 
Thomaston ancestral homes. 
 
Countless questions are routinely received pertaining to Thomaston mariners and Thomaston-
built vessels.  Currently, we are exchanging correspondence with the Hawaii Underseas 
Research Lab regarding the ship Edward O‘Brien (Big Edward), completed in Edward 
O‘Brien‘s shipyard the year of his death.  Although it remains uncertain, remains of the wreck 
may have been discovered on a recent diving mission.  We await further updates.  In addition, 
we field a myriad of Thomaston history-related questions, some of which include those on the 
State Prison and its former residents, cemeteries, the railroad and the old fort, formerly 
located on the site of the Lyman Morse Shipyard below the Farmhouse. 
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Member Marsha Douty led a Genealogy Workshop in June, sharing her expertise and 
considerable knowledge of ancestral research.  She demonstrated how to use the computer to 
access different online resources to an appreciative group of genealogical enthusiasts.  
 
THS cooperated with the Rockland Kiwanis Club members as we once again turned the 
Farmhouse into Santa‘s magical North Pole Workshop for the Jingle Bell Express, the 
terminus for the annual Christmas train ride from Rockland.  There is nothing more historical 
than Santa! 
 
A society volunteer has created two Power Point lectures designed for presentations.  
―Thomaston 101” touches on the significant highlights of the town‘s formation and progress 
from the 18th century to the present, and runs approximately one hour.  “Thomaston Kids’Play 
– Learning the History of Early Thomaston” provides an illustrated talk for young students 
about life in Thomaston in the early 19th century, and is popular with local fifth graders.  Both 
programs are available for interested groups. Upon request we continue to conduct walking 
tours of the village, and open the museum to school groups. 
 
The Thomaston Library recently designed a showcase to display THS artifacts.  We are most 
appreciative of this partnership offer from the library staff that offers wonderful exposure to 
society collections.  Be sure to look for these rotating exhibits in the library hallway.  
 
We remain committed to maintaining the Knox Farmhouse, one of the oldest structures in the 
town, built in 1796 as a farmhouse on the estate of Major-General Henry Knox on lower Knox 
Street.  The Farmhouse serves as our headquarters, and from June-August, the museum is 
open from 2-4 p.m. Tuesday through Thursday.  There is no fee to visit the museum, although 
donations are encouraged.  A telephone number is posted for special appointments to enter the 
building. 
 
As a way to meet annual operating expenses, we offer three membership categories to 
individuals wishing to support our efforts:  Individual, $18; Family, $25; and Business or 
Organization, $50.  Receipts from membership dues go directly toward office and operating 
expenses for the building and grounds.  Our ―staff‖ and Board of Directors are volunteers 
dedicated to the success of the society, and we encourage individuals who want to learn more 
about Thomaston‘s history or to become involved to please contact us at 354-2314.  We 
welcome your interest and suggestions.  A work party usually meets on Tuesday afternoons 
from 1-3 to work on archival projects or museum exhibitions, and anyone is welcome to drop 
by. 
 
In May, June, August, September and October, the society holds monthly membership 
meetings on the second Tuesday of the month, which are open to the public.  We gather at 7 
p.m., partaking of light refreshments until the start of a short business meeting at 7:30, 
followed by speakers on topics of historical interest or authors of regional books.   
 
All are invited to the General Henry Knox Wreath-laying Ceremony held on the Saturday in 
July closest to his birthday, July 25th.  A group will start to gather at his gravesite in the 
Village Cemetery at 10 a.m. with a ceremony starting at 10:30 a.m. on Saturday, July 23, 2011.  
We will be joined by the Major General Henry Knox Masonic Lodge from Boston; Order of 
the Founders & Patriots of America; Daughters of the American Revolution; General Henry 
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Knox Museum; Sons of the American Revolution; Women Descendants of Ancient and 
Honorable Artillery; Society of the Cincinnati, MA Chapter from North Andover; Orient 
Lodge of Masons; Boy Scouts of America; Grand Lodge of Maine; Sons of Union Veterans of 
Civil War; American Legion; and Thomaston Historical Society.  Please join us as we pay 
tribute to our town patriot, General Henry Knox.   
 
The society endeavors to aid the town in acquiring and preserving items of historic value to its 
residents, and enthusiastically lends its support to projects as they occur.  In return, we are 
most appreciative to the Town of Thomaston for its continued annual support. 
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A Message from Senator Christopher Rector 
  
Dear Friends and Neighbors:   
  
It is an honor to represent you in the Maine Senate, and I am grateful for the trust  
you have placed in me to work for the betterment of this community and our region.   
  
The State of Maine, like many of us, is experiencing tough economic times.  Currently  
the state is facing an estimated $800 million revenue shortfall for the next two-year  
budget.  In order to bring the budget into balance, the Governor, along with the 
Legislature, must make some significant changes in the way state services are delivered  
and how taxpayer money is spent.  The Legislature is committed to crafting a budget  
that reins in the unsustainable growth of state government, prioritizes core services  
like public health and safety, education, a safety net for our most vulnerable citizens,  
and our transportation infrastructure.  Despite the challenges we face, this is an  
opportunity to retool state government, reduce the size of the bureaucracy, carefully 
 review the effectiveness of current programs, and set Maine on the right course.     
  
One of our first orders of business when the 125th Legislature convened in December  
was the passage of LD 1, An Act to Ensure Regulatory Fairness and Reform.  The bill  
recognizes that one of the biggest impediments to job creation and keeping our young  
people in Maine is the regulatory burden the state currently imposes on business.   
Given this, LD 1 proposes to reach out to businesses and workers to identify 
duplicative and unnecessary regulations and eliminate or propose changes to these  
regulations in order to improve the business climate and encourage job creation and  
retention and expand opportunities for Maine people.   
  
I am hopeful that by reining in state spending, prioritizing our wants and needs and  
developing strategies for improving our business environment, we can put Maine back  
on track toward prosperity and create the opportunities that will keep our young people  
here in Maine.   
 
Again, thank you for entrusting me to represent you in Augusta.  Please feel free to contact  
me if you ever need my help in navigating the state bureaucracy.  I would be happy to help  
in any way that I can.  I can be reached in Augusta at 287-1505, at home at 354-6571 or  
by e-mail at cwrector@hotmail.com.     
  
Sincerely, 
Chris Rector  
State Senator 
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House of Representatives 
State of Maine 
 
 
Dear Friends and Neighbors, 
 
 
It is an honor and a privilege to serve as your Representative to the 125th Maine 
Legislature.   
 
In these challenging times, I pledge to listen to everyone and consider all available 
information before casting critical votes.  I try hard to never lose sight of the fact that 
cost-shifting at the State level often leads to higher taxes locally; and I’m in total 
agreement with those who feel that most folks cannot simply continue to absorb tax 
increases.  This leads to some very tough choices that lie ahead.  I will do my level 
best to make the best decisions I possibly can.   
Of course, I can do my best work in Augusta with reasoned input from the people of 
District 48.   Please contact me with any questions or comments about any matter of 
Maine State Government, or if you’d like to receive an occasional update from me by 
e-mail on activities, issues, etc. 
 
Phone:   354-8928   Toll-free at the State House:  800-423-2900 
E-mail:  cbk@midcoast.com         www.maine.gov/legis 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to work for you in Augusta. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Rep. Chuck Kruger 
 
 
Representing House District 48: St. George, Thomaston, South Thomaston, part of Owl’s Head, Matinicus and the 
Unorganized Territory of Criehaven 
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THOMASTON TRUST FUNDS 
ENDING BALANCES 6/30/10 
CEMETERY FUNDS 
Operating Fund – Checking           $ 5,591.11 
Helen McBride Flower Fund       467.62 
Addie Guild Stone Cleaning        815.62  
Leighton CD                  4,695.10 
Thomaston Cemetery/Leighton fund – Market Value                 $368,585.67   
TOTAL CEMETERY FUNDS                             $380,155.12 
 
DIETZ SCHOLARSHIP 
Dietz Savings                    790.89 
Dietz CD            $ 74,157.56 
TOTAL DIETZ SCHOLARSHIP FUND                             $ 74,948.45 
 
CHARITY FUNDS 
Lions Club                 1,917.68  
Charitable CD             135,196.94 
 Watts Fund 
 Mary E. Campbell 
 E.P. George Hospital Fund 
 Cassandra A. Washburn 
Mary Watts Fund 
Samuel Watts – Checking        $     4,128.22 
* Maine Community Foundation      $   64,750.45 
Thomaston Charity Fund – Market Value                                                $ 197,060.21 
Charitable Fund CD        $ 287,532.11 
TOTAL CHARITY FUNDS                                   $ 690,585.61 
 
THOMASTON PUBLIC LIBRARY TRUST FUNDS 
Petty Cash         $        150.00 
Operating Fund – Checking     $     1,180.80 
Book Fund – Checking       $     1,048.86 
Public Library Book Fund – Market Value    $ 305,964.96 
Library Agency Fund – Market Value     $ 867,443.97 
TOTAL LIBRARY FUNDS             $ 1,175,788.59 
 
TOTAL THOMASTON TRUST FUNDS             $ 2,321,477.77 
 
 
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT FUND               $  686,978.71 
TIF                    $  425,896.66 
                  $ 1,112,875.37 
 
* These Funds are held independently by Maine Community Foundation 
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TOWN OF THOMASTON, MAINE 
Notes to Basic Financial Statements 
 
 
SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES 
 
The Town of Thomaston, Maine is located in Knox County.  It was incorporated in 1777 and operates under a 
Town Manager-Board of Selectmen form of government. 
 
The financial statements of the Town of Thomaston, Maine have been prepared in conformity with generally 
accepted accounting principles (GAAP) as applicable to governmental units.  The Governmental Accounting 
Standards Board (GASB) is the accepted standard-setting body for establishing governmental accounting and 
financial reporting principles.  The more significant of the Town's accounting policies are described below. 
 
A. Reporting Entity 
 
 In evaluating how to define the reporting entity, for financial reporting purposes, management has 
considered all potential component units.  The decision to include a potential component unit was 
made by applying the criteria set forth by generally accepted accounting principles.  This criterion 
defines the reporting entity as the primary government and those component units for which the 
primary government is financially accountable.  Financial accountability is defined as appointment of a 
voting majority of the component unit's board, and either a) the ability to impose will by the primary 
government, or b) the possibility that the component unit will provide a financial benefit to or impose 
a financial burden on the primary government.  Application of this criterion and determination of type 
of presentation involves considering whether the activity benefits the government and/or its citizens, 
or whether the activity is conducted within the geographic boundaries of the government and is 
generally available to its citizens.  Based upon the application of these criteria, it was determined that 
there are no potential component units which should be included within the Town's financial 
statements. 
 
 Joint Ventures 
 
 The Town has entered into two joint ventures with other entities.  These joint ventures are considered 
to be separate reporting entities and have not been included within the Town’s financial statements.  
These joint ventures are as follows: 
 
  Owls Head, South Thomaston, Thomaston Solid Waste Corp. - This entity operates a transfer 
facility for solid waste.  The following entities are participants:  Thomaston, Owls Head, South 
Thomaston and the Maine State Prison.  The budget is prepared annually by the Owls Head, South 
Thomaston, Thomaston Solid Waste Corp. Manager.  Costs are allocated between parties as 
follows: 
 
   Thomaston 44% 
   Owls Head 24% 
   South Thomaston 21% 
   Maine State Prison 11% 
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SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES, CONTINUED 
 
  Financial information for this entity as of December 31, 2009 was reported as follows: 
 
   General fund assets $  7,991    
   General fund liabilities  -           
    
   General fund balance  $  7,991    
 
   Capital project fund balance  $ 97,573    
 
  George’s River Interlocal Clam Management Group - The Town has entered into an interlocal 
agreement with the Towns of Cushing, St. George, South Thomaston and Warren to assist in 
development of plans to control, harvest and preserve the natural resources of the George’s River.  
No financial information is available at this time.  The funds are administered by the Town of 
Warren.   
 
B.     Government-wide and Fund Financial Statements 
 
The government-wide financial statements (i.e., the statement of net assets and the statement of 
activities) report information on all of the nonfiduciary activities of the Town.  For the most part, the 
effect of interfund activity has been removed from these statements.  Governmental activities, which 
normally are supported by taxes and intergovernmental revenues, are reported separately from 
business-type activities, which rely to a significant extent on fees and charges for support.  
 
The statement of activities demonstrates the degree to which the direct expenses of a given function 
or segment are offset by program revenues.  Direct expenses are those that are clearly identifiable 
with a specific function or segment.  The Town has elected not to allocate indirect costs among the 
programs, functions and segments.  Program revenues include 1) charges to customers or applicants 
who purchase, use, or directly benefit from goods, services, or privileges provided by a given function 
or segment and 2) grants and contributions that are restricted to meeting the operational or capital 
requirements of a particular function or segment.  Taxes and other items not properly included among 
program revenues are reported as general revenues. 
 
  Separate financial statements are provided for governmental funds, proprietary funds, and 
fiduciary funds, even though the latter are excluded from the government-wide financial statements.  
Major individual governmental funds are reported as separate columns in the fund financial statements.   
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C.    Measurement Focus, Basis of Accounting and Financial Statement Presentation 
 
The government-wide financial statements are reported using the economic resources measurement 
focus and the accrual basis of accounting, as are the fiduciary fund financial statements.  Revenues are 
recorded when earned and expenses are recorded when a liability is incurred, regardless of the timing of 
related cash flows.  Property taxes are recognized as revenues in the year for which they are levied.  
Grants and similar items are recognized as revenue as soon as all eligibility requirements imposed by the 
provider have been met. 
 
Governmental fund financial statements are reported using the current financial resources 
measurement focus and the modified accrual basis of accounting.  Revenues are recognized as soon as 
they are both measurable and available.  Revenues are considered to be available when they are 
collectible within the current period or soon enough thereafter to pay liabilities of the current period.  
For this purpose, the government considers revenues to be available if they are collected within 60 days 
of the end of the current fiscal period.  Expenditures generally are recorded when a liability is incurred, 
as under accrual accounting.   
 
SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES, CONTINUED 
 
However, debt service expenditures, as well as certain compensated absences and claims and 
judgments, are recorded only when the payment is due.  Those revenues susceptible to accrual are 
property taxes, interest, and charges for services.  Other receipts and taxes become measurable and 
available when cash is received by the Town and are recognized as revenue at that time.  
 
Entitlements and shared revenues are recorded at the time of receipt or earlier if the susceptible to 
accrual criteria are met.  Expenditure-driven grants are recognized as revenue when the qualifying 
expenditures have been incurred and all other grant requirements have been met. 
 
The Town reports the following major governmental funds: 
 
The General Fund is the Town’s primary operating fund.  It accounts for all financial resources of the 
general government, except those required to be accounted for in another fund. 
 
The TIF Fund is a fund that accounts for property taxes dedicated under an approved credit 
enhancement agreement for specific uses. 
 
The Non-TIF fund is a fund used to account for various economic development projects and 
initiatives. 
 
 The Town reports the following major proprietary fund: 
 
The Pollution Control Fund accounts for the operation of a pollution control system. 
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 Additionally, the Town reports the following fund type: 
 
Fiduciary funds account for assets held by the Town in a trustee capacity or as an agent on behalf of 
others. The Town’s fiduciary funds include the following fund types: 
   
Private-purpose trust funds are used to report the activity of bequests left for charitable 
payments and for scholarship awards.  These assets are held by the Town in a trustee capacity, 
whereby the original bequest is preserved as nonexpendable and the accumulated interest 
earnings are available to provide for educational awards. 
 
Agency funds account for assets held by the Town as an agent for individuals, private 
organizations, other governments and/or funds.  The Town serves as an agent for the Fourth of 
July funds.  
 
Private-sector standards of accounting and financial reporting issued prior to December 1, 1989, 
generally are followed in both the government-wide and proprietary fund financial statements to the 
extent that those standards do not conflict with or contradict guidance of the Governmental 
Accounting Standards Board.  Governments also have the option of following subsequent private-
sector guidance for their business-type activities and enterprise funds, subject to the same limitation.  
The Town has elected not to follow subsequent private-sector guidance. 
 
As a general rule, the effect of inter-fund activity has been eliminated from the government-wide 
financial statements.  Exceptions to this general rule are charges between the Town’s pollution control 
fund and various other functions of the government.  Elimination of these charges would distort the 
direct costs and program revenues reported for the various functions concerned.  Amounts reported as 
program revenues include 1) charges to customers or applicants for goods, services, or privileges 
provided, 2) operating grants and contributions, and 3) capital grants and contributions, including special 
assessments.  Internally dedicated resources are reported as general revenues rather than as program 
revenues.  Likewise, general revenues include all taxes. 
 
SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES, CONTINUED 
 
Proprietary funds distinguish operating revenues and expenses from nonoperating items.  Operating 
revenues and expenses generally result from providing services and producing and delivering goods in 
connection with a proprietary fund’s principal ongoing operations.  The principal operating revenues of 
the Town’s proprietary fund is charges to customers for sales and services; operating expenses include 
the cost of sales and services, administrative expenses, and depreciation on capital assets.  All revenues 
and expenses not meeting this definition are reported as nonoperating revenues and expenses. 
 
D. Cash and Investments 
 
 Cash includes amounts in demand deposits as well as time deposits and certificates of deposits 
acquired by the Town.  State statutes authorize the Town to invest in obligations of the U.S. Treasury, 
commercial paper, corporate bonds and repurchase agreements. Investments are carried at fair value.  
For purposes of the statement of cash flows, all highly liquid investments are considered to be cash 
equivalents. 
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E. Short-term Interfund Receivables/Payables 
 
 During the year, loans may occur between individual funds for cash flow purposes.  These receivables 
and payables are classified as "interfund receivables or payables" on the balance sheet.   
 
 
F. Capital Assets 
 
Capital assets, which include property, plant, equipment, and infrastructure assets (e.g., roads, bridges, 
sidewalks, and similar items), are reported in the applicable governmental or business-type activities 
columns in the government-wide financial statements.  Capital assets are defined by the Town as assets 
with an initial, individual cost of more than $500 and an estimated useful life in excess of one year.  Such 
assets are recorded at historical cost or estimated historical cost if purchased or constructed.  Donated 
capital assets are recorded at estimated fair market value at the date of donation.    
 
The costs of normal repairs and maintenance that do not add to the value of the asset or materially 
extend assets lives are not capitalized. 
 
Major outlays for capital assets and improvements are capitalized as projects are constructed.  If material, 
interest incurred during the construction phase of capital assets of business-type activities is included as 
part of the capitalized value of the assets constructed.   
 
 Property, plant, and equipment of the primary government are depreciated using the straight-line 
method over the assets' estimated useful lives ranging from 5 to 50 years as follows: 
 
For all capital assets; buildings, 
vehicles, equipment, infrastructure 
and sewer related assets the Town 
elects to use the depreciation 
approach as defined by GASB 
Statement No. 34 for reporting.   
 
SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT 
ACCOUNTING POLICIES, CONTINUED 
 
G. Long-term Obligations 
 
In the government-wide financial statements, and proprietary fund types in the fund financial statements, 
long-term debt and other long-term obligations are reported as liabilities in the applicable governmental 
activities or business-type activities statement of net assets.  Bond premiums and discounts, as well as 
issuance costs if material to basic financial statements, are deferred and amortized over the life of the 
bonds using the straight-line method.  Bonds payable are reported net of the applicable bond premium or 
discount.  Bond issuance costs are reported as deferred charges and amortized over the term of the 
related debt. 
 
H. Fund Equity 
 
Assets Years
Roads 40
Buildings 40
Equipment 5-15
Pump stations 35-50
Sewer facility 30
Sewer lines 30-50
Vehicles 10-25
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 In the fund financial statements, governmental funds report reservations of fund balance for amounts 
that are not available for appropriation or are legally restricted by outside parties for use for a specific 
purpose.  Designations of fund balance represent tentative management plans that are subject to 
change.   
 
I. Interfund Transactions 
 
 Quasi-external transactions are accounted for as revenues or expenditures/expenses.  Transactions 
that constitute reimbursements to a fund for expenditures initially made from it that are properly 
applicable to another fund, are recorded as expenditures in the reimbursing fund and as reductions of 
expenditures in the fund that is reimbursed.  All other interfund transactions, except quasi-external 
transactions and reimbursements, are reported as transfers.   
 
J. Comparative Data 
 
 Comparative total data for the prior period have been presented in the accompanying financial 
statements in order to provide an understanding of changes in the Town's financial position and 
operations.  However, comparative data have not been presented in all statements because their 
inclusion would make certain statements unduly complex and difficult to understand. 
 
K. Accrued Compensated Absences 
 
It is the government’s policy to permit employees to accumulate earned but unused vacation and sick 
pay benefits.  Upon retirement, employees shall be compensated for up to 30 days of accumulated 
sick time at the daily rate at the time of retirement.  All vacation pay is accrued when incurred in the 
government-wide and proprietary fund financial statements.  A liability for these amounts is reported 
in governmental funds only if they have matured, for example, as a result of employee resignations 
and retirements.  The amount of accrued compensated absences amounted to $67,514 at June 30, 
2010 and $106,362 at June 30, 2009.   
 
L. Use of Estimates 
 
 Preparation of the Town’s financial statements requires management to make estimates and 
assumptions that affect the reported amounts of assets and liabilities and disclosure of contingent 
items at the date of the financial statements and the reported amounts of revenues and 
expenses/expenditures during the reporting period.  Actual results could differ from those estimates. 
 
 
STEWARDSHIP, COMPLIANCE AND ACCOUNTABILITY 
 
Budget 
 
The Town utilizes a formal budgetary accounting system to control revenues and expenditures accounted 
for in the General Fund.  This budget is established in accordance with the various laws of the State of 
Maine, which governs the Town's operations.  The budget has been prepared consistent with the modified 
accrual basis of accounting. 
 
The Selectmen have been given authorization to move up to 10% of the unexpended balances from various 
line items as needed to provide for smooth transition of Town business. 
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All unexpended appropriations lapse at year end unless specific approval is granted at a Town meeting to 
carry such amounts forward. 
 
Excess of Expenditures Over Appropriations 
 
For the year ended June 30, 2010, expenditures exceeded appropriations in the following departments:      
  
   Assessor $  8,973  unanticipated legal expenditures    
   Ambulance  38,436  offset by funding per diem 
   General assistance 14,692  reimbursed by DHS, SSI and Samuel Watts 
 
Transfer of Budgeted Items 
 
The following items in the budget column on Statement 6 have been restated as follows: 
  
Expenditures as budgeted (original) $ 5,906,367  
Recognition of CDBG Façade Grant 34,523 
Utilization of fund balance and capital reserves  238,852    
 
         Budget as shown (final) $ 6,179,742    
 
DEPOSITS AND INVESTMENTS 
 
A. Deposits 
 
Custodial Credit Risk-Town Deposits:  Custodial credit risk is the risk that in the event of a bank failure, 
the Town’s deposits may not be returned to it.  The Town does not have a deposit policy for custodial 
credit risk. As of June 30, 2010, the Town holds deposits of $1,838,624 with a bank balance of 
$1,949,724.  $447,793 of the Town’s bank balances were exposed to custodial credit risk (amounts on 
deposit exceeded F.D.I.C. limits per banking institution) due to balance being uninsured and 
uncollateralized. 
 
 
DEPOSITS AND INVESTMENTS, CONTINUED 
 
B.   Investments 
  
 At June 30, 2010, the Town reported investments with the following maturities:   
        
 Fair Less than   More than 
 value 1 year 1-5 years 6-10 years  10 years 
 
 U. S. Treasuries/Corp Bonds $   592,350 264,841 249,446            78,063    -         
 Equities/stock 895,141      not applicable   
  Money Market (1) 271,821     -                not applicable             
 Repurchase agreements 1,601,405 1,601,405 -    -     -     
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 Mutual funds (1) 267,274   not applicable   
  
           Total investments $ 3,627,991 
  
   (1) Mutual funds and Money Market funds are not considered securities and are exempt from 
risk disclosure noted above.   
 
 Deposits and investments have been reported as either cash or investments as follows: 
  
   Reported in governmental funds $ 3,992,360 
   Reported in proprietary fund 763,567 
   Reported in fiduciary funds 710,688 
 
   Total deposits and investments $ 5,466,615 
 
   Disclosed as deposits (above) $ 1,838,624 
   Disclosed as investments (above) 3,627,991 
 
   Total deposits and investments $ 5,466,615 
  
 Interest Rate Risk:  The Town does not currently have a policy which limits the maturities of 
investments to certain time periods.  However, it is the Town’s general practice to deposit 
governmental and proprietary funds in short-term deposits. Excess governmental and proprietary 
funds on hand daily are swept by the banking institution into overnight repurchase agreements or 
indexed mutual funds.  Only Library, Cemetery, and Charity funds are currently invested in longer 
term U.S. treasuries or equities (through a financial institution trust department). 
 
Credit Risk: Maine statutes authorize the Town to invest in obligations of the U.S. Treasury and U.S. 
agencies, repurchase agreements and certain corporate stocks and bonds.  As of June 30, 2010, the 
majority of the Town’s investments are in U.S. treasuries or in a repurchase agreement 
collateralized by U.S. treasuries.  The Town’s investments in corporate bonds were rated by 
Standard & Poor’s as follows:    
 
   
  Bank of Oklahoma $ 50,000  BB+ 
  Bank of America 20,000 AA- 
  Boston Scientific 50,200 BB+ 
  Campbell Soup Company 40,000 A- 
  Conoco Funding Co 30,000 A+  
  Goldman Sachs Group Inc 10,000 AA 
  Goldman Sachs Grp 20,000 AA 
Occidental Petroleum  10,000  A+ 
 
 
 
DEPOSITS AND INVESTMENTS, CONTINUED 
Quebec Province  $ 20,000 A+ 
Radioshack Corp  49,505 BB 
Transocean Inc  50,000 BBB- 
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United Technologies Corp  30,000 A 
Washington REIT  50,000 BBB+ 
Wrigley WM  50,000 NR 
 
Custodial Credit Risk-Town’s investments:  For investments, custodial credit risk is the risk that, in 
the event of failure of the counterparty, the Town will not be able to recover the value of its 
investments or collateral securities that are in the possession of an outside party.  Of the Town’s 
$1,601,405 investment in repurchase agreements, 100% was collateralized by underlying securities 
held by the related bank, which were not in the Town’s name.   
 
PROPERTY TAX 
 
Property taxes for the period were committed on September 30, 2010, on the assessed value listed as of 
April 1, 2010 for all real and personal property located in the Town.  Assessed values are periodically 
established by the Town's Assessor at 100% of assumed market value.  The Town underwent an equalization 
project for tax valuation which took effect in 2010. 
 
The Town is permitted by the laws of the State of Maine to levy taxes up to 105% of its net budgeted 
expenditures for the related fiscal period.  The amounts raised in excess of 100% are referred to as overlay, 
and amounted to $43,196 for the year ended June 30, 2010. 
 
Tax liens are placed on real property within twelve months following the tax commitment date if taxes are 
delinquent.  The Town has the authority to foreclose on property eighteen months after the filing of the lien 
if the tax liens and associated costs remain unpaid. 
 
Property taxes levied during the year were recorded as receivables at the time the levy was made.  The 
receivables collected during the period and in the first sixty days following the end of the fiscal period have 
been recorded as revenues.  The remaining receivables have been recorded as deferred revenues. 
 
 
The following summarizes the levy: 
  Year ended  Year ended 
  June 30, June 30, 
  2010 2009 
 
 Assessed value $ 370,820,241 367,261,261     
 Tax rate (per $1,000) 15.48  14.95 
 Commitment 5,740,297 5,490,556    
 Less: 
  Abatements (current year only) 10,387 41,594    
  Collections 5,278,154 5,008,623 
   Current taxes receivable  451,756 440,339    
 Taxes receivable--prior years (excluding liens) 17,380 19,763 
 Total taxes receivable--all years $    469,136       460,102  
 
PROPERTY TAX, CONTINUED 
  
 Due dates December 2, 2009 December 3, 2009  
    June 2, 2010 June 3, 2009 
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 Interest rate on delinquent taxes--current period 9.00% 11.00%  
 Collection rate--current period 92.1% 91.9%  
 
CAPITAL ASSETS 
 
Capital asset activity for the year ended June 30, 2010 was as follows: 
   
 Balance   Balance 
 June 30,   June 30, 
 2009 Increases Decreases 2010 
 Governmental activities: 
 Capital assets, not being depreciated: 
 Land $       39,800 -    -    39,800 
 Construction in progress        710,812 1,279,348  1,990,160 -        
 Total capital assets not being depreciated 750,612 1,279,348 1,990,160 39,800 
 Capital assets, being depreciated: 
 Land improvements   193,220   -    -    193,220  
 Buildings  187,481 -    -    187,481  
 Building improvements 1,796,241 -    -    1,796,241 
 Vehicles  1,414,386 -    -    1,414,386 
 Machinery and equipment 747,297 86,396 -    833,693 
 Infrastructure 3,825065 2,137,958 -    5,963,023 
 Furniture and fixtures 72,965 -    -    72,965 
 Total capital assets being depreciated  8,236,655 2,224,354 -    10,461,009 
 Less accumulated depreciation for: 
 Land improvements 167,815    3,919  -    171,734  
 Buildings 87,930 3,654 -    91,584 
 Building improvements 861,609 51,312 -    912,921 
 Vehicles  622,887 82,195 -    705,082 
 Machinery and equipment 434,700 58,713 -    493,412 
 Infrastructure 2,457,155 143,665 -    2,600,820 
 Furniture and fixtures     68,295 1,457 -    69,753 
 Total accumulated depreciation 4,700,391 344,915 -    5,045,306 
 
 Total capital assets being depreciated, net 3,536,264  1,879,439 -    5,415,703 
 
 Governmental activities capital assets, net  $ 4,286,876 3,158,787  1,990,160 5,455,503 
 
Depreciation expense was charged to functions/programs of the primary government as follows: 
 
  Governmental activities: 
  General government $  60,475 
   
  Public safety  72,891 
   Public works  198,133 
  Leisure services  7,813 
   Library   5,603 
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  Total depreciation expense – governmental activities  $ 344,915 
 
 
 
CAPITAL ASSETS, CONTINUED 
 
 Balance   Balance 
 June 30,   June 30, 
 2009 Increases Decreases 2010 
 
 Business-type activities: 
 Capital assets, not being depreciated: 
 Land $      556,129 -    -    556,129 
 Construction in progress 2,836,629 367,348    3,203,977  -        
 Total capital assets not being depreciated 3,392,758    367,348    3,203,977   556,129 
 Capital assets, being depreciated: 
 Vehicles     87,704 -    -    87,704      
 Machinery and equipment 117,296    2,332   -    119,628 
 Sewer lines 1,305,414    2,507,360 -    3,812,774 
 Sewer treatment facility 11,962,456 4,831 -    11,967,287 
 Pump station 70,710 696,617 -    767,327 
 Total capital assets being depreciated 13,543,580 3,211,140    -    16,754,720 
 Less accumulated depreciation for: 
 Vehicles 53,973    3,853    -    57,826  
 Machinery and equipment 97,800 4,940    -    102,740 
 Sewer lines 792,187 56,618    -    848,805 
 Sewer treatment facility 5,000,441 403,630    -    5,404,071 
 Pump station 37,064 24,917    -    61,981 
 Total accumulated depreciation 5,981,465 493,958    -    6,475,423 
 
 Total capital assets being depreciated, net 7,562,115 2,717,182 -    10,279,297 
 
 Business-type activities capital assets, net $ 10,954,873 3,084,530  3,203,977   10,835,426 
 
 
LONG-TERM DEBT 
 
Long-term liability activity for the year ended June 30, 2010, was as follows: 
  
 Beginning   Ending Due within 
 balance Additions Reductions balance one year 
  
 Governmental activities: 
  General obligation bonds  $ 315,050 -    16,517    298,533 17,274    
  Accrued compensated absences 106,362 -    38,848    67,514    -   
   
  Governmental activity 
   long-term liabilities $ 421,412 -    55,365    366,047    17,274
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  Total depreciation expense – governmental activities  $ 344,915 
 
 
 
CAPITAL ASSETS, CONTINUED 
 
 Balance   Balance 
 June 30,   June 30, 
 2009 Increases Decreases 2010 
 
 Business-type activities: 
 Capital assets, not being depreciated: 
 Land $      556,129 -    -    556,129 
 Construction in progress 2,836,629 367,348    3,203,977  -        
 Total capital assets not being depreciated 3,392,758    367,348    3,203,977   556,129 
 Capital assets, being depreciated: 
 Vehicles     87,704 -    -    87,704      
 Machinery and equipment 117,296    2,332   -    119,628 
 Sewer lines 1,305,414    2,507,360 -    3,812,774 
 Sewer treatment facility 11,962,456 4,831 -    11,967,287 
 Pump station 70,710 696,617 -    767,327 
 Total capital assets being depreciated 13,543,580 3,211,140    -    16,754,720 
 Less accumulated depreciation for: 
 Vehicles 53,973    3,853    -    57,826  
 Machinery and equipment 97,800 4,940    -    102,740 
 Sewer lines 792,187 56,618    -    848,805 
 Sewer treatment facility 5,000,441 403,630    -    5,404,071 
 Pump station 37,064 24,917    -    61,981 
 Total accumulated depreciation 5,981,465 493,958    -    6,475,423 
 
 Total capital assets being depreciated, net 7,562,115 2,717,182 -    10,279,297 
 
 Business-type activities capital assets, net $ 10,954,873 3,084,530  3,203,977   10,835,426 
 
 
LONG-TERM DEBT 
 
Long-term liability activity for the year ended June 30, 2010, was as follows: 
  
 Beginning   Ending Due within 
 balance Additions Reductions balance one year 
  
 Governmental activities: 
  General obligation bonds  $ 315,050 -    16,517    298,533 17,274    
  Accrued compensated absences 106,362 -    38,848    67,514    -   
   
  Governmental activity 
   long-term liabilities $ 421,412 -    55,365    366,047    17,274
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 Business-type activities: 
  General obligation bonds   $ 4,457,124   -    284,868 4,172,256   290,215    
  Business-type activities 
    long-term liabilities $ 4,457,124 -    284,868 4,472,256   290,215    
 
LONG-TERM DEBT, CONTINUED 
 
Bonds and notes payable at June 30, 2010 are comprised of the following: 
     Balance 
 Issue Maturity Amount  June 30, 
 date date issued Rate 2010 
 
 Governmental activities: 
  General obligation bond  2/18/03 2/18/2023 $  400,000 4.625% 298,533   
  Total governmental activities     298,533    
 
 Business-type activities:  
  State Revolving Loan Fund  3/21/91 10/1/2011 1,996,735        4.78%       199,675    
  2003 GOB Sewer Bond  4/1/03 11/1/2016 400,000 1.31%  156,953  
  2001 Wastewater bond 6/25/01 4/1/2021 2,528,500 2.37% 1,559,075    
  2009 Wastewater bond 2/18/09 2/18/37 2,300,000 4.38% 2,256,553  
   Total business-type activities     4,172,256    
 
    Total bonds and loans payable     $ 4,470,789    
 
As of June 30, 2010, the Town of Thomaston, Maine does not have any authorized but unissued debt. 
 
 
The annual requirements to amortize all debt outstanding as of June 30, 2010 are as follows: 
 
               Governmental activities    Business-type activities  
  June 30, Principal  Interest Total  Principal Interest Total 
 
 2011  $  17,274 13,814 31,088 290,215 141,908 432,123 
 2012    18,073  13,015  31,088 295,794 134,116 429,910   
 2013    18,909  12,179   31,088 201,707 126,749 328,456 
 2014  19,784 11,304 31,088 207,651 121,307 328,958 
 2015  20,699 10,389 31,088 213,797 115,677 329,474                                              
 2016-2020 118,771 36,669 155,440      1,098,469 487,893 1,586,362                                                         
 2021-2038 85,023 8,236 93,259 1,864,623       750,334 2,614,957  
 
  Total $ 298,533 105,606 404,139 4,172,256 1,877,984 6,050,240 
 
DEBT LIMITATION 
 
The Town is subject to a statutory limitation, by the State of Maine, of its general long-term debt equal to 
15% of the State's valuation of the Town.  At June 30, 2010, the Town was well within the statutory limit for 
all categories. 
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OVERLAPPING DEBT 
 
In addition to the bonds payable, the Town is contingently responsible for the following overlapping debt as 
of June 30, 2010:     
    Town of 
  Net debt Applicable Thomaston's 
 Governmental Unit outstanding to Thomastonshare of 
debt 
 
 RSU #13 $ 4,792,750 17.35% 831,542 
  
The Town's proportionate share of this debt is paid through annual assessments.   
INTERFUND BALANCES AND TRANSFERS 
 
As of June 30, 2010, the balances of interfund loans receivable/payable and fund transfers were as follows: 
 
   Interfund Interfund Interfund 
 Fund Transfers loans receivable loans payable 
 
 General Fund $ (150,000)  -    1,308,402    
 TIF fund (Special Revenue) -    425,897    -    
 Non-TIF Economic Development Fund -    686,979    -    
 Thomaston Green Fund  -    11,526    -    
 Proprietary Fund – Pollution Control 150,000    184,000    -      
 
         Totals $             -    1,308,402   1,308,402    
 
DESIGNATED FUND BALANCES 
 
Fund balances in the General Fund have been designated for future periods as follows: 
 
 June 30, 2010 June 30, 2009 
 Designated: 
  Carryforward balances: 
   Administration $   116,041 136,769  
   Public infrastructure/maintenance  82,775  111,643   
   Equipment 19,423 13,279 
   Sam Watts portrait 1,040 1,040 
   S. Watts Trust 1,901 1,901 
   Redevelopment 161 422   
   Police forfeiture 5,757 7,457    
   Watts Hall rental 16,593 18,383 
   Planters 67 83 
   Acquisition 458 458 
   Senior citizens reimbursement 280 5,750 
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   Planning Commission 600 600     
   Police training 1,995 1,995   
   Dead Limb Sanitation -   2,466   
   Fire Station Heating  45,000  -  
   Workers comp to charitable assistance 4,880 4,880    
   Restoration  3,000  -  
   Heating Oil/Elevator  9,392 -        
      Fire Supplies 10,827 -  
   Public Works   11,870  -  
   Landscape  569  -  
   Capitals  719  -  
   Police Forfeiture/FEMA   9,712  -  
   Watts Hall Rental 2,020  -  
 FEMA Winter Storm -    32,260 
 Protective clothing -    1,944 
 
 
DESIGNATED FUND BALANCES, CONTINUED 
  
June 30, 2010 June 30, 2009 
 
 Reserve accounts: 
   Salt shed $        814 812 
   Capital improvement 56,696 56,583 
   Police cruiser 10,446 426 
   Ambulance 31,508 21,447 
   Fire engine 50,542 25,445 
   Dump truck 30,835 20,775 
   Academy building 1,404 16,780 
   Sidewalk 827 826 
   Recreation 8,136 8,120 
   Drainage 7,012 6,998 
   Computer 42,654    42,967 
   Skate park 4,565 4,556 
   Watts Hall voting 107 107 
   Backhoe 493 492     
 
        Total designated fund balance $ 591,119  547,664 
 
ECONOMIC DEPENDENCY 
 
Approximately one-fifth of the Town's current tax commitment was levied to Dragon Products, a cement 
plant with substantial amounts of real and personal property within the Town of Thomaston, Maine. 
 
CONTINGENCIES 
 
The Maine Department of Corrections decommissioned the Maine State Prison which was located in 
Thomaston, Maine.  At the time, the Town had recently expanded its wastewater treatment facilities.  The 
Department of Corrections participated in the capital costs of this expansion at the rate of $184,000 per 
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year for a twenty year period.  The Town has continued to receive the $184,000 each year since the 
decommissioning. 
 
 
LANDFILL CLOSURE AND POSTCLOSURE CARE COSTS 
 
The Town has one non-operational landfill which was capped in 1977 in accordance with Maine Department 
of Environmental Protection (MDEP) standards at that time.  It is not anticipated that there will be any 
additional closure costs necessary at this site and monitoring of the site is not currently required by MDEP. 
 
DEFERRED COMPENSATION PLAN 
 
The Town offers its employees a deferred compensation plan created in accordance with Internal Revenue 
Code Section 457, through the International City Management Association (ICMA).  The plan, available to all 
Town employees, permits them to defer a portion of their salary until future years.  The deferred 
compensation is not available to employees until termination, retirement, death or unforeseeable 
emergency.  Assets of the plan are automatically placed in trust for the exclusive benefit of participants and 
their beneficiaries by ICMA. 
 
 
 
MAINE PUBLIC EMPLOYEES RETIREMENT SYSTEM (Maine PERS) - CONSOLIDATED RETIREMENT PENSION 
PLAN 
 
Description of the Plan - The Town participates in the Maine Public Employees Retirement System 
Consolidated Plan, a cost sharing multiple-employer retirement system established by the Maine State 
legislature.  The Maine Public Employees Retirement System provides retirement and disability benefits, 
annual cost-of-living adjustments, and death benefits to plan members and beneficiaries. The authority to 
establish and amend benefit provisions rests with the State Legislature.  The Maine Public Employees 
Retirement System issues a publicly available financial report that includes financial statements and 
required supplementary information for the Consolidated Plan.  That report may be obtained by writing to 
Maine Public Employees Retirement System, 46 State House Station, Augusta, Maine 04333-0046 or by 
calling 1-800-451-9800. 
 
Funding Policy  
 
Regular Plan - Plan members are required to contribute 6.5% of their annual covered salary and the Town is 
required to contribute an actuarially determined rate.  The current rate is 2.8% of annual covered payroll.  
The contribution rates of plan members and the Town are established and may be amended by the Maine 
Public Employees Retirement System Board of Trustees.   
 
The Town was not required to make contributions to the Maine Public Employees Retirement System 
Consolidated Plan for both plans for the year ended June 30, 2010 as it has a surplus in the plan in the 
amount of $377,465.    
 
 
RISK MANAGEMENT 
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The Town is exposed to various risks of loss related to torts, theft of, damage to and destruction of assets, 
errors and omissions, and natural disasters for which the Town either carries commercial insurance, 
participates in a public entity risk pool, or is effectively self-insured.  Currently, the Town participates in 
several public entities and self-insured risk pools sponsored by the Maine Municipal Association. 
 
Based on the coverage provided by these pools, as well as coverage provided by commercial insurance 
purchased, the Town is not aware of any material actual or potential claim liabilities which should be 
recorded at June 30, 2010. 
 
TAX INCREMENT FINANCING DISTRICTS 
 
The Town has established a Tax Increment Financing District (Dragon Products Company Development 
District) under the terms of applicable State laws.  The expenditures from these development programs will 
be recouped in future years via an incremental tax levied upon the Town’s so-called "captured assessed 
value".  The tax increment will be used for fire safety and sewer improvement projects.  As of June 30, 2010, 
$797,469 has been captured under this agreement, and $738,813 has been expended.  
 
 
 
NET ASSETS – INVESTED IN CAPITAL ASSETS, NET OF RELATED DEBT 
 
Net assets represent the difference between assets and liabilities.  Net assets invested in capital assets, net 
of related debt consists of capital assets, net of accumulated depreciation, reduced by the outstanding 
balances of bonds and capital leases payable and adding back any unspent proceeds.  Net assets are 
reported as restricted when there are limitations imposed on their use either through the enabling 
legislations adopted by the Town or through external restrictions imposed by creditors, grantors or laws or 
regulations of other governments. The Town’s net assets invested in capital assets, net of related debt was 
calculated as follows at June 30, 2010: 
 
       Governmental Business-type 
       Activities Activities 
     
  Capital assets  $ 10,500,809 $ 17,310,849  
  Accumulated depreciation (5,045,306) (6,475,423)  
  Bonds payable  (298,533) (4,172,256)    
 
  Total invested in capital assets, net of related debt $  5,156,970 
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year for a twenty year period.  The Town has continued to receive the $184,000 each year since the 
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Regular Plan - Plan members are required to contribute 6.5% of their annual covered salary and the Town is 
required to contribute an actuarially determined rate.  The current rate is 2.8% of annual covered payroll.  
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Statement 1
TOWN OF THOMASTON, MAINE
Statement of Net Assets
June 30, 2010
Governmental Business-type
Activities Activities Total
ASSETS
Cash $ 848,961                 763,567               1,612,528         
Investments 3,143,399              -                             3,143,399         
Receivables:  
Taxes receivable 469,136                 -                             469,136             
Tax and sewer liens 99,274                    -                             99,274               
Accounts receivable 143,086                 106,254               249,340             
Internal balances (184,000)                184,000               -                           
Bond issuance costs, net -                               16,331                  16,331               
Capital assets not being depreciated 39,800                    556,129               595,929             
Capital assets being depreciated, net 5,415,703              10,279,297         15,695,000       
Total assets 9,975,359              11,905,578         21,880,937       
LIABILITIES
Accounts payable and payroll withholdings 195,969                 -                             195,969             
Taxes collected in advance 11,524                    -                             11,524               
Accrued compensated absences 67,514                    -                             67,514               
Accrued interest -                               55,312                  55,312               
Noncurrent liabilities:  
Due within one year 17,274                    290,215               307,489             
Due in more than one year 281,259                 3,882,041            4,163,300         
Total liabilities 573,540                 4,227,568            4,801,108         
NET ASSETS
Invested in capital assets, net of related debt 5,156,970              6,663,170            11,820,140       
Restricted for:  
Nonexpendable trust principal 252,939                 -                             252,939             
Expendable trust principal 434,229                 -                             434,229             
Unrestricted 3,557,681              1,014,840            4,572,521         
Total net assets $ 9,401,819              7,678,010            17,079,829       
See accompanying notes to financial statements.
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Statement 3
TOWN OF THOMASTON, MAINE
Balance Sheet
Governmental Funds
June 30, 2010
"Non-TIF" All Other
General TIF Economic Governmental
Fund Fund Development Funds Totals
 
ASSETS
Cash  $ 835,012           -                    -                         13,949               848,961           
Investments 1,601,405        -                    -                         1,541,994         3,143,399        
Receivables:
Taxes 469,136           -                    -                         -                          469,136           
Tax and sewer liens 99,274              -                    -                         -                          99,274              
Accounts 143,086           -                    -                         -                          143,086           
Interfund receivables -                         425,897      686,979           11,526               1,124,402        
Total assets  $ 3,147,913        425,897      686,979           1,567,469         5,828,258        
LIABILITIES AND FUND BALANCES
Liabilities:
Accounts payable and payroll withholdings 31,157              -                    164,812           -                          195,969           
Taxes collected in advance 11,524              -                    -                         -                          11,524              
Deferred revenue 297,000           -                    -                         -                          297,000           
Interfund payables 1,308,402        -                    -                         -                          1,308,402        
Total liabilities 1,648,083        -                    164,812           -                          1,812,895        
Fund balances:
Reserved for nonexpendable principal -                         -                    -                         252,939            252,939           
Unreserved, reported in:
General fund - designated 591,119           -                    -                         -                          591,119           
General fund - undesignated 908,711           -                    -                         -                          908,711           
Special revenue -                         425,897      522,167           880,301            1,828,365        
Permanent funds -                         -                    -                         434,229            434,229           
Total fund balances 1,499,830        425,897      522,167           1,567,469         4,015,363        
Total liabilities and fund balances $ 3,147,913        425,897      686,979           1,567,469         
Amounts reported for governmental activities in the statement of net assets are different because:
Capital assets used in governmental activities are not financial resources and, therefore,
are not reported in the funds. 5,455,503        
Other long-term assets are not available to pay for current period expenditures
and, therefore, are deferred in the funds. 297,000           
Long-term liabilities that are not due and payable in the current
period and therefore are not reported in the funds:
Accrued compensated absences (67,514)            
Bonds payable (298,533)          
Net assets of governmental activities 9,401,819$     
See accompanying notes to financial statements.
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Statement 3
TOWN OF THOMASTON, MAINE
Balance Sheet
Governmental Funds
June 30, 2010
"Non-TIF" All Other
General TIF Economic Governmental
Fund Fu d Development Funds Totals
 
ASSETS
Cash  $ 835,012          -        -                         13,949               848,961           
Investments 1,601,405        -        -                         1,541,994         3,143,399        
Receivables:
Taxes 469,136          -        -                         -                          469,136           
Tax and sewer liens 99,274           -        -                         -                          99,274              
Accounts 143,086          -        -                         -                          143,086           
Interfund receivables -                  425,897      686,979           11,526               1,124,402        
Total assets  $ 3,147,913        425,897      68 ,979           1,567,469         5,828,258        
LIABILITIES AND FUND BALANCES
Liabilities:
Accounts payable and payroll withholdings 31,157           -                    164,812           -                          195,969           
Taxes collected in advance 11,524           -        -                         -                          11,524              
Deferred revenue 297,000          -        -                         -                          297,000           
Interfund payables 1,308,402        -        -                         -                          1,308,402        
Total liabilities 1,648,083        -                    164,812           -                          1,812,895        
Fund balances:
Reserved fo  onexpendable principal -               -        -                         252,939            252,939           
Unreserved, reported in:
General fund - designated 591,119          -        -                         -                          591,119           
General fund - undesignated 908,711          -        -                         -                          908,711           
Special revenue -                  425,897      522,167           880,301            1,828,365        
Permanent funds -               -        -                         434,229            434,229           
Total fund balances 1,499,830        425,897      522,167           1,567,469         4,015,363        
Total liabiliti  and fund balances $ 3,147,913        425,897      68 ,979           1,567,469         
Amounts repor ed for gover mental activities i  the ta em nt of n t assets are different because:
Capital assets used in governmen al activ ties are not fi ancial s urces and, therefore,
are not reported in the funds. 5,455,503        
Other lo g-term ss ts are not available to pay for current period expenditures
and, th refore, are eferred in the funds. 297,000           
Long- e m liabilities that are not du  and payable in the current
p riod and therefore are not reported in the funds:
Accrued compensated absences (67,514)            
Bonds payable (298,533)          
Net assets of governmental activities 9,401,819$     
See acc mp ying notes to financial statements.
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Statement 4
TOWN OF THOMASTON, MAINE
 Statement of Revenues, Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balances
Governmental Funds
For the year ended June 30, 2010
"Non-TIF"
Economic All Other
General TIF Development Governmental
Fund Fund Fund Funds Totals
Revenues:
Taxes  $ 5,422,052        797,469          -                         -                          6,219,521           
Licenses and permits 12,824              -                       -                         -                          12,824                 
Intergovernmental 556,315           -                       1,472,582       -                          2,028,897           
Charges for services 124,161           -                       201,250           11,952               337,363              
Investment income 5,217                827                  1,088                57,276               64,408                 
Net investment gains -                         -                       -                         73,538               73,538                 
Other revenues 327,651           -                       29,337             251,097            608,085              
Total revenues 6,448,220        798,296          1,704,257       393,863            9,344,636           
Expenditures:
Current:
General government 371,342           -                       -                         -                          371,342              
Municipal buildings 73,424              -                       -                         -                          73,424                 
Public safety 540,772           -                       -                         -                          540,772              
Public works 425,941           -                       -                         -                          425,941              
Health and welfare 414,850           -                       -                         -                          414,850              
Education 3,004,355        -                       -                         -                          3,004,355           
County assessment 339,046           -                       -                         -                          339,046              
Leisure services 68,979              -                       -                         -                          68,979                 
Local agencies 20,305              -                       -                         -                          20,305                 
Library -                         -                       -                         84,285               84,285                 
Cemetery -                         -                       -                         44,491               44,491                 
Credit enhancement - tax increment financing -                         637,976          -                         -                          637,976              
Unclassified 479,873           -                       -                         5,294                 485,167              
Debt service 2,540                31,088            -                         -                          33,628                 
Capital outlays and other 328,722           69,749            1,453,999       192,003            2,044,473           
Total expenditures 6,070,148        738,813          1,453,999       326,073            8,589,033           
Excess (deficiency) of revenues over (under) expenditures 378,072           59,483            250,258           67,790               755,603              
Other financing sources (uses):
Transfers--out (150,000)          -                       -                         -                          (150,000)             
Total other financing sources (uses) (150,000)          -                       -                         -                          (150,000)             
Net change in fund balances 228,072           59,483            250,258           67,790               605,603              
Fund balances, beginning of year 1,271,758        366,414          271,909           1,499,679         3,409,760           
Fund balances, end of year  $ 1,499,830        425,897          522,167           1,567,469         4,015,363           
See accompanying notes to financial statements.
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Variance
 with final budget
Original Final Actual positive (negative)
Revenues:
Taxes  $ 5,362,829               5,362,829          5,422,052               59,223                    
Licenses, permits and fees 12,120                     12,120                12,824                     704                          
Intergovernmental 532,237                  566,760             556,315                  (10,445)                   
Charges for services 50,250                     50,250                124,161                  73,911                    
Investment income 16,281                     16,281                5,217                       (11,064)                   
Other revenues 82,650                     82,650                327,651                  245,001                  
Total revenues 6,056,367               6,090,890          6,448,220               357,330                  
Expenditures:
Current:
General government 370,208                  370,208             373,882                  (3,674)                     
Municipal buildings 95,100                     95,100                73,424                     21,676                    
Public safety 549,722                  549,722             540,772                  8,950                       
Public works 414,676                  414,676             425,941                  (11,265)                   
Health and welfare 368,804                  368,804             414,850                  (46,046)                   
Education 3,004,355               3,004,355          3,004,355               -                                
Intergovernmental - county tax 339,046                  339,046             339,046                  -                                
Recreation and leisure 74,639                     74,639                68,979                     5,660                       
Local agencies 21,298                     21,298                20,305                     993                          
Unclassified 456,021                  527,544             479,873                  47,671                    
Capital outlays and other 212,498                  414,350             328,722                  85,628                    
Total expenditures 5,906,367               6,179,742          6,070,148               109,594                  
Excess (deficiency) of revenues over (under) expenditures 150,000                  (88,852)              378,072                  466,924                  
Other financing sources (uses):
Transfers--out (150,000)                 (150,000)            (150,000)                 -                                
Utilization of fund balance and capital reserves -                                238,852             -                                (238,852)                
Total other financing sources (uses) (150,000)                 88,852                (150,000)                 (238,852)                
Net change in fund balance -                                -                           228,072                  228,072                  
Fund balance, beginning of year 1,271,758               
Fund balance, end of year  $ 1,499,830               
See accompanying notes to financial statements.
Budget
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Statement 7
TOWN OF THOMASTON, MAINE
Statement of Net Assets
Proprietary Fund
June 30, 2010
Pollution Control
 
ASSETS
Cash and cash equivalent  $ 763,567                   
Assessments receivable 106,254                   
Interfund receivable 184,000                   
Total current assets 1,053,821               
Noncurrent assets:
Bond issuance costs, net of accumulated amortization 16,331                     
Pollution control capital assets, net of accumulated depreciation 10,835,426             
Net noncurrent assets 10,851,757             
Total assets  $ 11,905,578             
LIABILITIES 
Current liabilities:
Accrued interest 55,312                     
Current portion of long-term debt 290,215                   
Total current liabilities 345,527                   
Long-term liabilities:
Bonds and notes payable 3,882,041               
Total long-term liabilities 3,882,041               
     Total liabilities 4,227,568               
NET ASSETS
Invested in capital assets, net of related debt 6,663,170               
Unrestricted 1,014,840               
Total net assets $ 7,678,010               
See accompanying notes to financial statements.
Business-type Activities - Enterprise Funds
Town of Thomaston
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Statement 8
TOWN OF THOMASTON, MAINE
Statement of Revenues, Expenses and Changes in Fund Net Assets
Proprietary Fund
For the year ended June 30, 2010
Pollution Control
Operating revenues:
Charges for services  $ 526,327                                               
Other income 45,438                                                  
Total operating revenues 571,765                                               
Operating expenses:
Salaries and benefits 124,744                                               
Utilities 86,573                                                  
Administration 39,940                                                  
Maintenance 31,008                                                  
Miscellaneous 28,967                                                  
Lab operations 5,431                                                    
Transportation 3,427                                                    
Insurance 11,277                                                  
Sewer line connections and inspection 55,697                                                  
Amortization 1,167                                                    
Depreciation 493,958                                               
Total operating expenses 882,189                                               
Operating loss (310,424)                                              
Nonoperating revenues (expenses):
Maine State Prison contribution 184,000                                               
Investment income 5,027                                                    
Rural Development grant proceeds 146,107                                               
Interest expense (152,294)                                              
Total nonoperating revenues (expenses) 182,840                                               
Income (loss) before transfers and 
   capital contributions (127,584)                                              
Other financing sources:
Transfer in 150,000                                               
Capital contributions 218,466                                               
Total other financing sources 368,466                                               
Change in net assets 240,882                                               
Net assets, beginning of year 7,437,128                                            
Net assets, end of year  $ 7,678,010                                            
See accompanying notes to financial statements.
Business-type Activities - Enterprise Funds
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Statement 10
TOWN OF THOMASTON, MAINE
Statement of Fiduciary Net Assets
Fiduciary Funds
June 30, 2010
Agency
Funds
Private-purpose 4th of
Trust Funds July
 
ASSETS
Cash $ 212,064                 14,032               
Investments 484,592                 -                          
Total assets 696,656                 14,032               
LIABILITIES
Benefits and escrows payable -                               14,032               
Total liabilities -                               14,032               
NET ASSETS
Held in trust for other purposes 696,656                 -                          
Total net assets $ 696,656                 -                          
See accompanying notes to financial statements.
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Statement 11
TOWN OF THOMASTON, MAINE
Statement of  Changes in Fiduciary Net Assets
Fiduciary Funds
For the year ended June 30, 2010
Private-
purpose
Trust Funds
Additions:
Investment income:
Interest $ 20,453            
Realized gains 20,002            
Total additions 40,455            
Deductions:
Current:
Charity 9,267               
Total deductions 9,267               
Change in net assets 31,188            
Net assets, beginning of year 665,468          
Net assets, end of year  $ 696,656          
See accompanying notes to financial statements.
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Exhibit A-1
TOWN OF THOMASTON, MAINE
General Fund
Comparative Balance Sheets
June 30, 2010 and 2009
2010 2009
  
ASSETS
Cash  $ 835,012                 410,695             
Investments 1,601,405             1,566,326          
Receivables:
Taxes 469,136                 460,102             
Tax liens 99,274                   86,188                
Accounts 143,086                 20,151                
Total assets  $ 3,147,913             2,543,462          
LIABILITIES AND FUND BALANCE
Liabilities:
Accounts payable and accrued expenses 31,157                   49,901                
Taxes collected in advance 11,524                   16,305                
Deferred revenue 297,000                 377,000             
Interfund payables 1,308,402             828,498             
Total liabilities 1,648,083             1,271,704          
Fund balance:
Designated 591,119                 547,664             
Undesignated 908,711                 724,094             
Total fund balance 1,499,830             1,271,758          
Total liabilities and fund balance  $ 3,147,913             2,543,462          
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Exhibit A-2
TOWN OF THOMASTON, MAINE
General Fund
Statement of Revenues, Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balance
Budget and Actual
Variance
Revised  positive 2009
Budget Actual (negative) Actual
Revenues:
Taxes:  
Property taxes  $ 4,942,829           4,942,829               -                            4,747,868           
Change in deferred taxes -                            80,000                     80,000                 (181,000)             
Supplemental taxes -                            -                                -                            -                            
Interest and costs on taxes 38,000                 38,318                     318                       36,063                 
Excise:
Motor vehicle 378,000               357,480                   (20,520)               359,925              
Recreation 4,000                   3,425                       (575)                     3,563                   
Total taxes 5,362,829           5,422,052               59,223                 4,966,419           
Licenses, permits and fees 12,120                 12,824                     704                       10,831                 
Intergovernmental:
State revenue sharing 377,027               327,523                   (49,504)               414,387              
Homestead exemption 79,132                 79,132                     -                            72,304                 
Local road assistance 27,304                 25,020                     (2,284)                  26,544                 
General assistance reimbursement 15,000                 16,132                     1,132                   20,615                 
Gas tax refund 3,500                   2,207                       (1,293)                  3,737                   
Veteran's exemption 3,000                   3,207                       207                       -                            
Snowmobile reimbursement 400                       -                                (400)                     344                       
Tree growth 1,500                   925                           (575)                     878                       
PERC performance credit 25,000                 56,916                     31,916                 53,399                 
CDBG Grant - Façade 34,523                 34,523                     -                            38,276                 
BETE reimbursements 374                       383                           9                            22,795                 
OUI Holiday 2008 Grant -                            1,700                       1,700                   3,000                   
FEMA -Severe Winter Flood Grant -                            6,452                       6,452                   32,260                 
FEMA -Severe Winter 2/23-3/2/10 -                            2,195                       2,195                   -                            
Total intergovernmental 566,760               556,315                   (10,445)               688,539              
Charges for services:
Stump dump fees 12,000                 6,968                       (5,032)                  7,671                   
Ambulance 38,250                 117,193                   78,943                 102,030              
Total charges for services 50,250                 124,161                   73,911                 109,701              
Investment income:
Interest earned - reserve accounts -                            503                           503                       2,524                   
Other interest income, net 16,281                 4,714                       (11,567)               14,459                 
Total investment income 16,281                 5,217                       (11,064)               16,983                 
Other revenues:
Rental income  29,600                 43,197                     13,597                 50,043                 
Utility reimbursement--tenants 11,800                 6,691                       (5,109)                  14,016                 
Cable television franchise fee 17,000                 18,300                     1,300                   17,255                 
Public telephone commission 150                       -                                (150)                     -                            
Tower lease 13,200                 13,200                     -                            13,200                 
Sidewalk community clock -                            -                                -                            2,500                   
RSU #13 Remaining audited Balance -                            146,338                   146,338               -                            
Samuel Watts Fund -                            3,900                       3,900                   3,680                   
Reimbursement - Pollution Control - Public Works -                            55,630                     55,630                 55,630                 
Reimbursement - Insurance -                            10,540                     10,540                 1,075                   
Reimbursement - Senior Citizens -                            140                           140                       2,081                   
MMA workers comp refund -                            -                                -                            8,066                   
Police income forfeiture -                            1,065                       1,065                   -                            
Maine Municipal Bond Bank -                            14,046                     14,046                 -                            
Miscellaneous 10,900                 14,604                     3,704                   13,093                 
Total other revenues 82,650                 327,651                   245,001               180,639              
Total revenues 6,090,890           6,448,220               357,330               5,973,112           
For the year ended June 30, 2010 (with comparative actual amounts for 2009)
2010
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Exhibit A-2, Cont.
Variance
Revised  positive 2009
Budget Actual (negative) Actual
Expenditures:  
Current:  
General governmental:
Selectmen  $ 28,826            35,657            (6,831)             42,939            
Town Manager 117,429          117,090          339                  117,480          
Clerk's office 40,968            44,715            (3,747)             38,007            
General office 29,268            23,132            6,136               23,016            
Finance 42,710            41,777            933                  41,731            
Administration 17,800            16,915            885                  14,767            
Contingency 1,000               891                  109                  734                  
Computer 16,300            15,340            960                  15,263            
Code enforcement 43,304            37,089            6,215               41,893            
Assessor 32,303            41,276            (8,973)             31,898            
Planning Board 300                  -                        300                  -                        
Total general governmental 370,208          373,882          (3,674)             367,728          
Municipal buildings:
Watts Block 51,600            44,033            7,567               47,546            
Academy buildings 43,500            29,391            14,109            36,732            
Total municipal buildings 95,100            73,424            21,676            84,278            
Public safety:
Fire department 99,837            87,472            12,365            97,912            
Police department 282,604          286,386          (3,782)             281,582          
Protection and safety 167,281          166,914          367                  160,682          
Total public safety 549,722          540,772          8,950               540,176          
Public works 414,676          425,941          (11,265)           406,448          
Health and welfare:
Ambulance 134,804          173,240          (38,436)           158,455          
Transfer station 214,000          206,918          7,082               206,472          
General assistance 20,000            34,692            (14,692)           36,754            
Total health and welfare 368,804          414,850          (46,046)           401,681          
Education--MSAD No. 50 3,004,355      3,004,355      -                        2,891,520      
Intergovernmental--county tax 339,046          339,046          -                        326,176          
Recreation and leisure 74,639            68,979            5,660               70,492            
Local agencies 21,298            20,305            993                  20,110            
Unclassified:
Overlay/abatements 43,196            10,387            32,809            41,594            
Employee benefits 380,621          377,127          3,494               363,704          
Insurances 54,827            43,762            11,065            44,522            
Ambulance billing 3,800               3,600               200                  3,300               
Public restrooms 1,500               944                  556                  1,126               
Computer 1,500               2,164               (664)                 1,500               
Memberships 5,100               4,889               211                  5,033               
Fourth of July 10,000            10,000            -                        10,000            
Public library 27,000            27,000            -                        24,705            
Total unclassified 527,544          479,873          47,671            495,484          
2010
TOWN OF THOMASTON, MAINE
General Fund
Statement of Revenues, Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balance
Budget and Actual, Continued
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Exhibit A-2, Cont.
Variance
Revised  positive 2009
Budget Actual (negative) Actual
Expenditures:
Capital outlays and other:
Shellfish management $ 2,500               2,500               -                        2,500               
Paramedic Training 10,000            7,735               2,265               -                        
Academy building 32,000            35,762            (3,762)             50,000            
Paving projects 85,146            77,515            7,631               52,354            
Gilcrest St. Stormwater -                        -                        -                        3,477               
West Meadow Rd. Bridge Rep -                        -                        -                        55                     
Fire equipment (SCBA) 4,200               3,770               430                  -                        
Protective Clothing 7,200               6,911               289                  5,256               
Sidewalk enhancement -                        -                        -                        4,373               
CDBG - Housing Grant -                        -                        -                        38,276            
CDBG - Façade Grant 34,523            34,348            175                  175                  
Historical Society -                        -                        -                        1,500               
Pine Tree Zone 1,000               -                        1,000               -                        
Christmas Donations 200                  200                  -                        -                        
Seekins / Maurice Ave -                        -                        -                        20,000            
Cemetery 20,000            20,000            -                        20,000            
Clock -                        -                        -                        425                  
Trail Grant Redevelopment -                        -                        -                        10,760            
Redevelopment TIF -                        -                        -                        6,309               
Insurance claim Electric -                        -                        -                        1,209               
Sidewalk replacement 12,225            12,225            -                        1,250               
Winter Sander -                        -                        -                        13,190            
Capital reserves - police cruiser -                        -                        -                        22,029            
Capital reserves - computers 10,398            10,398            -                        -                        
Capital reserves - dump truck -                        -                        -                        -                        
Capital reserves - Academy building 28,000            28,000            -                        13,050            
Other (prior year) capital outlays -                        -                        -                        -                        
Designated fund balance amounts:
Public infrastructure 61,128            61,128            -                        2,191               
Administration 23,193            23,193            -                        13,971            
Watts Hall Rental 1,790               1,790               -                        617                  
Payroll and benefits -                        -                        -                        8,639               
Redevelopment 261                  261                  -                        2,740               
Police forfeiture 1,700               1,700               -                        5,659               
Planters 16                     16                     -                        69                     
Senior Citizens 1,270               1,270               -                        6,042               
Raised to increase reserve accounts:
Academy building 12,600            -                        12,600            -                        
Ambulance 10,000            -                        10,000            -                        
Dump truck 10,000            -                        10,000            -                        
Computers 10,000            -                        10,000            -                        
Police cruiser 10,000            -                        10,000            -                        
Fire Apparatus 25,000            -                        25,000            -                        
Total capital outlays and other 414,350          328,722          85,628            306,116          
Total expenditures 6,179,742      6,070,148      109,594          5,910,209      
Excess (deficiency) of revenues over (under) expenditures (88,852)           378,072          466,924          62,903            
2010
TOWN OF THOMASTON, MAINE
General Fund
Statement of Revenues, Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balance
Budget and Actual, Continued
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Minutes of Last Years Town Meeting 
ANNUAL TOWN MEETING WARRANT 
FOR FISCAL YEAR 
JULY 1, 2010 THROUGH JUNE 30, 2011 
 
TO:  Joan Linscott, a Resident of the Town of Thomaston in the County of Knox and State of 
Maine. 
 
In the name of the State of Maine, you are hereby required to notify and warn the voters of the Town 
of Thomaston, in the County of Knox and State of Maine, qualified to vote by law in Town affairs, 
to meet at AMERICAN LEGION at 10 Watts Lane in said Town on TUESDAY, JUNE 8, 2010 
AT 10:00 AM prevailing time, then and there to act upon ARTICLES 1 AND 2 OF THE 
ANNUAL TOWN MEETING WARRANT.  POLLS WILL OPEN AT TEN (10) O‘CLOCK 
IN THE MORNING AND WILL CLOSE AT EIGHT (8) O‘CLOCK IN THE EVENING 
PREVAILING TIME. 
 
You are also hereby required to notify and warn voters of the Town of Thomaston, in the County of 
Knox, State of Maine, qualified to vote by law in Town affairs, to meet at the AMERICAN 
LEGION at 10 Watts Lane in said Town on WEDNESDAY, JUNE 9, 2010 at 7:00 PM prevailing 
time, then and there to proceed with ARTICLES 3 through ARTICLES 46. 
 
ARTICLE 1:  To choose a moderator to preside at said meeting.  THE MODERATOR 
MUST BE CHOSEN PRIOR TO THE OPENING OF THE POLLS FOR ELECTING TOWN 
OFFICERS. 
 
Michal Mayo after being duly nominated and elected was sworn in as the Moderator. 
 
ARTICLE 2:  To choose by ballot, two Selectpersons for terms of 3 years, and one Assessor 
for a term of 3 years and one RSU 13 School Board member for 3 years. 
 
June 9, 2010 – 7:00 PM – AMERICAN LEGION 
 
Thomaston Board of Selectmen - Elect Two 
Eaton, Jonathan 505 
Hahn, William 478 
Johnson, A. Mason 297 
 
Thomaston Board of Assessors – Elect One 
Linscott, Joan  726 
 
RSU#13 Board of Directors 
On a write-in vote Arvilla Collins received 30 votes and was elected 
 
Karl Brooks made a motion to have the moderator read on the Article Number and the article 
skipping the reading of the descriptions. This motion was duly seconded and passed by a 
majority of the voters present. 
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ARTICLE 3:  To see if the Town will vote to accept the categories of funds listed below as 
provided by the Maine State Legislature and to expend same: 
 
 DESCRIPTION AND COMPARISON: 
      2010/2011   2009/2010 
 State Local Road Assistance  $  25,020.00            $  27,304.00  
 Gasoline Refund         1,500.00       1,500.00       
 State Revenue Sharing    299,561.00              441,485.00                         
 General Assistance       15,000.00        15,000.00 
 Snowmobile Reimbursement                 400.00                                   400.00 
 Tree Growth Reimbursement             1,500.00                                1,500.00 
 Veteran’s Exempt Reimbursement           3,000.00                                3,000.00 
 Property Tax Relief Funds  Unknown   Unknown 
 State Game & Other Funds  Unknown   Unknown 
 
Article 3.  Passed as presented above. 
 
 
ARTICLE 4:  To see if the Town will vote to lapse all non-real estate/personal property tax 
revenues to Undesignated Fund Balance (surplus), and to see what sum of money the Town will vote 
to appropriate to reduce the property tax assessment for Fiscal Year July 1, 2010 through June 30, 
2011: 
 
 DESCRIPTION AND COMPARISON: 
      2010/2011   2009/2010 
 Appropriated from Fund Balance and Transfer      
      Unknown   Unknown 
 
 From Anticipated State Revenue Sharing 
      $299,561.00             $441,485.00 
 TOTAL    $299,561.00             $441,485.00 
 
 
Article 4.  Passed as presented above. 
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ARTICLE 5:  To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $330,937.34 for 
GENERAL GOVERNMENT for Fiscal Year July 1, 2010 through June 30, 2011: 
 
 
 DESCRIPTION AND COMPARISON: 
      2010/2011   2009/2010  
  
 Selectpersons     $   9,676.00    $  9,676.00            
 Legal         14,000.00         14,000.00    
 Selectmen’s Office         4,650.00        5,150.00  
 Manager        65,135.72            65,135.72        
 Exec.Sec./Office Coord.      32,489.60        32,489.60        
 Manager’s Office       19,553.60      19,803.60 
 Clerk           32,718.40        32,718.40                 
 Clerk’s Office             5,950.00                    8,250.00        
 General Office                   26,700.00                            29,267.80   
 Municipal Accounting Clerk        35,110.40                   35,110.40                    
 Finance Office                      7,600.00                    7,600.00              
 Administration         16,800.00         17,800.00 
 Planning Board                    200.00              300.00 
 Contingency              750.00            1,000.00 
 Computer                       16,300.00                 16,300.00 
 Code Enforcement Officer       38,828.62                 38,828.62 
 Code Enforcement Office         4,475.00                                 4,475.00 
 TOTAL                         $330,937.34               $337,905.14 
  
Article 5.  Passed as presented above. 
 
 
 
ARTICLE 6:  To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate  $90,345.00 for 
maintenance and operation of MUNICIPAL BUILDINGS for Fiscal Year July 1, 2010 through June 
30, 2011: 
 
 DESCRIPTION AND COMPARISON: 
      2010/2011   2009/2010  
 Watts Block    $49,020.00              $51,600.00           
 Academy Building     41,325.00     43,500.00    
 TOTAL    $90,345.00                         $95,100.00  
 
 
Article 6.  Passed as presented above. 
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ARTICLE 7:  To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $238,553.88 for the 
POLICE DEPARTMENT WAGES for Fiscal Year July 1, 2010 through June 30, 2011: 
 
 DESCRIPTION AND COMPARISON:   
      2010/2011   2009/2010  
 Chief               $ 54,058.68                     $  54,058.68       
 Patrolmen (3)    110,801.60   110,801.60    
 Reserves              6,000.00       6,000.00 
 Overtime          9,000.00        9,000.00 
 Traffic Control                             1,500.00       1,500.00      
 Sergeant    $42,993.60        42,993.60    
 Special Details                500.00          500.00 
 Court Time              1,400.00       1,400.00 
 Sick Leave             2,000.00       2,000.00 
 Vacation Buyback            2,000.00           2,000.00 
 Holiday Pay                              8,300.00       8,300.00 
 TOTAL             $238,553.88            $238,553.88 
 
 
Article 7.  Passed as presented above. 
 
 
 
 
 
ARTICLE 8:  To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $41,800.00 for 
GENERAL EXPENDITURES – POLICE DEPARTMENT for Fiscal Year July 1, 2010 through 
June 30, 2011: 
 
 DESCRIPTION AND COMPARISON: 
      2010/2011   2009/2010 
 Transportation    $16,000.00   $17,500.00 
 Supplies & Equipment    25,800.00     26,550.00 
 TOTAL    $41,800.00   $44,050.00 
 
 
 
Article 8.  Passed as presented above. 
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ARTICLE 9:  To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $96,987.49 for the FIRE 
DEPARTMENT for Fiscal Year July 1, 2010 through June 30, 2011: 
 
 DESCRIPTION AND COMPARISON: 
      2010/2011   2009/2010 
 Fire Chief    $12,822.31   $12,822.31  
 Deputy Chief            6,360.18       6,360.18 
 Assistant Chief       3,780.00          3,780.00 
 Call Members        20,500.00     19,000.00 
 Operations                 15,450.00     17,175.00    
 Communications                        1,000.00       2,000.00 
 Fire Equipment         8,500.00                                  8,800.00 
 Fire Vehicle Maintenance       12,700.00     13,700.00 
 Station Building     15,875.00     16,200.00 
 TOTAL    $96,987.49   $99,837.49  
 
Article 9.  Passed as presented above. 
 
 
ARTICLE 10:   To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $4,200.00 to 
purchase self-contained breathing (SCBA) bottles for the Fire Department. 
 
Article 10.  Passed as presented above. 
 
 
ARTICLE 11:   To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $10,000.00 to 
purchase protective clothing for the Fire Department. 
 
Article 11.  Passed as presented above. 
 
 
ARTICLE 12: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $5,000.00 to 
purchase new computers for the Fire Department. 
 
Article 12.  Passed as presented above. 
 
ARTICLE 13: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $190,288.19 for 
PROTECTION AND PUBLIC SAFETY for Fiscal Year July 1, 2010 through June 30, 2011: 
 DESCRIPTION AND COMPARISON: 
      2010/2011   2009/2010 
 Street Lighting   $ 37,857.00   $ 39,850.00 
 E.M.A.              831.19           831.19 
 Health Officer         1,200.00          1,200.00 
 Animal Control                      9,400.00        9,400.00 
 Hydrant Rental             $141,000.00    116,000.00  
 TOTAL              $190,288.19   $167,281.19 
Article 13.  Passed as presented above. 
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ARTICLE 14: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $406,504.28 for PUBLIC 
WORKS for Fiscal Year July 1, 2010 through June 30, 2011: 
 DESCRIPTION AND COMPARISON: 
      2010/2011   2009/2010 
 Director    $ 51,949.56   $ 51,949.56  
 Full Time Employees (3)    103,763.20     103,763.20 
 Employees       35,743.79      35,743.79  
 Overtime         6,090.00              6,090.00  
 Public Works General         5,700.00             5,700.00    
 Operations                  48,000.00      47,500.00  
 Winter Roads       80,200.00                 79,000.00  
 Summer Roads         24,350.00       23,900.00  
 Stump Dump         40,107.73         50,429.73  
 Town Garage       10,600.00      10,600.00 
 TOTAL              $406,504.28                $414,676.28 
  
 
Article 14.  Passed as presented above. 
 
 
ARTICLE 15: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $210,000.00 for 
SANITATION for Fiscal Year July 1, 2010 through June 30: 2011: 
 
 DESCRIPTION AND COMPARISON: 
      2010/2011   2009/2010 
 Transfer Station Fees            $210,000.00           $214,000.00 
 TOTAL            $210,000.00           $214,000.00 
 
Article 15.  Passed as presented above. 
 
 
ARTICLE 16: To see if the Town will accept as a Town Way the portion identified as Deer 
Run, a subdivision off Beechwood Street recorded July 19, 2004 in the Knox County Registry of 
Deeds, Cabinet 16, Sheet 161.  
 
Article 16.  Passed as presented above. 
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ARTICLE 17: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $55,947.45 for the 
AMBULANCE DEPARTMENT for Fiscal Year July 1, 2010 through June 30, 2011: 
 
 DESCRIPTION AND COMPARISON: 
      2010/2011   2009/2010 
 Director    $ 8,177.45   $ 8,177.45  
 Assistants         6,000.00      9,408.67  
 Call Attendants    10,000.00    13,000.00  
 Meetings and Drills      1,500.00      1,500.00 
 Training       7,000.00      7,000.00  
 Transportation        4,000.00      4,000.00 
 Administration and Office Supplies      5,870.00                    5,870.00 
 Operations     11,400.00                                11,400.00 
 Communications      2,000.00      2,000.00 
 TOTAL                        $ 55,947.45            $ 62,356.12 
 
 
Article 17.  Passed as presented above. 
 
 
ARTICLE 18:   To see if the Town will vote to appropriate $25,000.00 from Undesignated 
Fund Balance, with utilization of annual ambulance revenues, to continue funding the PER DIEM 
LICENSED AMBULANCE PERSONNEL  to provide adequate emergency service and to assist 
with Fire and Ambulance Department Administration. 
 DESCRIPTION: 
 The Town has 6 AM to 6 PM ambulance coverage five days per week.  Approval  
 will continue this coverage and utilize one of the two individuals for Fire and 
 Ambulance administrative duties as well as ambulance calls. 
  
 
Article 18.  Passed as presented above. 
 
 
ARTICLE 19: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $32,448.00 
for per diem weekend ambulance coverage.  
 
 
Article 19.  Passed as presented above. 
 
 
ARTICLE 20: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $8,000.00 to purchase 
protective clothing for the Ambulance Department. 
 
Article 20.  Passed as presented above. 
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ARTICLE 21: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $15,000.00 to reimburse 
Rockland for Ambulance coverage at the rate of $250.00 per call and to authorize charging the same 
$250.00 per call for coverage when Thomaston’s Ambulance responds to calls outside of 
Thomaston. 
 
Article 21.  Passed as presented above. 
 
 
 
 
ARTICLE 22: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $31,667.28 for the 
ASSESSOR’S OFFICE for Fiscal Year July 1, 2010 through June 30, 2011: 
 DESCRIPTION AND COMPARISON: 
      2010/2011   2009/2010 
 Assessors’ Compensation  $ 2,646.00    $ 2,646.00  
 Assessors’ Agent     18,935.28      18,935.28 
 Office Supplies                300.00          250.00 
 Mileage                           250.00          150.00 
 Telephone                        0.00          150.00 
 Training                   250.00          250.00 
 Memberships                         0.00              0.00 
 NDS Maintenance Contract        372.00                                      372.00 
Computer Maintenance     2,550.00       2,550.00 
 Mapping       2,000.00       2,000.00 
 Legal and Professional Services    4,464.00       5,000.00 
 TOTAL              $31,767.28               $32,303.28 
 
Article 22.  Passed as presented above. 
 
 
 
 
ARTICLE 23: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $57,850.00 for the 
RECREATION DEPARTMENT for Fiscal Year July 1, 2010 through June 30, 2011: 
 DESCRIPTION AND COMPARISON: 
      2010/2011   2009/2010 
 Director’s Salary             $31,500.00   $31,500.00 
 League Fees         5,000.00       5,000.00 
 Office Supplies               650.00                                      650.00 
 Field Maintenance          7,100.00                                   8,000.00 
 Senior Citizen’s Account     5,200.00       5,200.00 
 Supplies and Equipment        6,500.00       7,000.00 
 Basketball Referees          1,400.00       1,400.00 
 Mileage          500.00          500.00 
 TOTAL              $57,850.00   $59,250.00 
 
Article 23.  Passed as presented above. 
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ARTICLE 24: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $14,833.94  for 
LEISURE SERVICES for Fiscal Year July 1, 2010 through June 30, 2011: 
 
DESCRIPTION AND COMPARISON: 
      2010/2011   2009/2010  
 SHADE TREES 
 Tree Warden    $   788.94   $   788.94  
Tree Removal      1,600.00     1,600.00  
 Dead Limb Sanitation                           3,070.00      3,400.00 
 Stump Removal           500.00                              500.00 
 Tree Planting      1,000.00     1,000.00 
 Equipment            100.00        100.00  
 SUBTOTAL    $7,058.94   $7,388.94                    
  
HARBOR SERVICES 
 Harbor Master    $3,500.00   $3,500.00 
 Education/Training        500.00        500.00 
 Public Landing Maintenance        400.00        400.00 
 Float Maintenance        600.00        600.00  
 Miscellaneous                    200.00        400.00 
 Facility Maintenance     1,000.00     1,000.00 
 Boat Maintenance        600.00        600.00 
 Float Removal        500.00                   500.00  
 SUBTOTAL    $7,300.00   $7,500.00 
 
 FOURTH OF JULY 
 4th of July Electrical   $       0.00   $       0.00 
 SUBTOTAL    $       0.00   $       0.00 
 
   
CONSERVATION COMMITTEE 
 Conservation Committee  $    475.00   $    500.00 
 SUBTOTAL    $    475.00      $    500.00 
 
 TOTAL               $14,833.94             $15,388.94 
 
Article 24.  Passed as presented above. 
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ARTICLE 25: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $636,904.60  for 
UNCLASSIFIED ACCOUNTS for Fiscal Year July 1, 2010 through June 30, 2011: 
 
 DESCRIPTION AND COMPARISON: 
            2010/2011    2009/2010 
 Workers’ Compensation      $ 28,856.00                 $  28,856.00 
 Unemployment Insurance                  5,500.00                 5,500.00    
 FICA              64,762.90               64,762.90   
 Health Insurance                            294,000.00                        277,000.00     
 Retirement           4,500.00                                4,500.00              
 SUBTOTAL               $397,618.90                      $380,618.90   
 
  INSURANCE 
 Commercial Package/Auto     $46,585.70   $50,427.00  
 Public Official Liability                       5,000.00       3,600.00 
 Employee Dishonesty Bond             500.00          800.00 
 SUBTOTAL        $52,085.70   $54,827.00 
 
 
 Public Restrooms      $  1,425.00   $  1,500.00 
 Ambulance Billing             3,600.00       3,800.00 
 SUBTOTAL        $  5,025.00   $  5,300.00 
 
  COMPUTERS 
 Computers and Printers     $  1,425.00   $  1,500.00 
 SUBTOTAL         $  1,425.00   $  1,500.00 
 
 TAN Interest       $         0.00   $         0.00 
 Memberships                 4,500.00       4,500.00 
 Regional Planning Commission              600.00                     600.00 
 Debt Service       150,000.00   150,000.00  
 SUBTOTAL                            $155,100.00                    $155,100.00 
 
 Thomaston Public Library   $  25,650.00 
 SUBTOTAL     $  25,650.00 
TOTAL                           $636,904.60                         $597,345.90 
 
Article 25.  Passed as presented above. 
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ARTICLE 26: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $77,600.00 for 
CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS/RESERVE ACCOUNTS for Fiscal Year July 1, 2010 through June 
30, 2011: 
  
 DESCRIPTION AND COMPARISON: 
      2010/2011   2009/2010 
 Police Cruiser Reserve  $10,000.00   $10,000.00 
 Ambulance Reserve   $10,000.00   $10,000.00 
 Fire Apparatus              $25,000.00              $25,000.00  
 Academy Maint. Reserve  $12,600.00   $12,600.00 
 Dump Truck Reserve         $10,000.00   $10,000.00 
 Computer Reserve   $10,000.00   $10,000.00 
 TOTAL    $77,600.00   $77,600.00 
 
Article 26.  Passed as presented above. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
ARTICLE 27: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $30,000.00 for 
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE  for Fiscal Year July 1, 2010 through June 30, 2011: 
 
 DESCRIPTION AND COMPARISON: 
      2010/2011   2009/2010 
 General Assistance   $30,000.00    $20,000.00 
 TOTAL    $30,000.00    $20,000.00 
 
As administered under Title 22 M.R.S.A. SUB 4305.4 Department of Human Services. 
 
Article 27.  Passed as presented above. 
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ARTICLE 28: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $20,233.10 for 
PROVIDER AND LOCAL AGENCIES for Fiscal Year July 1, 2010 through June 30, 2011:
 DESCRIPTION AND COMPARISON: 
  PROVIDERS AGENCIES 
      2010/2011   2009/2010 
 Mid-Coast Mental Health           $  1,592.20   $  1,676.00 
 Coastal Workshop                   237.50          250.00 
 Penquis CAP        2,850.00       3,000.00 
 Mid-Coast Children’s Services          665.00          700.00 
 Kno-Wal-Lin          2,850.00       3,000.00 
 New Hope for Women        950.00       1,000.00 
 Coastal Transportation       1,710.00       1,800.00 
 Senior Spectrum         2,158.40       2,272.00 
 Humane Society of Knox Cty.            475.00                    500.00 
 Adapt                          190.00            200.00 
 Home Counselors              190.00                     200.00 
 SUBTOTAL             $13,868.10              $14,598.00 
 
  LOCAL AGENCIES 
 Historical Society   $    712.50   $     750.00 
 Christmas Lighting       1,140.00       1,200.00 
 Memorial Day Committee             712.50          750.00 
 Friends of Montpelier                  1,900.00       2,000.00 
 Landscape Committee      1,900.00       2,000.00 
 SUBTOTAL    $ 6,365.00   $  6,700.00 
 TOTAL                        $20,233.10   $21,298.00 
 
Article 28.  Passed as presented above. 
 
 
 
 
 
ARTICLE 29: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $68,250.00 
for Fiscal Year July 1, 2010 through June 30, 2011 and to utilize undesignated funds for the 
remainder to pave the following streets: 
 DESCRIPTION: 
 Gleason St. – Fish to Pine Street    $  8,400.00 est. 
            Robinson to Knox St.    $22,000.00 est. 
 Lower Beechwood St.                 $52,000.00 est. 
Total        $82,400.00 
 
Raised and appropriated       68,250.00 
Estimated from Undesignated                            14,150.00 
Total                   $82,400.00 
 
Article 29. Passed as presented 
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ARTICLE 30: To see if the Town will vote to authorize Selectpersons, on behalf of the 
Town, TO SELL AND DISPOSE OF ANY REAL ESTATE ACQUIRED BY THE TOWN for non-
payment of the taxes thereon and to execute quit claim deeds for said property, said real estate to be 
sold as follows: 
 
1. A notice of intent to sell such property shall be published in a newspaper of general 
circulation in Knox County at least three weeks prior to such sale,    inviting interested 
parties to submit sealed bids thereon. 
2. The parties from whom the property has been taken for non-payment of taxes thereon may 
purchase said real estate from the Town at any time during the process, the purchase price in the 
latter case being all unpaid taxes on said property, plus interest, lien costs and the cost of the 
publication of the notice plus  the cost of the quit claim deed. 
3. In the event the parties from whom the real estate was taken by the Town for unpaid taxes 
fails to redeem the property as provided in Paragraph 2, the Board of Selectpersons may sell the 
property to the highest sealed bidder. 
  
Article 30.  Passed as presented above. 
 
 
 
ARTICLE 31: To see if the Town will vote to permit acceptance of PREPAID TAXES and 
to fix the dates of December 1, 2010 for the first payment and June 1, 2011 for the second payment, 
when the taxes shall become due and payable; and, to see if the Town will fix the rate of interest at 7 
percent to be charged on taxes unpaid after said date; and to see if the Town will fix the rate of 
interest for overpayments of taxes at 3 percent.  For the period July 1, 2010 through June 30, 2011. 
NOTE:  Pursuant to Title 36 M.R.S.A. Section 506-A ―Overpayment of Taxes‖.  
 
Article 31.  Passed as presented above. 
 
       
 
ARTICLE 32: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectpersons to accept, on 
behalf of the Town, GIFTS, DONATIONS AND CONTRIBUTIONS in the form of money, 
personal services and materials for the benefit of the Town, its government including legal 
departments and public facilities thereof, for the purpose of aiding and enhancing the delivery of 
public services.  Said gifts to be without conditions and not require the voters to raise additional 
maintenance money. 
 
Article 32.  Passed as presented above. 
 
 
ARTICLE 33: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectpersons TO MOVE UP TO 
10% OF UNEXPENDED BALANCES from various accounts as needed to provide for the smooth 
transition of Town business. 
 
Article 33.  Passed as presented above. 
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ARTICLE 34: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $2,500.00 TO SUPPORT 
THE SHELLFISH MANAGEMENT PROGRAM. 
 
Article 34.  Passed as presented above 
 
 
ARTICLE  35: To see if the Town will vote to appropriate from undesignated fund balance 
the sum of $10,000.00 TO ASSIST THE FOURTH OF JULY COMMITTEE in continuing the 
annual celebration. 
 
Article 35.  Passed as presented above 
 
 
 
ARTICLE 36: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $950.00 for 
the continued administration of the Pine Tree Zone. 
 
Article 36.  Passed as presented above 
 
 
 ARTICLE 37: Shall the Ordinance entitled Chapter Seven Thomaston Land Use and 
Development Ordinance and Chapter Ten, Definitions be amended? 
A copy of this ordinance certified by the municipal officers and the Planning Board has been on file 
with the municipal clerk’s office at least seven days before the Town Meeting.  A certified copy of 
this ordinance is available for review in the Office of the Town Clerk during regular business hours.  
 
Article 37.  Passed as presented above 
 
ARTICLE 38: Shall the Ordinance entitled Chapter Four Thomaston Harbor Ordinance be 
amended? 
A copy of this ordinance certified by the municipal officers and the Planning Board has been on file 
with the municipal clerk’s office at least seven days before the Town Meeting.  A certified copy of 
this ordinance is available for review in the Office of the Town Clerk during regular business hours.  
 
Article 38.  Passed as presented above 
 
 
ARTICLE 39:   Shall the Ordinance entitled Georges River Regional Shellfish Management 
Ordinance be amended?  
This proposed amended ordinance has been certified by the Board of Selectmen and delivered to the 
municipal clerk at least seven days before this meeting.  Copies of this ordinance are available for 
review in the office of the Town Clerk during regular business hours.  
 
Article 39.  Passed as presented above 
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ARTICLE 40: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $12,225.00 towards the 
ongoing Thomaston Sidewalk Program to resurface sidewalks in Thomaston. 
  
Article 40.  Passed as presented above 
 
 
ARTICLE 41: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $19,000.00 
for the operating budget of the Thomaston Village Cemetery.  
 
Article 41.  Passed as presented above 
 
 
ARTICLE 42:  To see if the Town will vote to accept the Declaration of Slum and Blight 
Area behind the Business Block per Maine Community Development Block Grant. 
 
It is hereby found and declared: 
 
1.  That there exists in the Town of Thomaston a deteriorating, dilapidated, slum and blighted area, 
dangerous buildings, deficient public improvements and incompatible uses of property, which 
constitute a serious and growing menace, injurious and inimical to the public health, safety, morals 
and welfare of the residents of the Town of Thomaston.  
 
 
2.  That the existence of such an area, as shown on the attached map and identified as the area off 
Starr Street behind the Thomaston Business Block and located in Census Tract Number: 9704, is 
found to be consistent with Maine State Statute 30-A, Chapter 205, Section 5202 and regulations set 
forth by the United States Department of Housing and Urban Development in 24 CFR Part 570. 
 
3.  That the blighted area will be addressed with Community Development Block Grant (CDBG) and 
other funds through eligible activities, in accordance with all CDBG regulations and Maine State 
Statute 30-A, Chapter 205, Sections 5201 through 5205. 
 
4.  That the activities to be conducted are designed to eliminate the causes of slum and blight 
through the performance of streetscape and other related physical improvements. 
 
5.  The Declaration with attendant documentation is hereby enacted on the 9th of June, 2010 and is 
effective from this day forth until such conditions have been remedied through completion of the 
CDBG project. 
 
Article 42.  Passed as presented above 
 
 
ARTICLE  43: To see if the Town will raise and appropriate the sum of $15,000.00 to 
upgrade the stormwater system at the intersection of Marsh Road north toward High Street on Route 
131. 
 
Article 43.  Passed as presented above 
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ARTICLE 44: To see if the Town will vote to approve participation in the Interagency 
Cooperation Agreement for the creation of an electronic database of public safety information to be 
utilized by member agencies in Knox County. 
DESCRIPTION: 
Members are Knox County (including the Knox County Jail, Knox County Sheriff’s Office, District 
Attorney’s Office), City of Rockland, Town of Camden, Town of Rockport. 
 
Article 44.  Passed as presented above 
 
 
 
 
 
 
ARTICLE 45: To see if the Town will vote to appropriate $40,000.00 to purchase a 2004 
Case 580M used backhoe with 856 hours utilizing $27,450.00 from unexpended winter roads funds, 
$8,451.00 from FEMA Grants and $4,099.00 from unexpended winter sand funds.  
 
Article 45.  Passed as presented above 
 
 
 
 
ARTICLE 46: To see if the voters of the Town of Thomaston will appropriate and authorize 
a majority of the municipal officers of the Town to borrow on behalf of the Town, a principal 
amount not to exceed One Million Nine Hundred Thousand Dollars ($1,900,000.00) through the 
issuance of general obligation bonds or notes of the Town of Thomaston, which may be callable 
bonds or notes, the proceeds to be used for the purpose of financing improvements to the Town’s 
wastewater treatment and collection system, including, but not limited to replacement of the 
wastewater lines on Wadsworth Street, Brooklyn Heights Road, Sunrise Terrace, Sunset Terrace and 
Natalie Court (the ―Project‖); and further to authorize the municipal officers to accept any state and 
federal grants, which are hereby appropriated for the Project, and to take any and all actions and 
execute any and all documents, contracts or agreements necessary or convenient to issue the bonds 
or notes of the Town and to accomplish the Project. 
FINANCIAL STATEMENT 
Town of Thomaston 
1. Total Town Indebtedness:       
A. Total Debt outstanding and unpaid:    $ 4,470,813.00      
B. Total Debt authorized and unissued:    $    0.00 
C. Total Debt to be incurred if this article is approved:  $                 0.00 
TOTAL:    $                0.00 
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ARTICLE 44: To see if the Town will vote to approve participation in the Interagency 
Cooperation Agreement for the creation of an electronic database of public safety information to be 
utilized by member agencies in Knox County. 
DESCRIPTION: 
Members are Knox ounty (including the Knox County Jail, Knox County Sheriff’s Office, District 
Attorney’s Office), City of Rockland, Town of Camden, Town of Rockport. 
 
Article 44.  Passed as presented above 
 
 
 
 
 
 
ARTICLE 45: To see if the Town will vote to appropriate $40,000.00 to purchase a 2004 
Case 580M used backhoe with 856 hours utilizing $27,450.00 from unexpended winter roads funds, 
$8,451.00 from FEMA Grants and $4,099.00 from unexpended winter sand funds.  
 
Article 45.  Passed as presented above 
 
 
 
 
ARTICLE 46: To see if the voters of the Town of Thomaston will appropriate and authorize 
a majority of the municipal officers of the Town to borrow on behalf of the Town, a principal 
amount not to exceed One Million Nine Hundred Thousand Dollars ($1,900,000.00) through the 
issuance of general obligation bonds or notes of the Town of Thomaston, which may be callable 
bonds or notes, the proceeds to be used for the purpose of financing improvements to the Town’s 
aste ater treatment and collection system, including, but not limited to replacement of the 
wastewater lines on Wadsworth Street, Brooklyn Heights Road, Sunrise Terrace, Sunset Terrace and 
Natalie Court (the ―Project‖); and further to authorize the municipal officers to accept any state and 
federal grants, which are hereby appropriated for the Project, and to take any and all actions and 
execute any and all documents, contracts or agreements necessary or convenient to issue the bonds 
or notes of the Town and to accomplish the Project. 
FINANCIAL STATEMENT 
Town of homaston 
1. Total wn Indebtedness:    
A. t l e t o tstanding and unpaid:     4,470,813.00      
B. otal e t authorized and unissued:    $    0.00 
C. Total Debt to be incurred if this article is approved:  $                 0.00 
TOTAL:    $                0.00 
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ARTICLE 44: To see if the Tow  will vote to approve participation in the Interagency 
Cooperation Agreement for the creation of an electronic database of public safety information to be 
utilized by member agencies  Knox County. 
DESCRIPTION: 
Members are Knox ounty (including the Knox County Jail, Knox County Sheriff’s Office, District 
ttorn y’s Office), City of Rockland, Town of Camden, Town of Rockport. 
 
Article 44.  Passed as presented above 
 
 
ARTICLE 45: To see if the Town will v te to ap ropriate $40,000.00 to purchase a 2004 
Case 580M used backhoe with 856 hours utilizing $27,450.00 from unexpended winter roads funds, 
$8,451.00 from FEMA Grants and $4,099.00 from unexpended winter sand funds.  
Article 45.  Passed as presented above 
 
 
ARTICLE 46: To s e if the voters of the Town f Thomaston will appropriate and authoriz  
a m jority of the municipal officer  f the Town to borrow on behalf of the Town, a principal
amount not to exceed One Million Nine Hundred Thousand Dollars ($1,900,000.00) through the
issuance of general obligation bonds or notes of the Town of Thomaston, which may be callabl  
bonds or notes, the proceeds o be used f r the purpose of financing improvements to the Town’s
ste ater treatment and collection sys em, including, b t not limited to replacement of the 
wastewater lines on W dswo th Street, B ooklyn Heights Road, Sunrise Terr ce, Sunset Terrace
Natalie Court (the ―Pr ject‖); and further t  authoriz  he municipal officers to accept any state and 
federal grants, which are hereby appropriated for the Project, and to take any and all actions and 
execute any and all documents, contracts or agreements necessary or convenient to issue the bonds 
or notes of the Town and to accomplish the Project. 
FINANCIAL STATEMENT 
Town of Thomaston 
1. Total Town Indebtedness:       
A. l  outsta ding and unpaid:     4,470,813.       
B. Total Debt authorized and unissued:        .  
C. Total Debt to be incurred if this article is approved:  $                 0.00 
TOTAL:    $                0.00 
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2. Costs 
For the purposes of sewer system improvements, the amount of the General Obligation Bond will be 
$1,900,000.00 payable over a maximum thirty (30) year period, less the period of interim financing as 
determined by bond counsel, at an interest rate not to exceed 3.75%, the estimated costs of this loan will 
be: 
 29 Years 
 Principal   $1,900,000.00 
 Interest    $              6.00 
 Total Debt Service  $1,900,006.00 
 
3. Validity: 
 The validity of the bonds and of the voters’ ratification of the bonds may not be affected by 
any errors in the above estimates. If the actual amount of the total debt service for the bond issue 
varies from the estimate, the ratification by the electors is nevertheless conclusive and the validity of 
the bond issue is not affected by reason of the variance. 
 
       Treasurer, Town of Thomaston 
Article 46..  Passed as presented above 
 
I hereby certify these minutes as the votes that were taken at the Town Meeting held June 9, 
2010 at Thomaston Maine.    Dated at Thomaston, Maine this 10th day of June 201 
               Joan Linscott, Town Clerk 
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TOWN MEETING PROCEDURES 
 
Town Meeting Warrant 
Posting of the Town Meeting Warrant 
 
A Town Meeting Warrant must be posted seven (7) days prior to the meeting under Maine 
State Law.  The reason for posting a warrant is to allow those voters who wish, the right to see 
what business is to be conducted at the meeting and to decide if they wish to attend or not.  
 
Warrant Articles 
 
A warrant article that reads ―To see what sum the Town will vote to raise and appropriate‖ 
are open ended articles that allow the bottom line total of the article to be raised or lowered by 
an amendment from the floor of the meeting.   
 
A warrant article that reads ―To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate‖ are capped 
articles and the bottom line total can not be raised but may be lowered. 
 
An amendment from the floor of the meeting to reduce an article will result in a reduction of 
the bottom line total only (line items included within the articles are explanations only of the 
article‘s total).     
 
 
Conducting of the Open Floor Meeting 
 
First, rules of procedure are not rules of law.  Their purpose is to facilitate the conduct of the 
meeting. 
  
Distinguishing or Separating Voter and Non-Voters - Please respect any measures in effect for 
distinguishing or separating the voters from non-voters 
 
Unanimous Consent – To expedite procedure, the moderator may from time to time invite or 
suggest that the meeting give ―unanimous consent‖ to proceeding in a certain way.  
Cooperation where you can freely give it will usually save time and avoid unnecessary 
complication, but if you do not wish to give consent simply call out ―Objection‖ or ―I object‖ 
when the moderator asks for unanimous consent.  The moderator may then suggest or invite a 
motion and vote on procedure and you will then have the opportunity to speak in opposition to 
the procedure. 
 
Rules of Debate – Maine law makes three rules. (1) A person may not speak without being 
recognized by the moderator. (2) Everyone shall be silent at the moderator‘s command. (3) A 
person who is not a town voter may not speak without the consent of two-thirds of the voters 
present.  In addition the moderator may ask that one or more of the following rules, be 
observed, and may invoke others to maintain good order and decorum.  Raise your hand or 
stand as directed by the moderator, to be recognized and then state your name and what you 
would like to do.  Stand while speaking unless otherwise directed or authorized by the 
moderator.  Refrain from making negative motions (―I move that article 16 be defeted‖0.  
After a motion has been made and seconded, the moderator will open the floor for discussion.  
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The moderator may call on the Selectmen or to speak first on a main motion (a motion to 
approve an article as printed for example).  Thereafter, the affirmative side speaks.  A person 
who makes a motion is entitled but not required to be the first speaker on the motion and may 
not vote against the motion but may seek consent to withdraw the motion.   A person 
seconding a motion may both speak against it and vote against it.   Do not make a speech and 
conclude it with a motion, rather, make the motion and then speak to it after the moderator 
has put it to floor for debate.   
 
Address all remarks and all questions to the moderator alone.  Remarks must be relevant to 
the motion.  Debate will generally alternate between those in favor and those opposed.  No one 
should address the same subject more than twice without express permission of the moderator.  
The meeting may establish a time limit per speaker per question and an overall time limit on a 
motion.  No one may speak a second time until all that wish to speak a first time have done so.  
Speak to those issues, not to the person, and do not question motives or speak ill of another. 
Profanity is always out of order. Do not read from any document except the warrant without 
first obtaining the moderator‘s consent.  Listen attentively, do not whisper in the seats, and do 
not interrupt a speaker. Take conversation outside, and mute all but emergency worker‘s cell 
phones. 
 
Written Ballot – On a motion and a majority vote, or by unanimous consent, the meeting can 
determine to require written ballot voting on any business or article on the warrant. 
 
Appeal – A voter who thinks it appropriate to follow a procedure other than one announced by 
the moderator may seek to be recognized and then move the procedure the voter feels is more 
appropriate. 
 
Methods of Voting – These are in increasing order of certainty (and for most of the time 
required) voice vote, show of hands, rising or standing vote, division of the house and written 
ballot vote. 
 
Challenge – A voter who thinks the moderator has not correctly determined the outcome of a 
voice or other vote short of an actual count and who wishes to challenge the moderator‘s 
determination should immediately seek to be recognized and when recognized say ―I doubt it‖.  
The moderator will then determine whether at least six other voters agree.  If so, the 
moderator will make the determination more certain by using a designated other method of 
voting.    
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MAINE MODERATOR’S MANUEL 
RULES OF PROCEDURE 
(Revised 2005) 
 
`TYPE/MOTION SECOND REQUIRED DEBATABLE AMENDABLE 
VOTE 
REQUIRED 
RECONSID- 
ERABLE RANK/NOTES 
PRIVILEGED       
Adjourn (sine die) Y N N M N 1 
Recess or Adjourn  
to Time Certain Y Y Y M N 2 
SUBSIDIARY       
Previous Question Y N N 2/3 N 3 
Limit Debate Y N Y 2/3 Y 4 
Postpone to Time 
Certain Y Y Y M Y 5 
Amend Y Y Y M Y 6 
INCIDENTAL       
Appeal Y Y N M Y A, B, D 
Fix the Method of 
Voting Y N N M N B 
Withdraw a Motion N N N M See Notes B, C, D 
MAIN       
Main Motion Y Y Y M Y  
Reconsider Y See Notes N M N A, D, E 
Take up  
Out of Order Y Y N 2/3 N  
       
 
Y — Yes, this action is required or permitted. 
N — No, this action cannot be taken or is unnecessary. 
 
M — Majority vote required 
 
A — This motion may be made when another motion has the floor. 
B — Same rank as motion out of which it arises. 
C — Only a prevailing negative vote on this motion may be reconsidered. 
D — This motion has the same rank, and is debatable to the same extent, as the motion being reconsidered. 
E — Only a person who voted on the prevailing side may make this motion. 
 
None of the motions in the table should interrupt a speaker. 
 
This table does not include the statutory procedure for challenge (to question a vote), mentioned in 
the "Notes for Voters" and discussed in the Maine Moderator's Manual. 
 
 
 
MAINE OdERAT R’S A AL
RULES OF PR CEd RE
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ANNUAL TOWN MEETING WARRANT 
FOR FISCAL YEAR 
JULY 1, 2011 THROUGH JUNE 30, 2012 
 
TO:  Joan Linscott, a Resident of the Town of Thomaston in the County of Knox and State of 
Maine. 
 
In the name of the State of Maine, you are hereby required to notify and warn the voters of the Town 
of Thomaston, in the County of Knox and State of Maine, qualified to vote by law in Town affairs, 
to meet at AMERICAN LEGION at 10 Watts Lane in said Town on TUESDAY, JUNE 14, 2011 
AT 10:00 AM prevailing time, then and there to act upon ARTICLES 1 AND 2 OF THE 
ANNUAL TOWN MEETING WARRANT.  POLLS WILL OPEN AT TEN (10) O‘CLOCK 
IN THE MORNING AND WILL CLOSE AT EIGHT (8) O‘CLOCK IN THE EVENING 
PREVAILING TIME. 
 
 
You are also hereby required to notify and warn voters of the Town of Thomaston, in the County of 
Knox, State of Maine, qualified to vote by law in Town affairs, to meet at the AMERICAN 
LEGION at 10 Watts Lane in said Town on WEDNESDAY, JUNE 15, 2011 at 7:00 PM 
prevailing time, then and there to proceed with ARTICLES 3 through ARTICLES 46. 
 
 
 
 
ARTICLE 1:  To choose a moderator to preside at said meeting.  THE MODERATOR 
MUST BE CHOSEN PRIOR TO THE OPENING OF THE POLLS FOR ELECTING TOWN 
OFFICERS. 
 
 
ARTICLE 2:  To choose by ballot, one Selectperson for a one year term, two Selectpersons 
for terms of 3 years, one Assessor for a term of 3 years, and one RSU 13 School Board member for 3 
years. 
 
ARTICLE 3:  To see if the Town will vote to accept the categories of funds listed below as 
provided by the Maine State Legislature and to expend same: 
 DESCRIPTION AND COMPARISON: 
      2011/2012   2010/2011 
 State Local Road Assistance   25,020.00     25,020.00       
 Gasoline Refund      1,500.00              1,500.00       
 State Revenue Sharing             284,954.00                         299,561.00                         
 General Assistance                               10,000.00                15,000.00 
 Snowmobile Reimbursement                    400.00                                  400.00 
 Tree Growth Reimbursement        1,500.00                                  1,500.00 
 Veteran’s Exempt Reimbursement         3,500.00                                  3,000.00 
 Property Tax Relief Funds  Unknown   Unknown 
 State Game & Other Funds  Unknown   Unknown 
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SELECTPERSONS AND BUDGET COMMITTEE RECOMMEND APPROVAL 
 
 
ARTICLE 4:  To see if the Town will vote to lapse all non-real estate/personal property tax 
revenues to Undesignated Fund Balance (surplus), and to see what sum of money the Town will vote 
to appropriate to reduce the property tax assessment for Fiscal Year July 1, 2011 through June 30, 
2012: 
 
 DESCRIPTION AND COMPARISON: 
      2011/2012   2010/2011 
 Appropriated from Fund Balance and Transfer      
      Unknown   Unknown 
 
 From Anticipated State Revenue Sharing 
      $284,954.00        299,561.00       
 TOTAL               $284,954.00             $299,561.00             
 
SELECTPERSONS AND BUDGET COMMITTEE RECOMMEND APPROVAL 
 
 
ARTICLE 5:  To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $335,481.44 for 
GENERAL GOVERNMENT for Fiscal Year July 1, 2011 through June 30, 2012: 
 
 
 DESCRIPTION AND COMPARISON: 
      2011/2012   2010/2011  
  
 Selectpersons     $   9,772.00    $  9,676.00            
 Legal         14,000.00         14,000.00    
 Selectmen’s Office         3,150.00             4,650.00  
Manager        67,773.68            66,438.32        
 Exec.Sec./Office Coord.      33,800.00        33,467.20        
 Manager’s Office       20,061.00      19,955.60 
 Clerk           34,028.80        33,696.00                 
 Clerk’s Office             4,950.00                    5,950.00        
 General Office       25,200.00       26,700.00    Municipal 
Accounting Clerk        36,524.80                   35,817.60                    
 Finance Office          7,600.00                    7,600.00              
 Administration         16,800.00         16,800.00 
 Planning Board                    200.00              200.00 
 Contingency              750.00               750.00 
 Computer                       16,300.00                 16,300.00 
 Code Enforcement Officer       40,096.16                 39,699.40 
 Code Enforcement Office         4,475.00                                 4,475.00 
 TOTAL                         $335,481.44               $336,175.12 
  
SELECTPERSONS AND BUDGET COMMITTEE RECOMMEND APPROVAL  
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SELECTPERSONS AND BUDGET COMMITTEE RECOMMEND APPROVAL 
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to appropriate to reduce the property tax assessment for Fiscal Year July 1, 2011 through June 30, 
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      Unknown   Unknown 
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      $284,954.00        299,561.00       
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SELECTPERSONS AND BUDGET COMMITTEE RECOMMEND APPROVAL 
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SELECTPERSONS AND BUDGET COMMITTEE RECOMMEND APPROVAL  
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ARTICLE 6:  To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate  $90,345.00 for 
maintenance and operation of MUNICIPAL BUILDINGS for Fiscal Year July 1, 2011 through June 
30, 2012: 
 
 DESCRIPTION AND COMPARISON: 
      2011/2012   2010/2011  
 Watts Block    $49,020.00              $49,020.00           
 Academy Building     41,325.00     41,325.00    
 TOTAL    $90,345.00                         $90,345.00  
 
SELECTPERSONS AND BUDGET COMMITTEE RECOMMEND APPROVAL 
 
 
ARTICLE 7:  To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $242,121.08 for the 
POLICE DEPARTMENT WAGES for Fiscal Year July 1, 2011 through June 30, 2012: 
 
 DESCRIPTION AND COMPARISON:   
      2011/2012   2010/2011  
 Chief               $ 55,690.96                     $  55,137.76       
 Patrolmen (3)    112,736.52   112,736.52    
 Reserves              6,000.00       6,000.00 
 Overtime          9,000.00        9,000.00 
 Traffic Control                             1,500.00       1,500.00      
 Sergeant    $42,993.60        42,993.60    
 Special Details                500.00          500.00 
 Court Time              1,400.00       1,400.00 
 Sick Leave             2,000.00       2,000.00 
 Vacation Buyback            2,000.00           2,000.00 
 Holiday Pay                              8,300.00       8,300.00 
 TOTAL             $242,121.08            $241,567.88 
 
SELECTPERSONS AND BUDGET COMMITTEE RECOMMEND APPROVAL 
 
 
 
 
ARTICLE 8:  To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $40,300.00 for 
GENERAL EXPENDITURES – POLICE DEPARTMENT for Fiscal Year July 1, 2011 through 
June 30, 2012: 
 
 DESCRIPTION AND COMPARISON: 
      2011/2012   2010/2011 
 Transportation    $14,900.00   $16,000.00 
 Supplies & Equipment    25,400.00     25,800.00 
 TOTAL    $40,300.00   $41,800.00 
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SELECTPERSONS AND BUDGET COMMITTEE RECOMMEND APPROVAL 
 
 
ARTICLE 4:  To see if the Town will vote to lapse all non-real estate/personal property tax 
revenues to Undesignated Fund Balance (surplus), and to see what sum of money the Town will vote 
to appropriate to reduce the property tax assessment for Fiscal Year July 1, 2011 through June 30, 
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 DESCRIPTION AND COMPARISON: 
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      $284,954.00        299,561.00       
 TOTAL               $284,954.00             $299,561.00             
 
SELECTPERSONS AND BUDGET COMMITTEE RECOMMEND APPROVAL 
 
 
ARTICLE 5:  To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $335,481.44 for 
GENERAL GOVERNMENT for Fiscal Year July 1, 2011 through June 30, 2012: 
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ARTICLE 9:  To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $95,767.11 for the FIRE 
DEPARTMENT for Fiscal Year July 1, 2011 through June 30, 2012: 
 
 DESCRIPTION AND COMPARISON: 
      2011/2012   2010/2011 
 Fire Chief    $12,950.53   $12,822.31  
 Deputy Chief            6,423.78       6,360.18 
 Assistant Chief       3,817.80          3,780.00 
 Call Members        20,500.00     20,500.00 
 Operations                 14,950.00     15,450.00    
 Communications                        1,000.00       1,000.00 
 Fire Equipment         8,250.00                                  8,500.00 
 Fire Vehicle Maintenance       12,000.00     12,700.00 
 Station Building     15,875.00     15,875.00 
 TOTAL    $95,767.11   $96,987.49  
 
SELECTPERSONS AND BUDGET COMMITTEE RECOMMEND APPROVAL 
 
 
ARTICLE 10:   To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $2,400.00 to 
purchase self-contained breathing (SCBA) bottles for the Fire Department. 
 
SELECTPERSONS AND BUDGET COMMITTEE RECOMMEND APPROVAL 
 
 
ARTICLE 11:   To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $7,000.00 to 
purchase protective clothing for the Fire Department. 
 
SELECTPERSONS AND BUDGET COMMITTEE RECOMMEND APPROVAL 
 
 
ARTICLE 12: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $3,000.00 to 
install dry hydrants for the Fire Department. 
 
SELECTPERSONS AND BUDGET COMMITTEE RECOMMEND APPROVAL 
 
ARTICLE 13: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $188,415.72 for 
PROTECTION AND PUBLIC SAFETY for Fiscal Year July 1, 2011 through June 30, 2012: 
 DESCRIPTION AND COMPARISON: 
      2011/2012   2010/2011 
 Street Lighting   $ 37,857.00   $ 37,857.00 
 E.M.A.              838.00           831.19 
 Health Officer         1,212.00          1,200.00 
 Animal Control                      9,508.72        9,400.00 
 Hydrant Rental             $139,000.00    141,000.00  
 TOTAL              $188,415.72   $190,288.19 
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 Contingency              750.00               750.00 
 Computer                       16,300.00                 16,300.00 
 Code Enforcement Officer       40,096.16                 39,699.40 
 Code Enforcement Office         4,475.00                                 4,475.00 
 TOTAL                         $335,481.44               $336,175.12 
  
SELECTPERSONS AND BUDGET COMMITTEE RECOMMEND APPROVAL  
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SELECTPERSONS AND BUDGET COMMITTEE RECOMMEND APPROVAL 
 
 
ARTICLE 14:   To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $4,043.00 to 
implement the Emergency Management Work Plan, and to accept a matching grant from the State 
for same. 
 
SELECTPERSONS AND BUDGET COMMITTEE RECOMMEND APPROVAL 
 
 
ARTICLE 15: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $422,353.72 for PUBLIC 
WORKS for Fiscal Year July 1, 2011 through June 30, 2012: 
 DESCRIPTION AND COMPARISON: 
      2011/2012   2010/2011 
 Director    $ 54,053.48   $ 53,518.40  
 Full Time Employees (3)    109,262.40     108,138.00 
 Employees       36,296.00      35,942.40  
 Overtime         6,200.00              6,090.00  
 Public Works General         5,700.00             5,700.00    
 Operations                  52,000.00      48,000.00  
 Winter Roads       87,600.00                 80,200.00  
 Summer Roads         24,350.00       24,350.00  
 Stump Dump         36,291.84         40,107.73  
 Town Garage       10,600.00      10,600.00 
 TOTAL              $422,353.72                $412,646.53 
  
SELECTPERSONS AND BUDGET COMMITTEE RECOMMEND APPROVAL 
 
 
 
 
ARTICLE 16: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $209,000.00 for 
SANITATION for Fiscal Year July 1, 2011 through June 30, 2012: 
 
 DESCRIPTION AND COMPARISON: 
      2011/2012   2010/2011 
 Transfer Station Fees            $209,000.00           $210,000.00 
 TOTAL            $209,000.00           $210,000.00 
 
SELECTPERSONS AND BUDGET COMMITTEE RECOMMEND APPROVAL 
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ARTICLE 17: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $56,089.22 for the 
AMBULANCE DEPARTMENT for Fiscal Year July 1, 2011 through June 30, 2012: 
 
 DESCRIPTION AND COMPARISON: 
      2011/2012   2010/2011 
 Director    $ 8,259.22   $ 8,177.45  
 Assistants         6,060.00      6,000.00  
 Call Attendants    10,000.00    10,000.00  
 Meetings and Drills      1,500.00      1,500.00 
 Training       7,000.00      7,000.00  
 Transportation        4,000.00      4,000.00 
 Administration and Office Supplies      5,870.00                    5,870.00 
 Operations     11,400.00                                11,400.00 
 Communications      2,000.00      2,000.00 
 TOTAL                        $ 56,089.22            $ 55,947.45 
 
SELECTPERSONS AND BUDGET COMMITTEE RECOMMEND APPROVAL 
 
 
ARTICLE 18:   To see if the Town will vote to appropriate $25,000.00 from Undesignated 
Fund Balance, with utilization of annual ambulance revenues, to continue funding the PER DIEM 
LICENSED AMBULANCE PERSONNEL  to provide adequate emergency service and to assist 
with Fire and Ambulance Department Administration. 
 DESCRIPTION: 
 The Town has 6 AM to 6 PM ambulance coverage five days per week.  Approval  
 will continue this coverage and utilize one of the two individuals for Fire and 
 Ambulance administrative duties as well as ambulance calls. 
  
SELECTPERSONS AND BUDGET COMMITTEE RECOMMEND APPROVAL 
 
 
ARTICLE 19: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $32,448.00 
for per diem weekend ambulance coverage.  
 
SELECTPERSONS AND BUDGET COMMITTEE RECOMMEND APPROVAL 
 
 
ARTICLE 20: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate up to $3,600.00 for 
Ambulance Billing Service and to authorize any additional cost to be paid from Ambulance 
Revenues. 
 DESCRIPTION: 
We have a new provider, and the charges are based on the results of collections. 
 
SELECTPERSONS AND BUDGET COMMITTEE RECOMMEND APPROVAL 
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ARTICLE 21: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $15,000.00 to reimburse 
Rockland for Ambulance coverage at the rate of $250.00 per call and to authorize charging the same 
$250.00 per call for coverage when Thomaston’s Ambulance responds to calls outside of 
Thomaston. 
 
SELECTPERSONS AND BUDGET COMMITTEE RECOMMEND APPROVAL 
 
 
ARTICLE 22: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $36,387.00 for the 
ASSESSOR’S OFFICE for Fiscal Year July 1, 2011 through June 30, 2012: 
 DESCRIPTION AND COMPARISON: 
      2011/2012   2010/2011 
 Assessors’ Compensation  $ 2,672.00    $ 2,646.00  
 Assessors’ Agent     25,755.00      18,935.28 
 Office Supplies                500.00          300.00 
 Book Binding          860.00              0.00 
 Mileage                           250.00          250.00 
 Telephone                        0.00              0.00 
 Training                   200.00          250.00 
 Memberships                         0.00              0.00 
 NDS Maintenance Contract            0.00                                      372.00 
Computer Maintenance     2,650.00       2,550.00 
 Mapping              0.00       2,000.00 
 Legal and Professional Services    3,500.00       4,464.00 
 TOTAL              $36,387.00              $31,767.28 
 
SELECTPERSONS AND BUDGET COMMITTEE RECOMMEND APPROVAL 
 
 
 
ARTICLE 23: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $58,794.88  
for the RECREATION DEPARTMENT for Fiscal Year July 1, 2011 through June 30, 2012: 
  
DESCRIPTION AND COMPARISON: 
      2011/2012   2010/2011 
 Director’s Salary             $32,444.88   $30,611.88 
 League Fees         5,000.00       5,000.00 
 Office Supplies               650.00                                      650.00 
 Field Maintenance          7,100.00                                   7,100.00 
 Senior Citizen’s Account     5,200.00       5,200.00 
 Supplies and Equipment        6,500.00       6,500.00 
 Basketball Referees          1,400.00       1,400.00 
 Mileage          500.00          500.00 
 TOTAL              $58,794.88   $56,961.88 
 
SELECTPERSONS AND BUDGET COMMITTEE RECOMMEND APPROVAL 
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ARTICLE 24: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $14,842.35  
for LEISURE SERVICES for Fiscal Year July 1, 2011 through June 30, 2012: 
 
 DESCRIPTION AND COMPARISON: 
      2011/2012   2010/2011  
 SHADE TREES 
 Tree Warden    $   796.83   $   788.94  
Tree Removal      1,600.00     1,600.00  
 Dead Limb Sanitation                           3,070.00      3,070.00 
 Stump Removal           500.00                              500.00 
 Tree Planting      1,000.00     1,000.00 
 Equipment            100.00        100.00  
 SUBTOTAL    $7,066.83   $7,058.94                    
  HARBOR SERVICES 
 Harbor Master    $3,605.52   $3,500.00 
 Education/Training        500.00        500.00 
 Public Landing Maintenance        350.00        400.00 
 Float Maintenance        600.00        600.00  
 Miscellaneous                    445.00        200.00 
 Facility Maintenance        750.00     1,000.00 
 Boat Maintenance        650.00        600.00 
 Float Removal        400.00                   500.00  
 SUBTOTAL    $7,300.52   $7,300.00 
 
  FOURTH OF JULY 
 4th of July Electrical   $       0.00   $       0.00 
 SUBTOTAL    $       0.00   $       0.00 
 
  CONSERVATION COMMITTEE 
 Conservation Committee  $    475.00   $    475.00 
 SUBTOTAL    $    475.00      $    475.00 
 
 TOTAL               $14,842.35             $14,833.94 
 
SELECTPERSONS AND BUDGET COMMITTEE RECOMMEND APPROVAL 
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ARTICLE 25: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $581,817.18   
for UNCLASSIFIED ACCOUNTS for Fiscal Year July 1, 2011 through June 30, 2012: 
 
 DESCRIPTION AND COMPARISON: 
            2011/2012    2010/2011 
 Workers’ Compensation      $ 32,000.00                 $  28,856.00 
 Unemployment Insurance                  4,900.00                 5,500.00    
 FICA              64,762.90               64,762.90   
 Health Insurance                            295,454.28                        294,000.00     
 Retirement           4,500.00                                4,500.00              
 SUBTOTAL               $401,617.18                      $397,618.90   
 
  INSURANCE 
 Commercial Package/Auto     $41,000.00   $46,585.70  
 Public Official Liability                       5,000.00       5,000.00 
 Employee Dishonesty Bond             600.00          500.00 
 SUBTOTAL        $46,600.00   $52,085.70 
 
 
 Public Restrooms      $  1,425.00   $  1,425.00 
 Ambulance Billing       $  3,600.00 
  SUBTOTAL       $  1,425.00   $  5,025.00 
 
  COMPUTERS 
 Computers and Printers     $  1,425.00   $  1,425.00 
 SUBTOTAL         $  1,425.00   $  1,425.00 
 
 TAN Interest       $         0.00   $         0.00 
 Memberships                 4,500.00       4,500.00 
 Regional Planning Commission              600.00                     600.00 
 Debt Service       100,000.00   150,000.00  
 SUBTOTAL                            $105,100.00                    $155,100.00 
 
 Thomaston Public Library   $  25,650.00   $ 25,650.00 
 SUBTOTAL     $  25,650.00   $ 25,650.00 
TOTAL                           $581,817.18                          $636,904.60 
 
SELECTPERSONS AND BUDGET COMMITTEE RECOMMEND APPROVAL 
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ARTICLE 26: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $77,600 for CAPITAL 
IMPROVEMENTS/RESERVE ACCOUNTS for Fiscal Year July 1, 2011 through June 30, 2012: 
  
 DESCRIPTION AND COMPARISON: 
      2011/2012   2010/2011 
 Police Cruiser Reserve  $10,000.00   $10,000.00 
 Ambulance Reserve   $10,000.00   $10,000.00 
 Fire Apparatus   $25,000.00              $25,000.00  
 Academy Maint. Reserve  $12,600.00   $12,600.00 
 Dump Truck Reserve         $10,000.00   $10,000.00 
 Computer Reserve   $10,000.00   $10,000.00 
 TOTAL               $77,600.00   $77,600.00 
 
SELECTPERSONS AND BUDGET COMMITTEE RECOMMEND APPROVAL 
 
 
 
 
ARTICLE 27: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $20,000.00 for 
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE  for Fiscal Year July 1, 2011 through June 30, 2012: 
 
 DESCRIPTION AND COMPARISON: 
      2011/2012   2010/2011 
 General Assistance   $20,000.00    $30,000.00 
 TOTAL    $20,000.00    $30,000.00 
 
As administered under Title 22 M.R.S.A. SUB 4305.4 Department of Human Services. 
 
SELECTPERSONS AND BUDGET COMMITTEE RECOMMEND APPROVAL 
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ARTICLE 28: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $20,233.10 for 
PROVIDER AND LOCAL AGENCIES for Fiscal Year July 1, 2011 through June 30, 2012:
 DESCRIPTION AND COMPARISON: 
  PROVIDERS AGENCIES 
      2011/2012   2010/2011 
 Mid-Coast Mental Health           $  1,592.20   $  1,592.20 
 Coastal Workshop                   237.50          237.50 
 Penquis CAP        2,850.00       2,850.00 
 Mid-Coast Children’s Services          665.00          665.00 
 Kno-Wal-Lin          2,850.00       2,850.00 
 New Hope for Women        950.00          950.00 
 Coastal Transportation       1,710.00       1,710.00 
 Senior Spectrum         2,158.40       2,158.40 
 Humane Society of Knox Cty.            475.00                    475.00 
 Adapt                          190.00            190.00 
 Home Counselors              190.00                     190.00 
 SUBTOTAL             $13,868.10              $13,868.10 
 
  LOCAL AGENCIES 
 Historical Society   $    712.50   $     712.50 
 Christmas Lighting       1,140.00       1,140.00 
 Memorial Day Committee             712.50          712.50 
 Friends of Montpelier                  1,900.00       1,900.00 
 Landscape Committee      1,900.00       1,900.00 
 SUBTOTAL    $ 6,365.00   $  6,365.00 
 TOTAL                        $20,233.10   $20,233.10 
 
SELECTPERSONS AND BUDGET COMMITTEE RECOMMEND APPROVAL 
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ARTICLE 29: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $75,200.00 
for Fiscal Year July 1, 2011 through June 30, 2012 and to utilize undesignated funds for the 
remainder to pave the following streets: 
 DESCRIPTION: 
 Hyler Street       $  8,300.00 est. 
 Dunn Street       $15,355.00 est.                
 Green, Main, Gay Streets     $17,845.00 est. 
 Sunset Street       $17,015.00 est. 
 Ship Street       $  6,225.00 est. 
 Pine Street       $13,280.00 est. 
 ½ Pleasant Street with Rockland    $18,675.00 est.    
Total        $96,695.00 
 
Raised and appropriated      $75,200.00 
Estimated from Undesignated               $21,495.00 
Total                    $96,695.00 
 
SELECTPERSONS AND BUDGET COMMITTEE RECOMMEND APPROVAL 
 
 
ARTICLE 30: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $50,000.00 as an offset 
to debt reduction and to appropriate $50,669.25 from Dump Truck Reserve and to utilize up to 
$60,000.00 from Undesignated Fund balance to purchase a new Wheeler Dump Truck with 
plow/headgear and sander to replace a 1990 dump truck with an estimated cost of $160,000.00. 
 
SELECTPERSONS AND BUDGET COMMITTEE RECOMMEND APPROVAL 
 
 
ARTICLE 31: To see if the Town will vote to authorize Selectpersons, on behalf of the 
Town, TO SELL AND DISPOSE OF ANY REAL ESTATE ACQUIRED BY THE TOWN for non-
payment of the taxes thereon and to execute quit claim deeds for said property, said real estate to be 
sold as follows: 
 
1. A notice of intent to sell such property shall be published in a newspaper of general circulation in 
Knox County at least three weeks prior to such sale, inviting interested parties to submit sealed bids 
thereon. 
 
2. The parties from whom the property has been taken for non-payment of taxes thereon may 
purchase said real estate from the Town at any time during the process, the purchase price in the 
latter case being all unpaid taxes on said property, plus interest, lien costs and the cost of the 
publication of the notice plus  the cost of the quit claim deed. 
 
3. In the event the parties from whom the real estate was taken by the Town for unpaid taxes fails to 
redeem the property as provided in Paragraph 2, the Board of Selectpersons may sell the property to 
the highest sealed bidder. 
  
SELECTPERSONS  RECOMMEND APPROVAL 
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ARTICLE 32: To see if the Town will vote to permit acceptance of PREPAID TAXES and 
to fix the dates of December 1, 2011 for the first payment and June 5, 2012 for the second payment, 
when the taxes shall become due and payable; and, to see if the Town will fix the rate of interest at 7 
percent to be charged on taxes unpaid after said date; and to see if the Town will fix the rate of 
interest for overpayments of taxes at 3 percent.  For the period July 1, 2011 through June 30, 2012. 
NOTE:  Pursuant to Title 36 M.R.S.A. Section 506-A ―Overpayment of Taxes‖.  
 
SELECTPERSONS RECOMMEND APPROVAL 
 
       
ARTICLE 33: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectpersons to accept, on 
behalf of the Town, GIFTS, DONATIONS AND CONTRIBUTIONS in the form of money, 
personal services and materials for the benefit of the Town, its government including legal 
departments and public facilities thereof, for the purpose of aiding and enhancing the delivery of 
public services.  Said gifts to be without conditions and not require the voters to raise additional 
maintenance money. 
 
SELECTPERSONS RECOMMEND APPROVAL 
 
 
ARTICLE 34: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectpersons TO MOVE UP TO 
10% OF UNEXPENDED BALANCES from various accounts as needed to provide for the smooth 
transition of Town business. 
 
SELECTPERSONS AND BUDGET COMMITTEE RECOMMEND APPROVAL 
 
 
ARTICLE 35: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $2,500.00 TO SUPPORT 
THE SHELLFISH MANAGEMENT PROGRAM. 
 
SELECTPERSONS AND BUDGET COMMITTEE RECOMMEND APPROVAL 
 
 
ARTICLE  36: To see if the Town will vote to appropriate from undesignated fund balance 
the sum of $10,000.00 TO ASSIST THE FOURTH OF JULY COMMITTEE in continuing the 
annual celebration. 
 
SELECTPERSONS AND BUDGET COMMITTEE RECOMMEND APPROVAL 
 
 
 ARTICLE 37: Shall the Ordinance entitled Chapter Seven Thomaston Land Use and 
Development Ordinance and Chapter Ten, Definitions be amended? 
A copy of this ordinance certified by the municipal officers and the Planning Board has been on file 
with the municipal clerk’s office at least seven days before the Town Meeting.  A certified copy of 
this ordinance is available for review in the Office of the Town Clerk during regular business hours.  
 
SELECTPERSONS AND PLANNING BOARD RECOMMEND APPROVAL 
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ARTICLE 38: Shall the Ordinance entitled Chapter 1 Article XIV Thomaston Road Naming 
and Numbering Ordinance be amended? 
A copy of this ordinance certified by the municipal officers and the Planning Board has been on file 
with the municipal clerk’s office at least seven days before the Town Meeting.  A certified copy of 
this ordinance is available for review in the Office of the Town Clerk during regular business hours.  
 
SELECTPERSONS AND PLANNING BOARD RECOMMEND APPROVAL 
 
 
 
ARTICLE 39: Shall the Ordinance entitled Chapter Four Thomaston Harbor Ordinance be 
amended? 
A copy of this ordinance certified by the municipal officers and the Harbor Committee has been on 
file with the municipal clerk’s office at least seven days before the Town Meeting.  A certified copy 
of this ordinance is available for review in the Office of the Town Clerk during regular business 
hours.  
 
SELECTMEN AND HARBOR COMMITTEE RECOMMEND APPROVAL 
 
 
 
ARTICLE 40:   Shall the Ordinance entitled Georges River Regional Shellfish Management 
Ordinance be amended?  
 
This proposed amended ordinance has been certified by the Board of Selectmen and delivered to the 
municipal clerk at least seven days before this meeting.  Copies of this ordinance are available for 
review in the office of the Town Clerk during regular business hours.  
 
SELECTPERSONS AND GEORGES RIVER SHELLFISH COMMITTEE RECOMMEND 
APPROVAL 
 
 
  
ARTICLE 41: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $20,000.00 towards the 
ongoing Thomaston Sidewalk Program to resurface sidewalks in Thomaston. 
  
SELECTPERSONS AND BUDGET COMMITTEE RECOMMEND APPROVAL 
 
 
 
ARTICLE 42: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $19,000.00 
for the operating budget of the Thomaston Village Cemetery.  
 
SELECTPERSONS AND BUDGET COMMITTEE RECOMMEND APPROVAL 
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ARTICLE 43: To see if the Town will vote to appropriate $100,605.42 from Fire Apparatus 
Reserves, appropriate $175,000.00 from Dragon Products T.I.F. as a recapture of previously 
expended Town funds on 2003 apparatus, to appropriate $50,000.00 from Debt Reduction as a 
carryover from 2010-2011 budget, and to expend up to $25,000 from Undesignated Fund Balance to 
purchase a new fire pumper apparatus estimated cost $350,000.00 to replace a 1982 pumper. 
 
SELECTPERSONS AND BUDGET COMMITTEE RECOMMEND APPROVAL 
 
 
 
ARTICLE 44: Shall the Town of Thomaston adopt an ordinance known as the ―Property 
Assessed Clean Energy (PACE) Ordinance‖? 
 
DESCRIPTION: 
This will assist low to moderate income homeowners to borrow up to $15,000 through Efficiency 
Maine Trust for energy savings projects on their homes.  
 
SELECTPERSONS RECOMMEND APPROVAL 
 
 
 
ARTICLE 45: Shall the Town of Thomaston enter into a ―Property Assessed Clean Energy 
(PACE) Program Agreement‖ with the Efficiency Maine Trust and authorize the Town Manager to 
sign the same? 
 
DESCRIPTION: 
This Article is contingent upon the approval of Article 44 above. 
 
SELECTPERSONS  RECOMMEND APPROVAL 
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ARTICLE 46: To see if the voters of the Town of Thomaston will appropriate and authorize 
a majority of the municipal officers of the Town to borrow on behalf of the Town, a principal 
amount not to exceed Two Hundred Fifty Thousand Dollars ($250,000.00) through the issuance of 
general obligation bonds or notes of the Town of Thomaston, which may be callable bonds or notes, 
the proceeds to be used for the purpose of financing improvements to the Thomaston Green for 
public infrastructure included, but not limited to construction of roads, sewers, storm drains, 
sidewalks and water lines (the ―Project‖); and  further to authorize the municipal officers to accept 
any state and federal grants, which are hereby appropriated for the Project, and to take any and all 
actions and execute any and all documents, contracts or agreements necessary or convenient to issue 
the bonds or notes of the Town and to accomplish the Project. 
 
FINANCIAL STATEMENT 
Town of Thomaston 
1. Total Town Indebtedness: 
       Principal       Interest   
Total Debt outstanding and unpaid:  $4,157,401.03       $1,761,764.47   
Total Debt authorized and unissued:  $1,900,000.00       $  617,227.45 (est.)  
Total Debt to be incurred if article is approved: $   250.000.00       $    81,500.00 (est.) 
TOTAL: $6,307,401.00       $2,460,491.92  
2. Costs 
 For the purposes of this Project, the amount of the General Obligation Bond will be 
$250,000.00 payable over a estimated twenty (20) year period at an interest rate estimated at 3.75%, 
the estimated costs of this loan will be: 
 20 Years    
 Principal   $250,000.00 
 Interest  $  81,500.00 
 Total Debt Service  $331,500.00 
 
3.  Validity: 
 The validity of the bonds and of the voters’ ratification of the bonds may not be affected by 
any errors in the above estimates. If the actual amount of the total debt service for the bond issue 
varies from the estimate, the ratification by the electors is nevertheless conclusive and the validity of 
the bond issue is not affected by reason of the variance. 
 
       _____________________________ 
       Treasurer, Town of Thomaston 
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ARTICLE 46: To see if th  voters of the Town of Thomaston will appropriate and authorize 
a majority of the municipal off cers of the Town to borrow on behalf of the Town, a pri cipal 
amount not to exceed Two Hundred Fifty Thousand Dollars ($250,000.0 ) through the issuance of 
general oblig ti n bonds or notes of th  Town of Thomaston, which may be c lla le bonds or notes, 
the proce ds to be used for the purpose of financing improve ents to the Thomaston Gree  fo  
public infrastructure included, but not limited to constru tion of roads, sewers, storm drains, 
sidewalks and water lines (the ―Proj ct‖); and  further to authorize e municipal off cers to accept 
any state and f deral grants, which are hereby appropriated for he Project, and to t ke any and all 
actions nd execute any and all documents, contracts or greements neces ary or convenient to issue 
the bonds or notes of th  T wn and to accomplish the Project. 
 
FINANCIAL STATEMENT 
Town of Thomaston 
1. Total Town Indebted ess: 
 Principal       Interest  
Total Debt outstanding  unpai :  $4,157,401.03       $1,761,764.47   
Total Debt authorized and unissued:  $1,900,000.        $  617,227.45 (est )  
Total Debt to b  incurr d if article is approved: $   250.000.0        $   81,500.00 (est ) 
TOTAL: $6,307,401. 0       $2,460,491.92  
2. Costs 
 For the purposes of this Project, the amount of the General Obligation Bond will be 
$250,000.0  payable over a estim t d twenty (20) year period at an interest rate estimat d at 3.75%, 
the estimat d costs of this l an wi l be: 
 20 Years  
 Principal  $250,000.0  
 Interest $  81,500.00 
 Total Deb  Service  $331,500.00 
 
3.  Validity: 
 The validity of the b nds and of the v ters’ ratification of he b nds may not be affect d by 
any errors in the above estimat . If the actual amount of the t tal debt service for th  bond issue 
varies from the estimat , he ratification by he electors is nevertheless conclusive and the validity of 
the bond issue is not affected by reason of the variance. 
 
 ______  
 Treasurer, Town of Thomaston 
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